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(i) 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis has two purposes. The first is to establish a tool for a 

Marxist analysis of trade union consciousness; the second is to 

demonstrate it in action in a case study of the New Zealand Waterside 

Workers Federation (NZWWF) from 1915 - 1937 . Basing itself on the 

work of the classic Marxist revolutionary theorists, (Marx, Engels, 

Lenin , Trotsky, Luxemburg, Lukacs and Gramsci), a Marxist typology of 

essential revolutionary concepts is constructed. This is designed to 

assess the degree of revolutionary consciousness of any particular 

union , that is, the degree to which it struggles against bourgeois 

constraints or, on the contrary, the degree to which it succumbs. 

A multi-factorial, bi-polar typology is then built up from basic 

Marxist concepts with particular reference to trade unions and their 

role under capi t alism and this typology is used to analyse the 

consciousness of the water siders. This analysis includes both a 

study of the historical constraints facing them and a detailed study 

of their responses. The historical constraints are the economic, 

political and ideological forces confronting the t rade union movement 

as a whole 1915-1937, together with an account of the development of 

the trade union movement within these constraints. The role of the 

transport workers and the watersiders within the wider union movement 

is described. 

The typology is then applied to the contents of the Federation 

newspaper, the Transport Worker, (TW) , and the decisions of the 



(ii) 

Federation as recorded in the Minutes of its Annual (later Biennial) 

Conferences from 1915-1937. The actions and ideas of the Federation 

are discussed according to periods set by the economic and political 

conditions external to the union: 

1922-1929; Depression, 1930-1934; 

Boom, 1915-1921; Stagnation 

Labour Government, 1935-1937. 

The Federation shows a development from a syndicalist, though not 

militant, position to one leaning heavily on political action through 

the parliamentary Labour Party. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis emerges from questions which became urgent for me to 

answer during my work as a rank-and-file trade unionist. On the one 

hand, most of us with socialist goals were working in the trade union 

movement in the belief that these working class organisations had 

something to do with the attainment of those goals. On the other 

hand, there were considerable obstacles to this, not only of an 

objective kind, but in the minds of our fellow workers. What were 

the forces which created attitudes in workers which led them often to 

collude in their own exploitation? What sort of ideas and aims would 

they need to enable them to resist capitalist exploitation and 

domination? This thesis does not attempt to answer the question 'Why 

no revolutionary consciousness?', but seeks simply to establish the 

nature of the kind of consciousness which would need to be an aspect 

of revolutionary practice. By measuring such a profile of 

revolutionary consciousness against the concepts embedded in the 

actual words and actions of a leading trade union in a significant 

period of New Zealand history, the nature of the apprent lack of 

revolutionary consciousness in a New Zealand union can be 

illustrated. The exercise, then, is one of identifying an absence. 

No attempt is made to theorise this absence in sociological terms. 

However, it is of considerable practical value for socialist 

activists to clarify the nature of revolutionary consciousness, on 

the one hand, and the nature of its absence at a particular 

historical conjuncture on the other. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis has a two-fold purpose, firstly, to construct a tool, a 

typol ogy, for 

secondly, to 

the 

apply 

analysis of trade union consciousness and, 

it in a case study of the New Zealand Waterside 

Wor kers Federation from 1915 to 1937. 

Class consciousness is a significant force in historical development. 

Key questions for a Marxist understanding of New Zealand history are: 

Why is there so little revolutionary working class consciousness in 

New Zealand? What is the nature of the consciousness which does 

exist? But before the sources of working class consciousness can be 

explored, it is necessary to identify the exact nature of its 

content. Only when we have identified the phenomenon we seek to 

expl ain can we begin to ask the question 'How come?' This thesis 

seeks to establish a framework to assist such identification and 

description. In addressing the issue of class consciousness, it is 

hoped to make some contribution to the broader analysis of class in 

New Zealand. 

At present, these questions remain unilluminated because of the lack 

of historical research prompted by them. Class, in the Marxist 

sense, has been so consistently denied, confused or underplayed in 

New Zealand historiography, that research, Marxist or otherwise, 

which would make it possible to begin to examine such a question is 

simply not available. 

between Oliver(1969), 

As Campbell has 

Olssen(1974) and 

pointed out, the debates 

Sinclair(1965) show an 
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inadequate conceptualisation of class from a Marxist point of 

view( Campbell,1977:62). The blind spot in New Zealand historiography 

concer ning class is just one expression of the lack of class 

consciousness in general. In particular, the history of the working 

class and its organisations has been neglected. The Labour Party has 

been studied, not as a working class party, but as, what in fact it 

became, a 'classless' agency of general social betterment. There has 

bee n only one brief general history, (Roth,1973b) of New Zealand 

trade unions published, with a few histories of individual unions, 

(Pet t it,1948; Bollinger , 1968; Campbell,1976; Roth,1973a;1977;1984; 

Norris,1984). It is no accident that most of these are accounts of 

the t ransport workers' unions. 

It is ironic that this lacuna of New Zealand historians as regards 

class has begun to be remedied by those working in other disciplines 

- geography, economics, political science and, 

sociology. Armstrong(1978), Bedggood(1980), 

Martin(1981), Walsh(1981), Steven((1985), 

in particular , 

Jesson ( 1981) , 

Gallagher and 

Swai nson(1985) are among those who have begun to reinterpret in the 

light of a class analysis the mater ial researched by historians. 

Sociological theory offers a powerful means of illuminating New 

Zealand historical development in terms of the class forces which 

shaped it. However, much m~re historical data is still required to 

inform and extend such work. 

These historical questions are important for socialists as well as 

for sociologists because the answers offer a guide for strategy and 
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practice; they help decide 'What is to be done?'. The focus of this 

thesis is essentially practical; through a piece of 

historically-grounded and sociologically-informed research, which 

extends a Marxist sociological analysis of New Zealand history, it is 

hoped to make one small contribution to the political task of 

achieving socialism in New Zealand. 

One important working class agency for the constitution of work ing 

class consciousness is the trade union movement. Moss has pointed 

out that: 

'Contrary to the view that sees trade unions as adaptive or 
reactive organisations, they play a formative role in the 
creation of a working class ••• Their policies ••• weld the 
bonds and shape the consciousness of the working class,' 
(Moss,1984:238). 

Parki n has noted that trade union membership is a significant factor 

in enabling workers to resist bourgeois ideology, what he calls the 

dominant value system (Parkin,1967:284). Trade unions are probably 

even more important in New Zealand in this respect since the stable 

working class communities, which are an alternative source noted by 

Parkin of this capacity to resist, have been largely lacking. The 

study of trade union consciousness is therefore an important aspect 

of the study of working class consciousness in the wider sense. 

One problem with existing discussions of trade union history that do 

exist is that they concentrate on great events in which trade union 

militancy was displayed - 1890, 1913, 1951. These struggles are 
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mythologised in trade union tradition. It is too often forgotten 

that these were also major defeats which involved only a minority of 

the trade union movement. At its height in 1912, the Red Federation 

of Labour represented 15,000 members while the Trades and Labour 

Councils represented 52,000, (Roth,1973:33). The state repression 

and economic collapse of the 1920's and 30's which reduced wages and 

hamstrung union organisation, must be seen as a landmark in trade 

union history of equal significance to the three defeats noted above; 

in f act,the defeat of the 20's and 30's could be seen as more 

significant, since it affected every worker, employed or unemployed. 

But because this defeat did not take the form of one cataclysmic 

collective struggle, its significance as an event in trade union 

his t ory is ignored by historians, working class and bourgeois alike. 

Within the constraints set for it by bourgeois power, the working 

class continues to 'make itself' in times of acquiescence quite as 

much as in times of militancy. It is as, or even more, important to 

study its processes in the times when it fails to challenge bourgeois 

exploitation and oppression as on the occasions when it does do so. 

For this reason, the 1920's and 30's is a significant period in the 

history of the New Zealand trade union movement, but because its 

significance has been overlooked, it is even less studied from a 

working class point-of-view than most others. This thesis therefore 

draws its case study from this period. 

Another interpretation that needs examination is the traditi 

distinction in New Zealand labour historiography between 'right-wing' 
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so-called moderates and 'left-wing' so-called militants. It is a 

moot point how much the militant/conservative split was an 

ideological one and how much a tactical one based on differing 

positions in the economic structure. While clearly revolutionary 

pol i t ical aims did emerge, as with the Red Federation, this was not 

always so with those that took militant action. The objects of the 

Mar it ime Council were restricted to 'legitimate and necessary 

reforms', (Roth,1973:13). And the Trades and Labour Councils at 

times espoused socialist aims. Th i s was so with the United 

Feder ation of Labour before the 1913 Waterfront strike , which still 

retained the Industrial Workers of the World preamble and a 

con troversial strike clause. All but a tiny minority of the trade 

unions subscribed to this constitution . The contrasting conditions 

of t he various occupational groups offered widely di f fering 

possibilities for successful action and the apparent differences in 

mili t ancy must not necessarily be interpreted as basic ideological 

differ ences. Two unpublished studies on the Trades and Labour 

Councils 1891-1911, (Mills,1977) and on the printing unions in the 

1920 1 s and 30's (Porzsolt,1983) already bring into question the 

militant/moderate distinction in historical terms. More historical 

study is needed to test this traditional view. Therefore in choosing 

a union to take as a case study, it is useful to examine the nature 

of the consciousness of a reputedly militant, left-wing union: the 

watersiders. 

Jesson (1981a) has noted the theoretical confusion between trade 

union militancy and revolutionary impulses in New Zealand 
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historiography. In fact, Jesson sees militancy as having a 

comparable role to the welfare state in integrating the working class 

under capitalist hegemony. In achieving bread and butter objectives, 

even with undoubted vigour and class struggle, the working class, 

Jessen claims, is more firmly maintained within the confines of the 

system which militant unionism of itself fails to challenge. While 

Jesson's point is overstated, it does spotlight the need to 

demy~hologise militancy. This ambiguity of militancy, in fact, 

implies the necessity, in a Marxist analysis of consciousness, of 

dis tinguishing between an authentic revolutionary Marxist position 

and c merely militant, reformist one. 

The watersiders are interesting for two reasons. They took a leading 

role in the 1920's and 30's in the formation and direction of the 

Alliance f Labour, the self-styled militant wing of the trade union 

move~ent in the period. A study of their consciousness therefore 

shou:d throw some light on that of the wider industrial labour 

move~ent in the period. 

The watersiders are generally reputed to be on the left of the 

poli t ical spectrum - for right wingers, red wreckers and Bolsheviks, 

for l eft wingers, progressive or militant. It is important to 

examine the exact nature of their political position and to what 

extent it was truly revolutionary. 

While some historians have studied class consciousness in other parts 

of t he world from a more or less Marxist perspective, they have done 
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it largely in an intuitive manner, with little definition in 

theoretical terms of what it is they mean. For instance, in his 

formidable work Class Struggle and the Industrial Revolution, Foster, 

hinges his complex argument on evidence of militancy which has the 

aim of 'a total change of the social system', (Foster,1974:74). Even 

granti ng the 'difficulty of defining something whose ideological 

content is always historically relative and specific,' (ibid:73), 

this is not sufficiently specific from a Marxist point of view. 

Rothstein has clearer implicit ideas of what constitutes what he 

calls proletarian class consciousness. This is basically the 

unde,standing that the proletariat must rely on its own efforts to 

achieve change and have 'the resolve not to shrink from the most 

extreme measures,' (Rothstein,1983:49). This implies, firstly, that 

the proletariat relies on independent structures of its own, 

structures not dominated by bourgeois power - in other words, that it 

is a subject in its own history. Secondly, it implies uncompromising 

clas s struggle. 

Moss in his study of the three major trade union confederations in 

Fra~ce offers a useful analysis of the different political and 

ideological strategies which they adopt (Moss,1984). However, this 

too is an historical study and from a sociological point of view, 

something more systematic is needed for a precise analysis of 

revolutionary class consciousness. 
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This thesis proposes a development from these contributions. Taking 

a sociological approach, it will set down in a systematic manner 

concepts which must underlie the practices of a trade union if it is 

to be said to have a truly revolutionary consciousness in the Marxist 

sense. It does not seek to typologise empirical words and actions 

which are always determined by their historical context. In this way 

it is hoped to surmount the difficulty noted by Foster of 'defining 

something whose ideological content is always historically relative'. 

While the typology is theoretical, its application to union words and 

actions will rely strongly on analysis of the historical forces in 

which it operates. The emphasis will be on analysing the nature of a 

union's practices, the degree to which it engages in class struggle 

and the kinds of strategies it adopts. Thus while the primary 

purpose of the thesis is to describe the consciousness of a trade 

union, this inevitably means consideration of the material basis in 

terms of the historical constraints. However, there will be no 

attempt to theorise these beyond the basic materialist premise that 

all consciousness is a product of material historical existence. 

The theoretical chapter has two purposes. It seeks to establish a 

materialist concept of consciousness. It is necessary to be quite 

clear exactly what it is we seek to analyse 

equally necessary to be clear about the 

and describe. It is 

role of trade unions in 

capitalist society, their limits and potential for revolutionary 

action. The basic concepts of the typology will be drawn from the 

classic Marxist theorists (Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky, Luxemburg, 

Lukacs and Gramsci) and their theories of the nature of the 
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capitalist mode of production and of revolutionary strategies to 

overthrow it. Much current neo-Marxist sociological theory has moved 

a considerable distance from the materialist basis set by these 

classical writers, who, with the exception of Gramsci, have suffered 

neglect. The classical writers are differentiated from nee-Marxist 

theorists by their engagement in revolutionary practice. Their ideas 

were forged in the fire of that practice and have all, to a greater 

or lesser extent, been taken over or used by subsequent revolutionary 

movements. These ideas have thus taken on a material reality by 

being absorbed and enacted by historically significant agencies. 

'Ideas become a material force in history when they seize the minds 

of the masses,'. Their theory grew out of their practice and in turn 

developed that practice. As Anderson says: 

'The international disputes which united and divided 
Luxemburg, Lenin, Lukacs, Gramsci or Trotsky ••• represent 
the last great strategic debate in the European workers' 
movement. Since then, there has been little significant 
theoretical development of the political problems of 
revolutionary strategy in metropolitan capitalism that has 
had any direct contact with the masses,' 
(Anderson,1976/77:78). 

It is this firm link between the practice and theory of these writers 

that gives their work a sound materialist basis. Their theory is 

materialist both in its origins and its effects. Since this thesis 

addresses the essentially practical question, 'What is to be Done?', 

it is important that its theoretical framework has a sound basis in 

practice. A return to these classical revolutionary theorists offers 

a timely renewal of a truly materialist approach. 



The next chapter will construct the analytical framework to 

trade union consciousness. It will take the form 

10 

describe 

of a 

multi-dimensional bi-polar typology. That is, it will establish a 

whole range of concepts considered basic to a Marxist position to 

for m one pole and their opposing bourgeois concepts to form the other 

pole . Each pole of the typlogy will therefore consist of a number of 

di mensions and the typology thus offers complexity combined with 

fle xibility. The aim is to build an analytical tool which will 

expose the degree to which a trade union struggles and opposes the 

cons t raints in which it is situated, its degree of ' resolve' in 

Rothstein's sense. 

Having set the theor etical framework, we will then move on to outline 

the historical conjuncture in which the New Zealand Waterside Workers 

Feder ation was situated 1915-1937 with reference to the economic, 

poli t ical and ideological forces with which the trade union movement 

had t o grapple . Then we will trace its internal development with a 

focus on the NZ Watersiders' Federation and the transport unions. 

Then follows the empirical core of the thesis - the application of 

the t ypology to the words and actions of the NZWWF 1915-1937. The 

Transport Worker and the minutes of the Annual 

Conferences of the NZWWF form the selected 

(later Biennial) 

data base. The 

consciousness exhibited by the Federation will then be analysed and 

discussed within the context of four sub-periods of the period 

1915-1937 defined by economic and political conditions external to 

the Federation. These periods are War Boom 1915-1921; Stagnation 
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1922-1929; Depression 1930-1934 and Labour Government 1935-1937. 

This approach aims to highlight the constraints within which trade 

unio r. s under capitalism function. The task of the thesis is thus to 

esta~l ish the nature of the economic, political and ideological 

forces at work within New Zealand 1915-1937 and then use the typlogy 

to assess and identify the nature of the practices engaged in by the 

New Zealand Waterside Workers' Federation within that set of 

histcrical forces. 

Idea:ly, from a historical point of view, it would have been 

desirable to follow up other material such as correspondence , awards, 

shipp ing company records and newspapers to gain a fuller assessment 

of t ~e events which impinged on the watersiders. However, this is a 

socio logical study and the emphasis has been on sociological 

analys is. Secondary material such as Pettit 

(194 E) , Norris (1984) and Townsend (1985) has been used where 

appropriate. This thesis, therefore, makes no claim to be a history. 

Its • ain purpose is to explore the revolutionary potential of trade 

unions, and to clarify the problems involved in examining trade union 

consciousness. By applying the framework derived from this 

discussion in a preliminary way to one leading trade union in a 

neglected period of New Zealand labour history, it is hoped that that 

history may be to some degree illuminated. 
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This chapter sets out the theoretical underpinnings for a typology 

which will be developed in the next chapter as a tool for examining 

the concepts embedded in the words and actions of the union selected 

as a case study, the New Zealand Waterside Workers' Federation from 

1915 to 1937, and assessing the level of its revolutionary 

consciousness. First t it is necessary to carefully define 

consciousness in order to be clear about the exact nature of the 

phenomenon to be analysed . Secondly 0 an appropriate framework for 

describing trade union consciousness cannot be constructed without an 

understanding of the limits and potentialities of trade unions as 

organisations. After establishing the nature of consciousness, we 

will derive from selected classical Marxists the concepts which a 

trade union would have to embody in its practice if it were to be 

described as having a revolutionary consciousness . We will then 

discuss the potentiality or otherwise for a revolutionary role for 

trade unions as seen by the classical theorists. 

The concept of consciousness is a very thorny and elusive one indeed 

in a materialist analysis. What exactly are we trying to analyse? 

Consciousness is not simply a mental event, a set of ideas in the 

head. It does involve ideas, understandings , concepts but focusses 

on action in the world. As Marx saysi 'Consciousness can never be 

anything else than conscious existence, and the existence of men is 
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their actual life processi' (Marx in Tucker 0 1972 :118), To describe 

the consciousness of a class is to describe the concepts and goals 

embedded in the words and actions 9 the life process of that class. 

If praxis is theoretically informed action, consciousness is 

ac~ion-oriented thinking . It is the mental aspect of material 

actions ~ 'practical critical activity'. Thus concepts such as goals ~ 

actions and consciousness are not idealist 9 but aspects of ~aterial 

practice. They do entail a subjecti but this is a determinate, 

historically consti tuted subject » in our case , a trade union. By 

defining consciousness as concepts embedded in words and actions, we 

can speak of the consciousness of a trade union without getting into 

the position of attributing a non- material mental life to an 

organisation . 

But consciousness cannot be reduced to the conceptual content of 

3ctions. Actions are circumscribed in many ways by material 

constraints and it may not be possible to express various goals in 

material actions. It is not therefore possible to read off 

consciousness from actions alone. Goals 1 which may be denied 

fulfilment by objective circumstance, can be identified through the 

words or verbal practices of a class. Words, too, are material 

pract ices; if they 'seize the minds of the masses' and are therefore 

potentially transformable into historical action when circumstances 

permit. Words are less constrained than more directly material 

practices and must be carefully analysed in the context of the 

union's other actions. Thus words can be evidence of consciousness 

in the absence of overt actions. Consciousnes s is therefore a 
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separate moment of practice which can be examined in its own right. 

'Thought and being are indeed distinct but they also form a unity,' 

(Marx in Bottomore and Rubeli1963:92). We can relocate the emphasis 

and say, 'If thought and being form a unityp they are indeed 

distinct.' 

Our focus is revolutionary consciousnessp hence we are interested in 

the nature of the consciousness embedded in revolutionary practice , 

that is~ class struggle. Class struggle is the expression in the 

social sphere of the contradictions which occur in class society 

between the social relations of productionj on the one hand, and the 

technical forces of production, on the other. The subordinate class~ 

(under capitalism, the working class) is driven by its conditions of 

existence to struggle against exploitation by the ruling class, (in 

this case, the bourgeoisie). Insofar as it is dominated by the 

bourgeoisie, the practice and consciousness of the working class will 

conform in a passive way to the economic~ political and ideological 

structures of bourgeois power. Insof ar as it 

bourgeoisie, the working class wi ll struggle to 

resists 

negate 

the 

those 

structures. Only in negation and struggle can the working class 

affirm itself as an independent force in history and overthrow the 

capitalist class. The analytical framework to be used for the study 

of trade union consciousness must therefore be constructed so as to 

be capable of assessing the degree of struggle and/or collaboration 

practiced by a trade union within the historical constraints which 

face it. By deriving from the work of the classical Marxists the 

basic revolutionary theoretical concepts and practices which are 
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required to overthrow capitalism, we can construct a profile of the 

concepts a trade union must embody in its practice if it is to be 

described as revolutionary. 

What 9 then , are the basic theoretical concepts of the Capitalist Mode 

of Production and its revolutionary overthrow as found in the 

classical theorists? While Marxp Engels 9 Lenin~ Trotsky, Luxe~burg9 

Gramsci and Lukacs were in broad agreement on the nature of 

~apitalist relations 9 they placed varying emphasis in theorising the 

other spheres of the social formation the political p the 

ideological and the role of trade unions. We are interested in 

establishing broad criteria wh i ch can identify a revolutionary 

~onsciousness. Hence , only the most fu nd amental concepts are 

relevant~~ the ~ypology and we will not go into the more subtle 

theoretical differences between the theorists . Only the most basic 

distinctions between them will be examined in order to deriie the 

components of the typology. 

For the purposes of analysis 9 the basic Marxist concepts will be 

di~cussed under three headings of ideas and actions within the world 

- what is, what can be and should be and the means of transformation 

from the former to the latter. This is an artificial division from 

the dialectical point of view, because future developments exist 

'within the womb of the old society' and 'what can be' is 'what 

should be' from the point of view of the oppressed cl ass. The 

dialectical view of history embodies a very real tension between the 

not ion of 'natural laws ••• working themselves out wi th iron necessity' 
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and the conscious thrust of creative human endeavour. Present and 

future, 'what can be' and 'what should be' are integrated 1 but in 

contradiction . However, the tripartite di vision is a convenient 

analytical device. 

WHAT IS 

1o Structural 

A fundamental thread which runs through all Marxist-Leninist 

concepts~ whether economic , political, epistemological or historical 

is one of totalityi a unity of the social formation. The concept of 

totality means that all parts of the social formation affect and are 

affected by each other. It is the relations and forces of production 

at the economic level, however, which p in the last analysis, 

determine and limit ideological and political structures. 

'The same men who establish social relations in conformity 
with their material power of production, also produce 
principles, laws , and categories, in conformity with their 
social relations , ' (Marx in Bottomore & Rubel , 
1963 :1089109) . 

This does not mean that the latter can be read off from the economic 

structure. On the contrary, all our selected theorists asserted that 

the political and ideological spheres had a level of determination 

and effectivity of their own p thoughs as already noted, the theorists 

differed in their analyses of these. Engels expresses it thus: 



1 The economic situation is the basis, but the various 
elements of the superstructure: political forms of the 
class struggle ••• and then even the reflexes of all these 
actual struggles in the brains of the participants, 
political, juristic 9 philosophical theor ies , religious 
views ••• also exercise their influence upon the course of 
the historical struggles and in many cases preponderate in 
determining their form,' ( Engels in Tuc!{er, 1972: 640). 
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This economically structured social formation is in constant 

ji~lectical movement based on the fundamental contradiction between 

capital and labour. The working class, the element which contradicts 

capital, will eventually negate and overthrow it in the revolutionary 

process . It thus forms the basis of the future society existing and 

growing in the 'womb' of the present one. 

2 . Economic 

First and foremost ~ at the economic level, i s the concept of 

exploitation and the extraction of surplus value from the working 

class by the capitalist class. Thi s is the lynch-pin of capitalism. 

Moreover, this exploitation takes place at the point of production 

and is not a phenomenon of distribution . That is~ profit is not 

extracted simply through the circulation and exchange of the products 

of human labour in society, but is extracted at the point of 

produc t iJn by the capitalist class in the actual us e of the labour 

power of workers. Thus : 

' If commodities, or commodi t ies and money, of 
exchange-value 9 and consequently equi va lents, 
exchanged , it is plain that no one abstracts more 
from , than he throws into ci rculation . There is 
creation of surplus value 9 ' (Marx , 1954:158), 

equal 
are 

value 
no 



' ••• the production of surplus value, a process which is 
entirely confined to the sphere of productionp' (ibid~ 189) . 
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The bourgeoisie is able to expropriate the value of the product of 

the working class because it owns the means of production and the 

workers are forced to sell their labour power to capitalists because 

they have no such means with which to produce goods of their own. 

This antagonistic relationship entails ~ on the one hand , class 

struggle between capitalists and workers 9 and, on the other handp 

solidarity between workers: 

' The proletariat goes through various stages of 
development. With its birth begins the struggle with the 
bourgeoisieo •• But with the development of industryP the 
proletariat not only increases in number ; i t becomes 
concentrated in greater masses, its strength grows, and it 
feels that strength more ••• Thereupon the workers begin to 
form combinations (Trades Unions) against the bourgeois,' 
(Marx & Engels in Tucker,ibid~342). 

it is this antagonistic relationship between capitalist and 

proletariat which shapes and sets limits to all other r elationships 

in society . 

3 . Political 

The state in the Marxist analysis is a crucial structure of class 

r ule. It is seen as a direct r esult of class antagonism, in that it 

was required to mitigate it: 

'as it rose , at the same time 1 in the midst of the 
conflict of these classesp it is , as a r ule, the state of 
the most powerful, economically domin ant class whichy 
through the medium of the state 1 becomes also the 
politically dominant class and thus acqui res new means of 



holding down and exploiting the 
(Engels 9 1972~160). 

oppressed 

And Lenin says~ 

'[The State] is the creation of 'order' which 
perpetuates this oppression by moderating 
between the classes 9 ' (Leninp1975:242). 

legalises and 
the conflict 
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The role of the state is thus to ensure social cohesion by mitigating 

and diffusing the class antagonisms which would otherwise tear it 

apart. This maintenance of stability inevitably serves the interests 

of the ruling class, since it is only the artificial stability 

imposed by the state which prevents its overthrow by the working 

class. The state is thus both separate from the classes and serves 

the interests of the dominant class because of the economic power of 

the latter. Thus the state is relatively autonomous~ serving the 

dominant class by limiting the class struggle against it , 

4. Ideological 

All the theorists, whatever their approachp stated that the workings 

of capitalism could not be understood by reference to immediate 

observation. A variety of ideologicalp political and economic 

processes mask its essential inner dynamics. Common sense gives a 

partial or false picture of the world. Marx shows how competition 

and market relations conceal the underlying exploitive nature of the 

relations of production: 



'Everything appears reversed in competition. The final 
pattern of economic relations as seen on the surface 9 in 
their real existence and consequently in the conceptions by 
which the bearers and agents of these relations seek to 
understand them, is very different from, and indeed quite 
the reverse of, their inner but concealed essential pattern 
and the conception corresponding to it 1 ' (Marx,1959:209). 
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This mystification is connected with the dialectical explanation of 

historical change. As noted above, in the dialectic of historical 

development, present and future, what can be and what should be , are 

in a contradictory unity. The present conceals and mystifies the 

dynamics of the future which it contains. 

The 

'No social order is ever 
productive forces for which 
developed, and new superior 
replace older ones before the 
existence have matured within 
society,' (Marx,1970:21). 

destroyed before all the 
it is sufficient have been 
re lations of production never 
material conditions for their 
the framework of the old 

process of ideological mystification is rooted in this 

dialectical development. To accept empirically given reality is to 

be confined to the present 9 ignorant of the contradictions which 

produce change. 

However, theoretical activity alone cannot expose the nature of 

social reality. As Marx says of the theoretical discovery of the 

nature of value: 

'The recent scientific discovery, that the products of 
labour, so far as they are values, are but material 
expressions of the human labour spent in their 
production ••• by no means dissipates the mist through which 
the social character of labour appears to us to be an 
objective character of the products t~emselves 9

1 
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(Marx~1954:79). 

Only revolutionary activity, which allies itself with the forces 

pushing towards the future and the overthrow of capitalist relations~ 

can penetrate at the level of consciousness the ideological 

mystifications: 

' ••• all the forms of and products of consciousness can be 
dissolved not by intellectual criticism •• ,but only by the 
practical overthrow of the actual social relations which 
gave rise to this idealist humbug,' (Marx & Engels in 
Bottomore ses & Rubel,1963:70). 

Thus theory can penetrate this ideological mystification only when i t 

is part and parcel of revolutionary activity. 

5. Historical Contingency of Social Forms and Values 

Because of this central dynamic role of contradiction and the change 

it prod uces. There is no fixed social structure or value system . 

Given facts and values of social structures ar e therefore 

historically contingent and have no eternal validity and are thus 

open to critique and change . 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

As just explainedp perceptions of what can be arise out of 

perceptions of what is. The goal of the abolition of wage labour 

cannot arise if the present is seen as eternal and unchanging as 
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fi xed in the nature of thingsf rather than as an historical product. 

A notion that the present is wrong, if unalterablep still oper ates 

within the confines of the present . Thus a revolutionary 

consciousness includes the rejection of existing capitalist social 

relations and the recognition of their potential for restructuring by 

and for the working class. 

Together with the idea of the abolition of wage labour must go the 

abolition of the bourgeois state . It is not a neutral instrument to 

be taken over by the working class for its own ends i but must be 

smashed as part of the ed i f i ce of class rule. 

'One th i ng especially was proved by the Commune 1 viz . tha t 
'the working class cannot simply lay hold of the r eady- made 
state machinery and wield it for its own purposes' , (1872 
Preface to the Communist Manifesto, quot ed 
Leninp1975b:263). 

In no way can the bourgeois state be used to pave the way for 

soc i alism i n a gradualist manner . Lenin in State and Revolution 

asserted continually that the bourgeois state apparatus must be 

entirely destroyed and an 'apparatus of a new type' suited to 

pr oletarian interests must be erected in its place. 

Gramsci's position was rather different . In contradistinction to the 

state, he stressed the role of civil society in maintaining 

capitalist relations through the hegemony or domination of bourgeois 

ideas in society at large. In his memorable military image: 



' The State was only an outer ditch g behind 
stood a powerful system of fortresses and 
[ioe othe ideological and social structures 
society] v ~ ( Gramsci. 1971 ~ 238) , 

which there 
earthworks p 
of civil 
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Civil society with all its social , e~change and ideologi1~al 

r elationships wasD in Gramscits vie~. a far stronger bulwar~ of 

capitalist power than the state apparatLls itself, The s tate 

certainly had to be overthrown p but the intricate web of civil 

society had to be dissolved also " This latter task he called the 

'war of position' - the struggle for political and ideological 

hegemony. When this was complete~ the 'war of manoeuvre' 0 the 

mil itar y overthrow of state power could be accomplished. 

1 In politics ~• ••the 'war of position 9
9 once ~on ~ is 

decisive 9 definitively •• o , The war of manoeuvre subsists so 
long as it is a questio n of ~inning positions which are not 
decisive 0 so that all the resources of the state's hegemony 
cannot be mobil'lsed , 1 ( ibir:! ~239) . 

For Gramsci 0 then ~ the ideological war is the key. While i t is true 

that social and cultural forms ar e much more densely developed in 

lste capitalist social formations 9 the state's inter vent ion in these 

has expanded also . A materialist approach cannot give as high a 

degree of effectivity to the role of ideas as did Gramsci 0 and while 

ackowledging the r ole of ideological struggle as a significant 

component of revolutionary struggle in general , his contribution is 

best seen as an important addi t ion to the Leninist and Marxist 

analysis of the state as the system of force which holds capitalism 

togethero 
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WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

The definition of the revo l utionary tasks of the working class 

depends on an analysis of what is/should be/can be. While all the 

classical theorists agree on the need to expropriate the means of 

production from the capitalist class 9 they differ in the relative 

importance they give in revolutionary strategy to the political and 

ideological sphereso However 0 there are a number of underlying 

threads in common o All theorists stress the need for conscious 

activity . The dialectical development of historical forces means 

t hat revolution is a negation of previously dominant relations of 

~r eduction. Passive surrender to economic , political and i deological 

structures cannot lead to thei r over throw. Therefore revolution 

demand!'3 an active thrust towards the future based on full 

consciousness of the forces which make this possible. Simple 

spontaneity is not enough - this leads only to confinement within 

dominant structures , Thus Lukacs says: 

1 [The proletariat] is to be distinguished 
classes by the fact that it goes beyond the 
of history; far from being driven forward by 
itself the driving force , ' (Lukacsp1971:68). 

And Gramsci saysi 

from other 
contingencies 
them~ it is 

'All hitherto existing philosophies oo•have been 
manifestations of the intimate contradictions by which 
society is lacerated •• , [But] the philosophy of praxis.o,is 
consciousness full of contradictions in which the 
philosopher himself 1 understood both ind i vidually and as an 



entire social groupt not only grasps the contradictionsp 
but posits himself as an element of the contradiction and 
elevates this element to a principle of knowledge and 
therefore of action,' (Gramscip1971~404p405). 

~nd Lenini 

'All belittling of the role of 1 tne cons~ious 
element' •• ameans ••• a strengthening of the influence of 
bourgeois ideology upon the workers~' (Lenin 9 1975c:120). 
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qevo lution thus is a process of conscious negation of existing 

structures. 

This idea of revolution as a conscious act of negation and the idea 

o~ revolution as inevitable seem at first sight to be contradictory. 

ijowever they are linked in a dialectical illovement by t~ree 

proposit ions . The first is that the interests of the proletariat can 

only be served by the overthrow of capitalism, The second is that 

the proletariat will inevitably become aware of these interests 

through the development of the contradictions of capital and, 

thirdly, that they will be willing to engage in revolution and endure 

the undoubted suffering this must entail. For Marx and Engels this 

connection was relatively unproblematic. 

'Tne modern labourer.. becomes a pauper ••• ~nd here it 
becomes evident that the bourgeoisie is unfit any longer to 
be the ruling class ••• The existence [of the bourgeoisie] is 
no longer compatible with society ••• Its fall and the 
victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable,' (Marx & 
Engels in Tucker,1972:345). 



And similarly Lenin ~ 

'Capital collects the workers in great masses in big 
citiesp uniting them, teaching them to act in unison. At 
every step , the workers come face to face with their main 
enemyp the capitalist class. In combat with this enemyp 
the worker becomes a socialistp comes to realise the 
necessity of a complete reconstruction of the whole of 
society,' (Lenin,1963:301-302) . 
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Interests are objective. They can be read off from the position of a 

particular group in the social structure. Thus Lukacs says: 

'By relating consciousness to the whole of society, it 
becomes possible to infer the thoughts and feelings which 
men would have in a particular situation if they were able 
to assess both it and the interests arising from it in 
their impact in immediate action and on the whole structure 
of society ••• it would be possible to infer the thoughts and 
feelings appropriate to their objective situation,' 
(Lukacs,1971 : 51). 

However, Lukacs distinguished :,etween true and false consciousness . 

The latter arises because of the limitation of individuals to a 

part icular economic position. A true consciousness could emerge only 

by linking the knowledge from this limited viewpoint to an 

understanding of the totality of the social structure. This was a 

task of political and ideological leadership by the revolutionary 

party. 

As noted above~ true consciousness can only be produced through 

revolutionary practice which challenges and overturns the relations 

which produce false consciousness. 
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What are the forces of working class resistance to capital and which 

of these are capable of overthrowing it? What is the role; if anyp 

of trade unions in this struggle? As Lozovsky says: 

'The tasks of the trade unions can be 
on ly on the b3sis of the general 
proletariat~' (Lozovskyp1935:7). 

correctly 
class tasks 

Speaking of the 1905 Russian Revolution p Lenin says: 

defined 
of the 

'But everyone understands that such an offensive cannot be 
evoked artificially in accordance with the desires of the 
socialists or militant workers. It is possible only when 
the whole country is convulsed by a crisis~ mass 
indignation and re volution . In order to prepare such an 
onslaught •• ,we mus t jevote years and years to persistent 9 

widespread 1 unflagging propaganda, agitation and 
organisational work~ ~uilding up and r~lnforcing all fJrms 
of proletari3n un ions and organisations 7

1 (Lenin 9 1963:301). 

Thus 7 two forces are needed for ravolutions: On the one hand 9 the 

spontaneous development of the class struggle through workers' 

organisations like trade 11nions within the general development of the 

historical forces. On the other hand 9 the revolutionary party must 

consc iously intervene in these processes. Revolution occurs neither 

as the result of the will of the revolutionary party, nor through the 

spontaneous development of contradictions, but as a dialP.ctic between 

the two. 

The thinking of the classical theorists revolves around three moments 

of working class struggle; the revolutionary party 7 the trade unions 

and the broad rank-and-file masses. While they all agree that only 

the revolutionary party can expose in a theoretical way the forces at 
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work and give conscious political leadership , they disagree on the 

impor tance of the party relative to the spontaneous mass struggle . 

They are at best ambivalent about the possibility for a positive r ole 

for trade unions in the revolutionary struggle. Since t r ade union 

consciousness is our focus , we will concentrate on their views of the 

role of trade unions o But before setting out the role of trade 

unions in revolution , we must set out their role under capi t alism as 

such o 

Trade unions under capitalism are or ganisations f or the collective 

protection of the conditions and rates for the sale for labour-power . 

As Allen says: 

' under conditions 
trade union i sm is 
(Allen , 1966 : 11). 

where labour is freely bought and sold 9 

endemic p universal and permanent , ' 

Trade unions embody r esistance to capital and at the same time 

ex pr ess its domination because they only have a role where 

labour-power is bought and sold and t his sale of labour power is one 

of the defining features of the rule of capital . ijistorically, after 

ini t ial r esistance to the trade unions' very right t o exist , (in 

Bri t ain i this took the form of the Combinations Acts and other 

anti-trade union legislation,) the bourgeois state has given them 

legal existence in an effort to curtail and discipline their 

potential to disrupt capital accumulation . This has been 

particularly evident in the history of industrial legislation in New 

Zealand . More and more, the bourgeois stat e has attempted to build 
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unions into the state apparatus in a corporatist mannera That is 9 it 

nas sought to minimise the resistance role of trade unions and to 

expand their stake in the continuing rule of capital a 

However, the contradictions of the existence of trade unions as 

simultaneously organs of resistance to capital and part of its 

structure cannot be erased. As Panitch points out, instability has 

been a feature of such corporatist structures 9 (Panitch 9 1981:35). 

This is because if such structures are effective from the point of 

view of the bourgeois class, in protecting the expropriation of 

surplus value through minimising wage demands, the basic role of 

trade unions as protectors of the conditions and price of the sale of 

labour po~er is undermined . Rank-and-file members have been forced 

to resist the direction taken by un ion leaders and have engaged in 

direct action to protect their living standards. This ts simply an 

e.,pression of the irreconcilability of bourgeois and working class 

interests. But~ as Anderson says: 

!Trade unions do not challenge the existence of society 
based on the division of classes, they only express it 1

1 

(Anderson in Clarke & Clements, 1978:334). 

They are a product of capitalism, taking on the contours imposed by 

capitalp as, for instance , with trade and industrial divisions. They 

lack the role of conscious negation of capitalist relations which 

must be undertaken by the revolutionary party, (Anderson,ibid;335). 

The only power they have is that of withdrawalp an absence from 

production, (ibid). The capitalist system cannot be overthrown by 
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such passive means •• Further, trade unions are fundamentally 

sectional; they do not represent the working class as a whole. 

Nonetheless~ trade unions express the fundamental contradiction 

between capital and labour. They are driven to resist the demands of 

capital in thei r day-to-day existencep and in doing s o provide 

workers with concrete experiences of collective strength and the 

opportunity to consciously and practically understand the exploitive 

nature of capitalism. The workers are constantly pitted against 

capital. The nature and existence of trade unions is 9 therefore 9 

fundamentally contradictory . 

The whole raison d'etre of trade unions is to struggle round the 

immediate day-to-day interests of the working class . ThesP. 

day-to- day interests are, as Wright says 9 interests defined within a 

given structure of social relationsp The 

revolutionary struggle over fundamental interests seeks to negate 

that structure by deepening the contradictions within i t through 

class struggle. It would seem therefore, that trade unions are 

fundamental ly , by definition 9 non-revolutionary. However, again 0 as 

Wright says, immediate interests are dialectically linked with 

fundamental revolutionary interests, and are not 'false'p (ibid:90). 

I.\. key revolutionary task is to link these immediate day-to-day 

struggles with the ultimate task of overthrowing capitalism. Lukacs 

says: 



1only when the immediate interests are integrated into a 
total view and related to the final goal of the process ~ do 
they become revolutionary~? (Lukacs 0 1971:71). 
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This task has direct implications for trade unions and their 

,el!olutionary potential . It is their struggles around immediate 

interests which make them both essaatial and problematic in a 

revolutionary strategy . 

Trotsky (1979) articulated this in the Transitional Programme. This 

proposed the raising of demands which are linked with immediate 

interests but incapable of being met under capitalism . Since trade 

unions are the key organisations around immed iate interests ~ they 

~ave a place in revolutionary strategy and despite their paradoxical 

naturep this place must be theorised . 

The contradictory existence of trade unions has produced ~idely 

varying assessments by ~he classical theorists of thei r potential for 

revo lutionary struggle . Howeverp this ts more a function of the 

dif ferent historical contexts in which they were writing t~an of 

fundamental theoretical di fferences . If at any particular historical 

conjuncture ~ trade unions were seen to support the status quo and 

r etard the class strugglei interpretations of t~eir r evolutionary 

potential were pessimistic. If they ~ere taking a lead in the 

struggle p assessments were more optimistic. This simply reflects the 

paradoxical nature of tr ade unions. They both resist capitalist 

relations and are confined by them. Different hi stor ical conditions 

expose and elicit one tendency more than the other. Thus trade 
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~nions play varying roles in regard to capital according to 

historical circumstanceso When the different historical conjunctures 

in which the classical theorists wrote are taken into account~ their 

analysis of the limits and potentialities of trade unions within the 

class struggle are r emarkably similar. 

Ear ly writings by Marx g Engels and Lenin stress the positive role of 

trade unions in the development of class struggle . In the Communist 

Manifestog trade unions are seen as an inevitable stage in the 

development of full political class struggle; 

'But with the development of industry 9 the proletariat not 
only increases in number; it becomes concentrated in 
greater masses ~ its strength grows and it feels that 
strength moreo o• Thereupon the workers beg in to form 
combinations (Trades Unions) against the bourgeois ••• The 
real f r ui t of their battle lies not in the immediate 
res ul t~ but in the ever-expanding union of the 
workers ••• This organisation of the proletarians into a 
class and consequentll into a political partyg is 
continually being upset ••• but it ever rises up againg 
stronger P firmerg mightier.' (Marx & Engels in Tuckerp 
1972:342p343 , my emphasis) . 

Hereg trade union organisation and spontaneous resistance are seen to 

lead inevit ably to full class consciousness and political 

organisation and this is assumed to be revolutionary organisation. 

'The advance of indust r yo, . replaces the isolation of the 
labourers ••• by their revolutionary combination due to 
association. o,What the bourgeoisie therefore produces; 
above all 9 is its own gravediggersp 1 (ibid~345)o 
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In general, strikes are actions over immediate day-to-day struggles 

unless they take on a mass political character. Again~ early 

~ritings by Marx, ~ngels and Lenin point to the positive role these 

play in the revolutionary development of the working class. Thus 

Engels in 1845 saysg 

'These strikes •• ,are the military school of the working man 
in which they prepare themselves for the great struggle 
which cannot be avoided •• , 4s schools of war, the unions 
are unexcelled,' (Engels 9 1973:230,231). 

Lenin in 1899 says: 

'Every strike brings thoughts of socialism very forcibly to 
the workers' mind , 1 (Lenin 1960:63). 

~nd again in 1910 basing his assertions on the experience of the 1905 

revolutions he says that workers in their day-to-day struggles come 

i nto conflict with the capitalist class and are made socialists 

directly out of this conflict: 

'In combat with this enemy, the worker becomes a socialist, 
comes to realise the necessity of the complete 
reconstruction of the whole of society, the complete 
abolition of all poverty and all oppressions' 
(Leninp 1963:302). 

Thesep then, are positive views of trade unions in terms of the ir 

revolutionary potential. However 9 none of the theorists see trade 

union activity in itself as sufficient to overthrow capitalism. Even 
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the early writings point out their limitations in no uncertain terms: 

'Trade unions fail partially from an injudicious use of 
their power. They fail generally from limiting themselves 
to a guerrilla war against the effects of the existing 
system instead of simul t aneously trying to change itg 
instead of using their organised labour-power as a lever 
for the final emancipation of the working class? that is to 
say, the ultimate abolition of the wages system , ' 
(Marxp1969:75,76). 

Engels, too 9 says that union efforts : 

'cannot alter the economic law according to which wages are 
determined by the relation between supply and demand in the 
labour market. .. The active resistance of the English 
working men has its effect in holding the money greed of 
the bourgeoisie within certain limits. ,.while it compels 
the admission that something more is needed than Trades 
Unions and strikes to break the power of the ruli ng c lass ,' 
(Engels~1973:224,225,226). 

In On Strikes, Lenin says: 

'Socialists call strikes a "school for war" ••• A "school for 
war" is , however, not war itself ••• Strikes can only be 
successful where workers are sufficiently 
class-conscious ••• and where they have connections with 
socialists,' (Lenin 9 1978:65,66) . 

The 'war' to which Lenin refers is, of course, the class war 

conceived as an allout revolutionary struggle for the victory of the 

working class over the bourgeoisie. Thus a strike is considered a 

success or a failure according to whether it promotes fundament al 

interests. If a strike j_s merely limited to mer e immediate interests 

and gains; it is not successful from the revolutionar y standpoint . 
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The recognition that 'something more is needed than trade unions and 

strikes ' is the recognition of the need to carr1 the class struggle 

to the political level. The reference in the Communist Manifesto 9 

quoted above 0 to the organisation of workers at the economic level 

and its natural progression to the level of political organisation is 

another statement that the economic struggle p of itself ~ will not 

overthrow capital . However 9 the optimism lies in the belief that the 

economic struggle wili develop of itself to the political level. 

By 1902 9 Lenin was questioning thi s natural progression and was 

concerned with developing political organisation . In What is to be 

Done 9 he emphasised the limitations of crade unioni sm and the 

consciousness circumscribed by this form of organisation. Trade 

1nion consciousness and struggle was a spontaneous response to the 

world, ~s such p it was confined to i mmed i ate gains and knowledge of 

qurface appearances only. It could not represent real knowledge of 

the world or challenge its central structures . 

Without knowledge , the working class was powerless to challenge 

bourgeois structures ~ becoming merely their passive participants . 

Only with revolutionary theoretical knowledge and leadership could it 

transcend and overthrow capitalism . Thus : 

9Without revolutionary theory~ there can 
revolutionary movement 9 (Lenin p 1975c:109). 

be no 
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For Leninp trade unions are inherently incapable of this kind of 

knowledge and leadership; sinceg 

9 the common striving of all workers [is intended] to secure 
from the Government measures for alleviating the distress 
to which their condition gives r ise p but do not abolish 
that condition 9

1 (ibid:124). 

9 The spontaneous working class movement is trade unionism 0
9 

(ibid~ 122) . 

It cannot consciously negate the present social system or grasp the 

possibilities for the future ~hich it contains. This attack on the 

limitations of trade un ionism is not in contradiction with Lenin's 

earlier position 9 that atrikes (and presumably trade unions)~ are 

schools for revolutionary war. Rather 0 he was addressing himself to 

the forms of political organisation which were most appropriate for 

revolutionary activity . The necessary positive role of trade unions 

could be taken for granted - the 9 burning questions of the movement 1 

centred round the much more developed stage of the class struggle . 

Trade unions in their nature were not capable of playing a leading 

role here. 

However 0 they are certainly capable of bej_ng part of the 

revolut ionary army. They could develop revolutionary consciousness 

under appropriate leadership . This is why in discussing the lessons 

of the 1905 Revolutionp Lenin named building up the trade unions as a 

key r evolutionary task (Lenin,1963:301). It was not simply a matter 

of working in trade unions to communicate revolutionary ideas to 

workers 0 but actually building up the fighting strength of their 
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organisation. In 1920 ~ Lenin furthe1· attacked those communists who 

would by=pass reactionary trade unions. He noted the role of trade 

unions in the development of the working class: 

'The trade unions were a tremendous step forward for the 
working class in the early days of capitalist development 8 

inasmuch as they marked a transition from the workersv 
disunity and helplessness to the rudiments of class 
organisation . When the revolutionary party of the 
proletariat~ the highest form of proletarian organisation 
began to take shape ••• the trade unions inevitably began to 
reveal certain reactionary featyures... ijowever~ the 
development of the proletariat did not and could not 
proceed anywhere in the world otherwise than through the 
trade unions~ through r eciprocal action between them and 
the party of the working class ,' (Lenin,1975a:315). 

The emphasis on 1 cert ain 9 reactionary features emphasises the parti al 

na~ure of these characteristics . It was thus a key revolutionary 

task to bring the membersg if not the leaders~ of the t·ade unions to 

a revolutionary position; this was despite the undoubted reactionary 

,ature of ~any trade unions. 

Gramsct 0 too~ was concerned about the limitations of trade ,inlons for 

the revolutionary struggle . Following Michels~ he attacked 9 the t~on 

laws inherent in the bureaucratic structure of the trade union 

apparatus' (Gramsci in Blackburn ~ 1977~382) . Unions wer e : 

'the types of proletarian organisation specific to the 
historical period dominated by capital ••• They are in a 
certain sense an integral part of capitalist society ••• The 
union cannot be the instrument for a radical renovation of 
society p1 (ibidg383)o 
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In fact 9 Gramsci likened unions to big firms who play the market 9 

controlling it as well as they can to maintain the price of their 

commodityp labour-power 0 (Gramsci 9 1968~36) , The nature of unions is 

competitive 9 according to Gramsci. 9 not communist 9 (ibid) . 

9 something more~ was needed . But for Gramsci ~ the 'something more' 

was an organisation of the rank and file masses. This ~,as the 

Factory Council . At this stage 9 Gramsci rejected Lenin's concept of 

the vanguard party as the key revolutionary organisation . While the 

Party had a clear role in leadership 9 the central r evolutionary 

i mpulse would come from the Factory Councils which included all 

worker s , unionised or not . Only mass-based organisations like the 

Factory Councils could lead from below; the Socialist Party and 

Trade Unions we:re authoritarian ~ lead i ng f r om 

(Gramscig 1968 : 29 ). Thus 0 at least at this period of his writing ~ 

when he focussed on questions of working class organisation p Gramsci 

~ook a relati vely spontaneist approach 9 see ing trade unions as 

artificial structures holding back t he spontaneous class struggle. 

Later on 9 in his explorat ion of ideological hegemony~ he was to gi ve 

greater emphasis to the role of the ?arty in ideological and 

political leadership. 

Ne vertheless g even at this Gramsci saw a positive 

r evolutionary r ole for trade unions . While the legality of trade 

un ions was gr anted by the bourgeois state in order that un ions could 

use their structures to deliver a disci plined work-force~ this 

legality was a victory for trade unions~ enabling them to organise 

and defend their membersp (ibid , 39). It was not a final victory for 
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the working class 9 however. These rights and powers had to be used 

in a revolutionary way: 

~rr the officials of the trade union organisation ••• devote 
all the means at the disposal of the working classi and if 
they make all the indispens ible moral and material 
preparations for the working class at a given moment to be 
able to launch a successful offensive against capital and 
subject it to its law~ then the trade union is a 
r evolutionary instrument and union disciplinei even when it 
is used to make the workers respect industrial legality ~ is 
revolutionary discipline, 9 (ibid ~39). 

Thus 9 even ~hen working within the confines of the capitalist order 9 

~rovided the trade union advanced as fa r as possible in the 

conjuncture 8 it could still be a 'lever for the final emancipation of 

~he working class '. 

Luxemburg took up the theme of trade unions as integral components of 

c apitalism. In Reform and Revolution 9 back in 1899P she attacked the 

revisionists who believed that the t~ade union struggle linked with 

political r eform: 

'wil l lead to a progressively more extenstve control over 
the conditions of production ••• Trade unions cannot suppr ess 
the law of ~ages, 1 (Luxemburg 9 1973:20~21). 

These are determined by conditions of the labour market. But: 

1Trade unions enable the proletariat to utilise each 
instant 1 the conjuncture of the market ••• They have not 9 

however 9 the power to suppress exploitation itself 1 not 
even gradually, 9 (ibid). 
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She sees more negative aspects of trade unions o Insofar as they are 

driven to oppose technical innovation 9 

'They do not act in 
its emancipation. 
progress ••• They act 
(ibid). 

If trade unions ~ 

the interest of the working 
which accords rather with 

here in a reactionary 

class and 
technical 

direction, 1 

1 jo1n with capital to fix the scale and costs of production 
in order to influence the market they are forming a cartel 
of the workers and entrepreneurs in a common stand against 
the consumer and especially against rival entrepreneurs 9

1 

(ibid) . 

This is the very opposite of class struggle, 'the solidarity of 

capital and labour against the total consumers 9
1 (ibid:22). With 

technical innovation 0 the demand for labour slows and the r ate of 

profit declines~ r esulting in stepped up efforts by capitalists to 

reduce wages. Trade unions are more and more reduced to defensive 

actions to protect gains al r eady made . Thus trade unions become less 

able to achieve even thei r traditional trade union aims, let alone 

politically transform society . 

' The object ive condi t ions of capitalist soci~ty transform 
the oo, functions of the trade unions into a sort of labour 
of Sisyphusp which is 9 nevertheless 9 indispensible 1 ' 

(ibid~43). 

The only solution to this contradiction is the 'development of the 

political side of the class strugglep' (ibidg23) . This means that 

the trade unions 9 along with the parliamentary partyp must be turned 
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to a revolutionary role and used as a 9means of guiding and educating 

the proletariat in preparation for the task of taki~s over power~' 

(ibid:29). Thus Luxemburg argues that trade unions are forced into a 

historic choice by the development of the contradictions of 

capitalism. If trade unions confine themselves to immediate aims~ 

they are forced to be active participants in the maintenance of the 

capitalist order o They have the choice, however 9 of playing a role 

in overthrowing it. This role is educational 9 however; Luxemburg 

did not think ~ as did Marx and Engels 9 that trade unions could be a 

9 lever for the final emancipation of the working class'o She relied 

on the more spontaneous development of the mass strike 9 a movement of 

t he unorganised masses. 

In her view 9 the mass strike~ played a more key role than the 

revo lutionary party itself. The party simply gave a leadu tt did not 

hRve the organisational role assigned to it by Lenin. According to 

Luxemburg, the mass strike was a historical phenomenon ~hich could 

not be made or originated by a handful of 1 revoh1tionary 

r omanticists' or disciplined trade unionsi (Luxemburg 9 1970:160~161). 

It ~as the mass strikes in Russia in 1905 which produced ne~ trade 

unions - the trade unions did not produce the strikes : 

9 From the whirlwind and the storm~ out of the fire and glow 
of the mass strike and the street fighting , rise again 9 

like Venus from the foam, freshi young 9 powerful; bouyant 
trade unions (ibid:176). 1 The mass strike is the living 
pulse beat of the revolution and at the same time its most 
powerful driving wheel~ 9 (ibid: 182). 
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This then is an apocalyptic vi ew of the revolutionary process~ well 

removed from the Leninist idea of the vanguard party taking a leading 

organisational roleo Againp it is important to remember the 

historical context of this debate. Revisionism and economism were 

rife in the Second International and Luxemburg was comparing the 

fierce struggle of the 1905 Russian Revolution with the inertia of 

the International. Howeverp as we have seen~ Lenin too saw 

revo lution as an historical process which could not be invoked by the 

revo lut ionary party 9 only utilised by it . 

For Luxemburgp then 9 trade unions could have a revolutionary role, 

but this was less significant than the role of the spontaneous rising 

of the masseso Her analysis of the revolutionary process rested on 

spontaneous action, more than disciplined leadership. 

Trotsky's attack on the trade unions as anti-progressive institutions 

camep like Gramsci 1s, after the 1st World War, when the trade union 

movements of Europe? like their con·espondi.ng labour and s0cial 

democratic parties 9 were on the defensive and lined up behind their 

respective national governments and bourgeoisieo This nationalism 

was the antithesis of internationalist class solidarity, an essential 

element of a revolutionary strategy . It was class collaboration, the 

natural result of a class defense strategy which confined itself to 

i~~ediate interests and gains, 

Trotsky echoes Luxemburg's assertion that unions would have to take 

up the political revolutionary struggle even to perform their bread 
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and butter role. He went so far as to describe the trade union 

bureaucracies as the 1chief instrument for [the workers'] oppression 

by the bourgeois state; ' Trotsky 0 1975g29) . This was because under 

conditions of capitalism in its final decline 8 (as it ~as seen a t the 

time by Marxists), workers were under real attack and ~ if they did 

not take the revolutionary road 1 they were fo rced in to ac tive 

collaboration with the bourgeoisie . He made the telling point that 

all modern trade unions; whether communist 1 anarchist or social 

democrat in position . were drawing closer to the capitalist state g 

(ibid). This was a function of the conditions of capitalism in 9 t he 

epoch of capitalist decay'. Unions thus had t he choice ~ either to 

continue as passive products of the bourgeois system and ~ollaborate 

Aith capital~ as they were doing , or to transform themselves into 

'instruments of the revolutionary movement of the proletariat . 1 

Neutrality was impossible ~ (ibid:71) . This position is identical to 

that of Luxemburg. 

But Trotsky was equally 0pposed to commun:i.sts found itig a separate 

r evolutionary union movement as a means 

collaborationist bureaucr acies . The left had 

of 

to 

challenging 

work within 

reformist unions ready to form revolutionary workers 1 councils at the 

right time~ (ibid:56). Thus trade unions were still valid working 

class organisations despite thei r collaborationist role under the 

incorporated bureaucracy . 

Because of this entrenched trade union bureaucracyi Trotsky ~ like 

Gramsci and Luxemburgi saw the need for rank and file organisations 
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such as shop committees and workers 1 councils. But these were only 

appropriate at times of crisis 8 when the mass of ~orkers were 

disaffected from the leadership of their trade unions and ~ere 

looking for alternative forms of organisation. It was important not 

to arbitrarily push the idea of workers' councils when union members 

broadly accepted the union leadership~ (ibid). The material reality 

of trade unions had to be accepted in an objective scientific manner 

and used as a basis fo r revolutionary work. If possible 9 they were 

to be transformed through pressure from the r ank-and-file under the 

leadership of the revol utionary party. If not 9 they were to be 

by-passed at the right moment in the ~orkers' councils . 

All these theorists~ then~ are in fundamental agreement that trade 

unions are necessary defensive organisations of the working class and 

that they provide it with essential organisational experience . They 

are also agreed that in their natureg trade unions are incapabl e of 

overthrowing the wages system . However~ as key organisations of 

workers 9 they c an play a revolutionary role if they ally their 

strength with a socialist party organised to overthrow the capitalist 

system . If the revolutionary process is a dialectical relationship 

between the agency of class struggle and the constraints of 

historical circumstance 9 then trade unions are quintessentially an 

embodiment of this contradiction . It is thus reasonable to pose the 

possibility of trade unions with revolutionary consciousness. They 

cannot be revolutionary in the sense of leading and organising a 

r evolutionary uprising 9 but if a union is to per form its role as a 

'lever for the final emanc ipat ion of the working class' in 
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collaboration with a revolutionary partyp in its theory and practicep 

it must embody the basic Marxist-Leninist concepts 3nd praxis 

outlined abovea 

The assessment of revolutionary consciousness of a trade union is an 

assessment of the nature of its agency wi thin historical structures. 

A union can be revolutionary in a non-revolutionary situationo just 

as a revolutionary party can function as such in a non-revolutionary 

situationo The question of whether a union is revolutionary or not 

is not defined by its objective possibilities for action but by its 

goals together with it, practices within a particular set of 

constraints . The actions of a union or party cannot be revolutionary 

in the abstract , only in relation to a concrete set of historical 

forces a Thus the degree of revolutionism of a union 1 s practice can 

only be assessed by the extent to ~hich a union struggles in an 

ob jective manner with the constraints in which it is placed. This 

assessment is thus an exer cise in historical analysis . 

We are now in a position to build the typology of revolutionary 

concepts which provides a tool to assess the level of class struggle 

of a trade uniona 
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BUILDING A TYPOLOGY OF TRADE UNION CONSCIOUSNESS 

In order to establish a typology for the analysis of the 

consciousness of the Waterside Workers Federationu I will now briefly 

survey existing typologies of class consciousness and values held by 

workers. 

As pointed out in the introduction 0 this appears to be the first 

attempt to develop a detailed systematic tool for the analysis of 

trade union ideas and practices. However 0 a number of studies have 

developed typologies of class consciousness and workers 9 attitudes 

and values. While the latter do not include the action element 

essential to a Marxist concept of class consciousness, they either 

hint at some of the distinctions which my typology seeks to make more 

explicit 0 or if only by negative example 8 provide a basis for 

developing an alternative methodology. 

Michael Mann (1973) defines four elements of revolutionary class 

consciousness, These form a hierarchy in that the first element at 

the bottom of the scale is subsumed by the next until full 

revolutionary consciousness is defined by the presence of all four 

factors. 

The most elementary form of class consciousness is a sense of class 

identityp a sense of being working class alongside others in a 

similar position in the productive process . Then comes oppositionp 

the sense that the capitalist employers' interests are inherently 
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opposed to one's own o Then comes totality ~ the awareness that these 

two elements define one 9 s whole life situation and the whole society 

in which the worker is situated o Finallyp comes the vision of an 

alternative society which can only be achieved through struggle with 

These images contain elements of a revolutionary consciousness 

class solidarity p class struggle~ totality and the need for a new 

orderp but they by no means define such a consciousness exhaustively 

in a Marxist fashiono 

Lockwood ( 1966) di scusses two broad ways in which individuals 

perceive the class structure of capitalist societyo One perspective 

is labelled 9dichotomous 1 in that society is perceived as based on 

two parts in conflict p one having power ~hile the other has not = the 

1 us- them 1 view. This view is held more often by members of the 

working class o The other perspective sees society as a hierarchy of 

di fferent level s of status and prestige but without necessarily 

having connotations of powero This view is more generally held by 

members of the 9middle class? o Researchersp both bourgeois and 

Marxist, have in particular sought to under stand the nature of 

'working class Tories '. These are members of the working class who 

though without positions of status p power 0 property or wealth 0 

nevertheless support a party which represents the interests of those 

privileged by a system which places them in such positions . The 

r oots of these beliefs are not the focus of interest herep but the 

way in which they are described and classifiedo Lockwood 
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distinguishes between two types of attitudes to be found among 

workers: traditionalp on the one handv and privatised on the other. 

The traditional view in turn is of two kindsp proletarian and 

deferential. 

The proletarian adopts the power-divided dichotomous view of society 

while the deferential worker adopts the hierarchical status model. 

The privatised workerp on the other handv sees social differences 

purely in terms of money. Status and power in society is just a 

matter of moneyo Such a worker adopts what Lockwood calls an 

instrumental view of work~ seeing it purely in terms of the money to 

be gained by it. Similarlyp there is little involvement in the wide r 

community and union membership is instrumental only" The union is 

seen as a service rather than a movement which involves activity and 

commitment by the worker" The focus of life is the family and 

personal life and hence is called privat ised. 

The distinction between traditional and privat ised is in line with 

the thesis presented in the key study by Goldthorpeg Lockwood et al . 

The Affluent Worker (Goldthorpe et al p1968b~76) . This stated that 

the privatised ideology of the workers at Luton i s modern car 

factories was a prototype of the trends in moder n capitalism - that 

the traditional perspectiveD whether proletarian or deferential 1 

would disappear" The distinction is thus drawn through time - what 

has been and what is to come . This is quite different from the 

collaborationist/revolutionary distinction which we are interested 

in" Andp of course 9 it posits an entirely different development of 
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,;.ipitalism and consciousness from that posed by Marxists o The 

.Ji stinction between proletarian and deferential was not so central to 

their studyo However~ in a gener al way this distinction foreshadows 

1 distinction to be made in my typology. 

,> roletarian may simply mean beL1g a unionist and voting Labour and 

,,12y be far removed from any Marxist understanding of society, 

'!ichols and Beynon(1977) illustrate this in their examination of two 

shop stewards~ both calling themsel ves socialists and both keen 

unionists but differing markedly in their approach to many issues. 

~ichols and Beynon say that these issues reflect in part different 

political tr ad itions in the working class ~ (Nichol.s and 

Beynon . 1977~148) . This illustrates the power of such traditions to 

s hape the thinking of class subjects . They also point out how 

fr agmentary and i ncoherent these traditions are and how typologies 

involving discrete categories cannot analyse such incoherence. 

ij ill (1976) ~ too ~ in his study of London dockers 9 found tha t they did 

not have a coherent world view that could be placed in discrete 

ca t egories such as 1 proletarian 1
9 vdeferential 1 or 'privatised 1 

d-lill,1976~ 189) . 

McKenzie and Silver(1968) in their study of working class Tories note 

two categories, deferential and secular (McKenzie & Silver 9 1968g164). 

These are similar to the traditional deferential and the privatised 

workers of Goldthorpe, Lockwood et al. The deferential worker is as 

they define itg while the secular conservative has the pragmatism of 
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the privatised worker - less ultimate commitment to any articulated 

political frameworko 

Parkin (1971) develops a typology of meaning systems which makes a 

distinction between types of proletarian outlook. Parkin 

distinguishes three meaning systems in values held by workers in 

Western societieso The dominant value system is drawn from the main 

institutional order in society. This promotes the existing class 

relations and the values of the dominant ruling class p seeing no 

basic conflict of interest between them . The subordinate value 

system is based on the working class community . It sees classes i n 

conflict and having opposed interests but adopts an accommodating 

strategy o It does not oppose to ruling values and meanings an 

alter native model of society . The r adical value system is based on 

the working class party . It acknowledges inequality and opposes it g 

but without necessarily posing an alternative society, 

Parkin distinguishes between what he calls deferential and 

aspirational versions of the dominant ideologyo Both accept the 

dominant value system but the deferential accepts his/her inferior 

position while the aspirational sees the system as offering 

possibilities for betterment. The latter is more pragmatic and is 

similar to the secular and privatised distinctions of Lockwood and 

McKenzie and Silver. The s ubordinate and radical value s ystems are 

two types of proletarian outlook Q one accepting without necessarily 

approving the existing relations and the other opposing them with an 
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alternative value system. These distinctions are between value 

systems and an oppositional value system does not necessarily amount 

to a revolutionary programme of action. However, the acknowledgement 

of distinctions between varieties of proletarian meaning systems does 

come closer to the central concern of this thesis what 

distinguishes a fully revolutionary outlook from mere resistance? 

3edggood(1977) brings us nearer to t-' • ~n1s concern with his 

ca~egorisation into two forms of bourgeois consciousness which he 

describes as authoritarian and populist respectively. The 

authoritarian consciousness is a product of di r ect bourgeois 

hegemony ~ reproducing directly bourgeois ideas . The populist is a 

form of working class radicalism which does not seek to overthrow 

b~urgeois power as such but seeks a redistribution of resources~ a 

traditional Social Democratic position (Bedggood , 1977 :125). The 

revolutionary outlook he calls proletarian consciousness . Bedggood us 

typology does not classify value systems~ as does Parkin ~s 0 but forms 

of class consciousness~ action-oriented analyses of capitalism " 

While Bedggood ' s distinction between Marxist and reformist rad i cal is 

c~ucial and central to the concern of my typology 0 the use of single 

global concepts for each type does not allow far the inconsistencies 

noted by Nichols and Armstrong 0 ( 1976g148ff). 

Nichols and Armstrong see labourism itself as an ideological force in 

its own right (ibid:128). I t is a view of capitalism which 

acknowledges its class naturep yet does not seek to overthrow it. As 

a for ce within capitalismg both as a product and an expression of its 
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contradictionsg it is unsurprising that it consists of contradictory 

and incoherent ideaso Labourism supports capital in part by its 

mystifications (ibidg20). It is therefore analogous to Parkin 9 s 

subordinate value system and Bedggood 9s populism o 

The distinctions labourism/socialism and populism/proletarianism of 

Nichols and Armstrong and Bedggood respectively are identical with 

the trade union consciousness/socialist consciousness distinction of 

Lenin and the corporate consciousness/hegemonic consciousness 

distinction of Gramscio It is these distinctions which are crucial 

to the identification of revolutionary conceptso However, the 

reformist positions are incoherent amalgams of bourgeois positions on 

the one hand and proletar i an ones, on the other. They are bourgeois 

in practice and therefore do not really form a third ideological 

categoryo Lenin's stricture is cogent~ 

9 The only choice is either bourgeois or socialist 
ideology. There is no middle course oooto belittle the 
socialist ideology in any way oo, means to strengthen 
bourgeois ideology~ 9 (Leninp1975 i 121 , 122 )o 

A two pole typology between bourgeois and socialist positions offers 

a continuum which allows for greater flexibility as well as greater 

accuracy in expressing the fundamental ideological forces at work. 

It allows reformist positions to be elucidated on the basis that they 

contain bourgeois elements r ather than assuming that they have a 

separate coherent analysis of thei r owno 
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The only typology of trade union ideology as such that I have been 

able to discover in the literature ~ is that by Hoxie (1917). He 

distinguishes between structural types on the one hand and functional 

types on the other. Hoxie finds basically five functional types 

which are conceptualised in a similar manne r ta Weber ian ideal ~ypes . 

Hoxie p however 9 is concerned to show through empirical demonst ration 

that such separate types do exist in a concrete sense~ 

(Hoxie ~ibid :54) . As Nichols and Arms t rong wa r n 0 such arbitrary 

all~cation into abstract types does violence to the actual 

inconsistencies to be found in ideologies and attitudes . However~ 

Hoxie 9 s categories are of interest 0 in particular p the three 

categories which are distinguished by differences i n social and 

political aims . 

Business unionism is pragmatic and i s concerned with bread and butter 

issues~ with no wider concerns . It is usually craft- based and 

conservative politically and tactically " ( ibid g45) . 

What Hoxie calls friendly or uplift unionism is concerned with social 

betterment, mutuality and democracy . It is idealistic and may be 

trade or class conscious , though not in the Marxist sense . It is not 

revolutionary in that it does not seek the over throw of the existing 

order. Hoxie cites the Knights of Labour as an example (ibid:47). 

The third category is revolutionary unionism. This takes two forms, 

both of which repudiate the existing order. The socialist 

revolutionary union seeks a socialist state through class political 

action. 
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It presupposes a socialist party and in the meantime works within 

collective bargaining structures and contracts 9 ( ibid g48) o The 

anarchist revolutionary union repudiates socialism and all state 

power 9 aiming at a society of industrial associations o Sabotage and 

violence are favoured methods for achieving change (ibid~49). The 

other two categories 9 predatory unionism and dependent unionism are 

not distinguished by social and political goals and need not concern 

USo 

The typology which I propose for the analysis of trade union concepts 

represents a development from the various typologies of attitudes and 

concepts so far discussed o The proposed typology sets up a grid of 

f actors which together form a consistent r evolutionary praxis . I t 

isp firstly 9 a theoretical typology 9 setting out concepts only 

potentially observable i n the ideas and actions of actual trade 

~ni ons . These concepts wi ll be drawn from the selected classical 

Marxist theorists to establish two theoretically poss ible extremes of 

trade union orientation - a Marxist revolutionary perspective 9 on the 

one hand 0 and a bourgeois perspective 9 on the other . The aim is to 

develop a concept of a revolutionary uniono Because the concepts ar e 

theoretically derived 9 not empirically 9 the typology is a device for 

analysis 9 not classification o The object is to apply the theoretical 

typology to the empi~ical facts of trade union words and actions in 

order to expose the conceptual framework embedded in themo 

As Poulantzas points out ~ Marx 1 s use of typological distinctions 

between different modes of production and different types of state is 
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very different from the Weberian ideal type which is abstracted from 

various examples of a particular phenomenon 0 (PoulantzasD1978:145). 

A Marxist typology is a theoretical construct from theoretically 

produced concepts. As Marx says of the process of theoretically 

appropriating the world: 

9 The method of advancing from the abstract to the concrete 
is simply the way in which thinking assimilates the 
concrete and reproduces it as a concrete mental category 0

1 

(Marx~1970:206). 

3y developing an abstract concept of a revolutionary trade unions~ it 

ts hoped to illuminate the nature of the consciousness of a concrete 

union 5 subject to 'multi~le historical determinations' . Because the 

typology is theoretically derived p it is not necessary or expected 

that any actual union will hold a consistent position classifiable 

within the terms of the typology. The incoherence of trade union 

ideologies due to the complex f0rces in which they are situated can 

thus be exposed . To attempt to classify concrete trade union words 

~nd actions a priori would ~rench them from their historical context 

and destroy their significance. 

Secondlyp the typology consists of a large range of concepts and 

factors instead of the global single concept nature of the typologies 

so far considered . This allows for more flexible and thorough 

analysis. 
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Thirdly, the typology is a bi-polar continuum so that it does not 

entail an attempt to classify a particular union's beliefs and 

actions into a discrete category. This is very important since p as 

already notedp unions exhibit contradictory tendencies because of 

their contradictory position under capitalism , In factp the thrust of 

Leninist revolutionary theory is that it is only with the leadership 

of a vanguard party, armed with the concepts of Marxist science 9 that 

the working class can form an accurate ~ consistent picture of the 

historical forces in which they are meshed. Thus 1 as noted above , 

the distinctions between varieties of working class consciousness 

noted by various theorists are crucial to the identification of 

specifically revolutionary perspectives. However 9 these distinctions 

are best exposed in a typology which allows for contradictory 

combinations of the various factors. Revis ionism or reformism is 

thus not treated as a separatep discrete type . 

While the revolutionary Marxist pole of the typology represents a 

coherent integrated set of concepts 9 this is not so for the bourgeois 

collaborationist pole . This is because the typology does not seek to 

identify all the belief- systems possible 9 but only how far a 

particula r set of beliefs and actions is Marxist. In fact j a variety 

of bourgeois ideologies are present at the bourgeois pole of the 

typology in a fragmentary way . For instance ~ aspects of both 

libertari an and author itarian bourgeois positions are included and 

are identified as bourgeois by their opposition to basic Marxist 

positions. This takes on board Lenin ' s pointp al r eady notedp that 9 

insofar as a position is not revolutionary 9 it is bourgeois. 
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Having identified the basic characteristics of the typology , the next 

~tep is to set out its building blocks. This will be done by 

developing the basic concepts already established in the previous 

chapter in a more concrete manner to take into account the function 

of trade unions as collective organisations for the protection of the 

conditions and rates for the sale of labour power. As noted in the 

previous chapter p the typology will be divided into three broad 

sections~ What is? What Should Be? and What is to be Done? These 

are further subdivided into the different levels or aspects of 

action ; economicp political and ideological . How do these basic 

concepts translate into features of trade union consciousness? 

WHAT IS 

Economic 

A revolutionary union must , first and foremost~ acknowledge the 

fundamental antagonism of interest between the capitalist class and 

t~e working class. The revolutionary union sees the relationship as 

one of exploitation while the collaborationist union sees it as one 

of exchange. The revolutionary union understands exploitation to 

take place at the point of production~ and ar ises from the form of 

ownership of the means of production and the resulting appropriation 

of the product and surplus value produced by workers in the labour 

process . The r eformist or collaborationist union may see inequality 

merely as a problem of distribution of the products of the labour of 

the working class. 
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Political 

At the political levelp the revolutionary union sees the state as a 

structure of class domination while the collabor ationist union sees 

it as offering equal representation to all . 

Ideological 

At the ideological level ~ the revolutionary union sees the class 

nature of a whole range of social institutions connected with the 

transmission and embodiment of ideas; schools 9 the media , political 

parties 9 the Church and academic experts . These are seen as 

institutions of mystificationu while the collaborationist union sees 

them as objective presenters of ideas , values and i nformation. 

Ontological 

From the ontological point of view 0 the nature of the social 

formation is viewed very differently by t he r evolutionary and 

collaborationist union. 

As a general position running through all the dimensions of its 

action in the social formationp the revolutionary union asserts its 

totality 0 the connectedness of all its moments. Political power must 

be understood in relation to the means of production ; dominant ideas 

and values have thei r roots in the interests of the dominant class; 

actions must be adapted to the historical context and so on . 

Collaborationist unionsp on the other hand p see the social formation 

as atomised = the individual is autonomous; values are absolute and 

timeless ;~ political structures are abstract and neutral; actions 
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are evaluated according to the intentions behind them, not according 

to their connections with their consequences~ and so on. For the 

revolutionary union 9 the existing economic system is a historically 

produced formation which is in a dynamic process of change o It is 

neither eternal nor a naturally given structure as it is for the 

collaborationist union and can therefore be changed by human 

intervention. For the revolutionary union p human beings have the 

ability and power to change their world. Finally~ for the 

revolutionary union 9 the world p social and physicalp is to be 

understood entirely in materialist terms as opposed to idealist ones. 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

Economic 

If the antagonism of interest between the capitalist class and the 

working class is seen as primary~ then concern for craft p the product 

and ' getting on with the job' will be secondary to minimising the 

exploitation of capitalism and seeking its eventual overthrow . 

Conversely 9 a collaborationist union sees the interest of the 

employer and worker as essentially in harmony and complementary and 

not based on broader class antagonisms. Workers' interests are seen 

as depending on the prosperity of the employer. Pride of craft 9 

service and loyalty to the employer will predominate over class 

loyalty. 

Those in power or control , whether of the labour or political 

process , are endowed by the collaborationist union with more 
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legitimacy and authority than fellow workers o This appears in the 

dimension of hierarchy versus equality in the typologyo In a 

collaborationist union 9 individual interests will be expressed in the 

demands for a defined hierarchy of workers 9 implying a ladder of 

status between workers and employers which may be climbed by the 

diligent v loyalp individual workero This links the worker with the 

aims of the employer at the expense of ties with fellow workers . 

The long term focus of the r evolutionary union i s the abolition of 

t he sale of labour=power as a commodity ~ even though in the short 

t erm 9 the conditions for its sale must be protected and advanced ; 

t he collaborationist union has no such long-term aim . Nor will it 

struggle as militantly as the revolutionary union for the best 

poss i ble conditions of sale o 

We distinguished in the j_ntroduction between militancy and 

revolutionary consciousness o While militancy is not of itself 

r evolutionar y p especially if it invol ves an ' injudicious use of 

[union] power 1 p a union must challenge capitalist inter ests as f ar as 

constraints allow if it is to be revolutionary . Thus provided 

considerations of revolutionary tactics and strategy are met ~ the 

more militant stance is the more revolutionaryo 

Political 

The revolutionary view of political structure is that it must be 

fundamentally collective. This is because the nature of human beings 

is social: 



9 If man is formed by circumstances 9 these circumstances 
must be humanly formed. If man isi by nature 9 a social 
beingp he only develops his real nature in society 0 and the 
power of his nature should be measured not by the power of 
private individualsp but by the power of society ,v (Mar x in 
Bottomore & Rubelp1961;249) 
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Thus~ even under capitalism 9 the state will be pressured to provide 

social services - to 'humanly form 9 the environment for human beings . 

This does not involve illusions about the class nature of the 

capitalist state ; it simply affirms th social and collective nature 

of human beings and the right to collective provision for human 

needso (In current theories of the welfare state ~ it is seen too 

often as simply a mechanism of incorporation of the ~orking class . 

It is forgotten that it was a response to working class struggles 8 

and like trade unions themselves ~ has a contradictory nature . This 

is exposed at times like the present when the crisis of capital 

accumulation is forcing cutbacks in its provisions . ) 

Collectivity entails equality. The political structure must serve 9 

not ruie. This is based on the premisep that since all members of 

society are its product , they are of equal value . For the 

r ~volutionary union 9 the political structure must express this 

collective totality p not dominate it . 

For the collaborationist unionp society is composed of individuals~ 

as atomised units ; have ontological priority over the 

collective . Given this priority of the individual , inequality among 

individuals is an inevitable consequence . Therefore the more ~fit' 
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must rule and lead the less 9 fit 9 • The collaborationist union also 

sees individuals as necessarily asocial and requiring discipline and 

guidance from above . Political structures must therefore have a law 

and order functionv above the individuals in society and must 

r estrain them ~ in Durkheimian fashion. 

Thus ~ at the political level 9 the revolutionary union s eeks equality 

above all ~ a society where wealth and power are shared~ with the 

state serving the collective as a mere administrative apparatus v 

while the collaborationist union assumes the need fo r leaders, 

experts - an elite to run society and keep the inferior in linea 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

A number of antinomies of a general nature characterise the 

differences between revolutionary and collaborationist unionso The 

revolutionary union seeks to challenge in an active way the existing 

state of capitalist social relations, while the collaborationist 

union passively conforms to them " The act of negation is necessarily 

conscious and against the grain . Spontaneous action which is not 

governed by a conscious drive to negate and overthrow capital is 

simply an effect of present capitalist structures. It is 

fundamentally a passive phenomenon. 

revolutionary. 

Spontaneity is therefore not 
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Economic 

At the economic level p because the revolutionary union challenges 

class relations of exploitation 0 it wil l use all methods of struggle 

to minimise that explo itation. It focu sses its economic struggles at 

the point of production. This could involve strikesp sit-ins and 

go-slows . It is at the point of product ion wher e the struggle is 

necessarily sharpest because the class system is based on r elat ions 

at that point . The revolutionary union is bound only by material and 

tactical consider ations i n its form of struggle p not the legality of 

state restrictions as such . Reformist or collabor ationist unions may 

opt for act i on at the point of distribution . Examples be 

credit unions , consumer cooperatives or collective agreements with 

business houses for cheaper goods ~ (i . e . discount booklets) . Such 

rnethods p because they do not challenge class relat ions a invo l ve no 

class struggle . The collaborationist union will depend on legally 

established procedures to achieve its economic ends . This could 

i ~clucte legi s lation on such matters as wage rates and prices or state 

established channels of negotiation and wage settlement such as 

conci liat i on and arbitration procedures . The revolutionary union may 

use these tactically but is not bound by them. 

Political 

The class struggle perspective of the r evolutionary union i nevitably 

means r ejection of the legitimacy of all power and authority 

maintaining the rule of capital. Lawg religion 0 rights of pr operty 

are all open t o question and ultimately to be overthrown 0 wher eas for 

the collaborationist union , they are fundamentals to be defended and 
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submitted to. The revolutionary unionp because it conceptualises the 

invisible links between phenomena~ will explore a wide range of 

historical p economic and political issues in developing its policies~ 

and will encourage its members to participate in a whole range of 

activities and struggles beyond the work-place. Because the social 

format ion is perceived as a structured unity 9 the state apparatus and 

all aspects of capitalist relations must be challenged 9 not just 

economic ones. The collaborationist union~ on the other hand 9 will 

see social phenomena in an unconnected manner and will therefore not 

link them with on-the-job struggles . Because the revolutionary union 

sees existing social relations as historical 9 not eternal ~ it 

attributes considerably greater power to human agency than does the 

collaborationist union 8 which sees as natural and given that which is 

social and under human control . 

Because of this sense of human power to shape society and history 0 

the revolutionary union will actively and consciously struggle 

against ruling class interests and structures at all levels. It will 

not simply submit in a passive manner~ making do with the minimum . 

Thi s does not mean that it will arbritrari ly throw itself against 

opposed forces regardless of the balance of power and historical 

possibilities. An aspect of conscious action is the ability to 

analyse and act in the world as it is. For the revolutionary union 9 

it is the objective result of actions which is crucial - that is ~ the 

connection between an action and its object, its material effect. 

For the idealist collaborationist 9 the motivations behind and within 

the actions tend to take priority. Action taken in this way is 
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isolated and atomised in the subjectivity of motivationo 

But because a trade union is a legal entity within capitalist 

relations of production ~ it cannot transcend those relations without 

transcending its own role and function o Therefore only i~ a 

revolutionary situation can it finally be objectively revolutionar y 

and negate the rule of capital and then 7 like the working class as a 

whole ~ only by negating its own function and submitting itself to the 

leadership of the revolutionary party. Howeverg as noted earlierp it 

is not paradoxical to pose the idea of a revolutionar y union under 

capi t alism any more than that of a revolutionary party or 

revolutionary working class . If a union ac t s in concert with a 

r evolutionary par ty and uses its organisational f or ce t o promote 

r e volutionary ends , i t i s revolutionary . 

Ideological 

Because the revolutionary union poses a basic challenge to existing 

social relations 1 i t will also challenge existing 1 common s ense 1 

ideas about the world o That isp it will reject simple appearances as 

an adequate image of reality and will 1 through reason and theoretical 

analysis, penetrate those appearances to a more adequate 

understanding . It will see the need to organise in a theoretical way 

the disjointed evidence of the senses. The power of human beings 

collectively to understand through reason their own social nature and 

that of the natural world 9 means that the revolutionary union rejects 

traditional and religious bases for knowledge. For the revolutionary 

uniong all phenomena, natural and social , are ultimately knowable and 
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therefore may be used or controlled for human purposes. The 

collaborationist unioni on the other hand~ is fatalistic, 

traditionalp unquestioning and moralistic. The acceptance of 

established religious frameworks would be an example of this. 

Some unions may adopt a form of moralism which is not religious 0 

This will take the form of condemnation of capitalism or capitalists 

on a moral basis: 9 Capi t alism is wrongv or 'Capitalists are wicked 

and greedy'. There may be no reasoned analysis of the material basis 

of capital and therefore no action can flow from the purely moral 

stance . It is essentially subjective. The revo lutionary union is 

hard-headed and rational~ conceptualising the materialist basis of 

the world in an objective manner and the need to change that basis 

through action . It will place more emphasis on analysis than on 

rhetorical condemnation . 

Organj_sational 

Class antagonj_sm brings with it its dialectical corollary~ class 

solidarity . The revolutionary union aims continually to build 

organisation beyong the workplace and craft to embrace all those who 

must sell thei r labour power as a commodityo This i mplies 

recognition of the necessity of solidarity among all workers. ( At a 

certain point~ this would necessarily extend beyond the industrial 

levelp but by then ~ such a union would have transcended the 

limitation of a union.) Con~ect ed with this is the internationalist 

perspectiveg'Working Men of all countriesi uni t e!' Internationalist 

sentiment and analysis predominate over patriotism. Class solidarity 
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means rejection of all exclusiveness based on race; sex and craft. 

It means active concern for the unemployed as fellow class members. 

The revolutionary union emphasises equality of workers in the 

struggle against exploitation and will strive to eliminate divisive 

differentials. 

A collaborationist union 11111 adopt a nationalist, patriotic position 

in international conflict since ties ;,.rith its own national 

bourgeoisie are stronger than those with other workers. Having no 

basis for class solidarity ~ colaborationist unions readily succomb to 

sexist and racist attitudes and the rejection of the unemployed . 

The r evolutionary union's commitment t.o class struggle and solidarity 

means that it will place the highest value on disci pline and 

~obesion p while the ~ollaborationist union will stress individual 

autonomy and rights whether of the branch or of the member . For 

example it may use secret and postal ballotsg methods which 

constitute the individual separately from the class~ (as daes 

par liamentary democracy) and may often describe as vundemocratic' 

methods used by more militant unions to achieve their ends. The 

collaborationist uniong or sections of itg ma y frequently fail to 

carry out decisions jointly arrived at in conjunction with other 

sections of the unionp on the grounds of 'democratic rights~' 

There will be differences of degree of control over the affairs of 

the union by rank-and-file membership. A revolutionary union will 

educate and involve its members in decision-making to the greatest 
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possible degree~ because such a union depends on the conscious 

activity of its memberso The collaborationist union 9 on the other 

handp must maintain a passive membership which has surrendered its 

control to its elected representatives . This has a direct parallel 

in the support of parliamentary institutions characteristic of such 

unions. 

The collaborationist union will be leader-dominated in its structure 9 

The structure of the union will place all control in the hands of 

officials at a high point in the union hierarchy . There wi ll be more 

appointed officials and fewer elected ones . These officials do not 

act as promoters and interpreters of r ank-and=file aspirations . 

Rather~ they substitute their individual ideas and ideals for 

r ank- and-file activity o 

There may at fi r st sight appear to be a contrad i ction between the 

designation of rank-and-file control and disciplined cohesion as 

r evolutionar y , on the one hand and individualism as collaborationiat 9 

on the other . Rank-and-file contr ol is control by the majority of 

the members and the dissenting minority must be disciplined and go 

along with that . While rank-and- file members have no say in the 

policies of leader-dominated unions , characteristicallly p such unions 

do not t ake organised actions or positions which challenge the status 

quo in an y way ~ so that no individual is disciplined to a position 

not his/her own . There is no collective position by which to be 

constrained. Further ~ in such a union, individual leaders and 

officials substitute their individual ideas and actions for 
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The typology may now be summal."ised as f--:illows i 

TYPOLOGY OF TRADE UNION CONSCIOUSNESS 

REVOLUTIONARY 

Exploitation 

Domination 

Myst:ification 

Historical 

Changing 

Totality 

Materialism 

Human Control 

COLLABORATIONIST 

WHAT IS 

Economic 

Exci1ange 

Poli. ti cal 

Representc1t.i.on 

Ideological 

Objectivity 

Ontological 

Natural 

Eternal 

Atomj_sm 

Idealism 

Human Impotence 
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Abolition of Sale 

of Labour Power 

Focus on Production 

Relations 

Pro-Producer 

Equality 

Abolition 

of Bourgeois State 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

Economic 

Conditions of Sale 

of Labour Power 

Focus on Distribution 

Relattons 

Pro=product ~ pro=boss 

Political 

Hierarchy 

Dependence 

on Bourgeois State 
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WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

Negation 

Activity 

Consciousness 

A.11 forms of 

Activity 

Objective 

All forms of 

Activity 

Economic 

Political 

Collaboration 

Passivity 

Spontaneity 

Legal forms of 

Activity 

Subjective 

Legal forms of 

Activity 

Ideological 

Theoretical & Empirical Analysis 

Reason 

9 Com:11on Sense 9 

Morality 

O,ganisational 

Solidarity 

Discipline 

Class orientation 

Rank and File Control 

Internationalism 

Sexual and Racial Equality 

Autonomy 

Indi viduaHsm 

Craft Orientation 

Official Control 

Nationalism 

Sexism/Radsm 
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The dimensions of this typology are not of equivalent valencyo In 

the discussion of the words and actions of the New Zealand Watersider 

Workers Federation~ qualitative assessments will initially be made of 

these practicesp taken separately and in terms of the separate 
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typologised dimensionso Thus a particular practice may be described 

as more or less revolutionary 0 taken in isolationo However 0 in 

concluding each section of the discussion 9 the assessment will be of 

these dimensions~ taken as a totality 0 in their interrelationship o 

In this assessment , for instance 9 analyses of economic and political 

structures will carry more weight than those of ideological ones; or 

while an appeal to reason or human potency might be a revolutionary 

feature, their use in a reformist or collaborationist way 0 would 

determine a final assessment in the latter direction. The aim is to 

arrive at a general characterisation of the more or less 

revo lutionary or collaborationist nature of the consciousness evinced 

by a trade union through a balanced 0 integrated analysis based on the 

various elements of the typology . 

In our theory chapterp we established a materialist definition of 

consciousness g but one which was a separate moment of practice. In 

the application of the typologyp it is necessary to be aware of a 

number of these moments o This is because the practice of a union is 

variously constrained by the historical conjuncture in which it is 

situated and consciousness cannot be simply read off from its 

practices within these . Thus a trade union can be revolutionary only 

in r elation to a particular set of historical forces. The assessment 

of those forces and the contradiction which face a trade union are 

vital to an assessment of the degree of its revolutionary nature or 

otherwise. In turn~ the contradictions of the conjuncture impose 

contradictions on union behaviour which are revealed in a number of 

ways. As we argued aboveg aims and goals are aspects of actions 
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which cannot be directly reduced to them. These are 9 however, not 

idealist conceptions and do not impute a menta l life to a tr ade 

union . Whi le not reduc ible to actions , these concepts are embedded 

in those actions . 

consciousness must be deduced from the confused amalgam of practices 

and constraint. This amalgam has a number of polarities . 

a) Action/Structure As Allen points out ~ because of the number of 

factors affecting situations in which a uni on takes action p it is in 

fact impossible to isolate what actual effect union action has on a 

fin al r esult p (Allen.1966:20) . By the same tokenv because a union 

takes action on the basis of its assessment of the forces ranged 

a~a:nst it , its ver y actions ar e a product of those forces together 

~ith its own aims . The structural result cannot therefore be a sole 

~r iterion for assessing union ideology . On the other hand~ it cannot 

b) Aims/Results Actions and words are not in themselves revolutionary 

or collaborationist, but must be compared to the historical effect 

which they prod uce. The nature of the aim or goal cannot of itse lf 

determine the degree of revolutionism of a particular action . For 

an ill-judged, super-mil i tant action ~ no matter how 

revolutionary in intent , which leads to defeat and union 

dfsor ganisationp cannot be judged revolutionary or progressive. In 

other words , 'The r oad to Hell is paved with good intentions. ? 

Converselyp a very 'moderate' actton taking into consideration all 
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the forces in the historical situation 9 (undeveloped 

class=consciousness of the workers involved 9 attitudes of other 

workers 9 political power; economic factors 9 etc.) may yet develop 

solidarity or expose a contradictory aspect of capitalism " Such an 

action9 if it goes as far as the conjuncture permits 9 must be judged 

progressive and r evolutionary in the long run. 

c) Words/Actions As stated earlier 9 a union's consciousness consists 

of the concepts embedded in their words and actions. Because words 

are usually less constrained by structural limitations than actions ~ 

they may be more radical sounding and may even contradict the 

apparent meaning of the actions . For instance 9 a union in its 

pronouncements may express revolutionary aims and analyses, but its 

actions may be apparently ' moderate' or even collaborationisto But 

if its actions can be shown to challenge capital as far as the 

conjunctural constraints permit p the essential revolutionary nature 

of its verbal practices will be confirmed. On the other hand~ 

analysis of actions in context may expose the ver bal practice as 

empty rhetoric. The contradiction may be interpreted in two wayso 

Revolutionary words could be the end product of a progressive 

rank=and-file led by a progressive leadership asserting revolutionary 

goals in spite of being forced to limit action in a non-revolutionary 

situationo On the other hand~ fiery rhetoric could be the tactic of 

a collaborationist leadership defending its bureaucr atic position 

against more revolutionary rank-and-file demands o Revolutionary 

speeches may have no basis in act i on but may be a mere rhetorical 

cover for its lack. Alternativelyp 1moderate 9 or collaborationist 
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words from revolutionary officials may express their measured 

leadership of a rank-and=file with a poorly developed consciousnessg 

though~ of courseg in the latter caseo these 9 moderate 9 

pronouncements would be an expression of the union as an 

organisation. Only analysis of the concrete historical situation can 

show which is which. 

d) Wor ds/Audience Words 0 like actions can only be assessed in context 

for their revolutionary nature or otherwise. In particular~ the 

audience to which the words are addressed is important. The words 

will be a product of the audience's expectations as 1 r ead v by the 

speaker and not simply a reflection of the speaker 1 s or writer's 

intentions. Thus p as Slade has noted ~ Roberts 1 tone in speaking to 

the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants or the Alliance of Labour 

was less militant than that he adopted with the more radical 

watersiders (Slade, 1983 : 28) . She assumes the less militant 

statements are the 'real 9 opinions of Roberts which he adapts and 

conceals to please the r adicals within his own union. For our 

purposes, what Jim Roberts privately thought is not relevant~ any 

more than the individual opinions of the individual members of the 

Watersiders 1 Federation. His speeches and articles as an official of 

the WWF addressfog that organisation are the expression of that 

organisation. His speeches to the Arbitration Court, for instance~ 

have an entirely different significance. 

d) Consciousness/Action Because actions are circumscribed by material 

constraintsp consciousness and goals cannot simply be reduced to and 
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read off from the concepts within actionso Only study of less 

circumscribed words in comparison with actions can reveal 

consciousness and goals which are denied in practice. 

e) Methods/Goals As already noted 9 m ilitancy and revolutionary 

praxis are not the same thing . As Allen says 9 militancy r efers to 

methods rather than aims~ (Allen 9 1966 g18) . The poles of the typology 

refer to aims which unions could potentially adopt, 

The traditional distinction drawn in New Zealand historiography 

between 'militant' and ~moderate' unions is a tactical distinction 9 a 

dis tinc tion between types of methods which unions use in maximising 

the conditions and price of the sale of the labour power of their 

members. Methods can be characterised as militant if they challenge 

the capitalist legal and political apparatus p or as moder ate if they 

work within the parameters set by that apparatus . Thus ~ adherence to 

established disputes procedures and parliamentary representation j_s 

moderate p while strikes and demonstrations are gener ally mj_litant . 

A union may be militant without being revo lut ionary 9 as has been 

noted with the discussion of Jesson ' s comments in the introduction . 

No matter how much a union strikes or marches or even sets the 

factories alight 9 unless • tlv confronts 

wholep it will not be revolutionaryo 

capitalist relations 

The terms moderate 

militant p therefore p when applied to consciousness p r efer 

as a 

and 

to 

varieties of trade union consciousness , centred purely on the 

conditions of sale of labour power . Howeverp since the r evolut ionary 
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union issues as strong a challenge as possible to capital at any 

given moment p it will use the most militant methods consistent with 

strategic and tactical considerations o Thus , militancy may include 

revo l utionary consciousness but not necessarily so . There is 

therefore no simple fit between the moderate/militant tactical 

distinction and the collaborationist/revolutionary one in the 

typo logy o Other things being equal 1 however 9 the more militant ~ the 

more revolutionaryo 

f) Leader ship/Membership. The typology is in tended for use on the 

official policies of unions as expressed in journals and union 

actions. It may be objected that this does not necessarily reflect 

the point-of-view of individual members . However p it is only in an 

organised form that the worki ng class can take an active role and 

impinge on history. It is only as an organisation that the members 

of a trade union can function. Thei r private opinions lack 

nateriality unless they are expressed organisationally . Conflicts 

and dissatisfaction among the r ank-and-fi le menbars will normally 

make themselves apparent even if such diasatiafaction cannot surmount 

~fficial obstacles to its organisational expression o ,ny serious 

prolonged disjunction between union leaders and membership will~ over 

tlme 7 express itself in wildcat strikes and in splits in 

organisation o Converselyp a strike may fail through lack of support 

and the leadership is gradually brought back into line. 

The ideas as expressed in official policy are thus a concrete result 

of a number of conflicting determinations . It is the actions of the 
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union as a whole which are the basis of assessing its degree of 

revo lutionary consciousnesso I f these are in contradiction with each 

other~ then these contradictions are themselves worthy of analysis o 

However 9 they must be expressed in material practices as part of the 

union's activity. Ideas in the heads of individuals are in 

themselves not relevant o 

Summing up thenp this approach to the analysis of trade union 

consciousness is a historical materialist one and is not an attempt 

at speculative model building . It is not attempting to speculate 

about how a revolutionary union might look in a concrete empirical 

sense 0 nor to build a generalised i deal type abstracted from 

empir ical observation. Rather it draws out the concepts which a 

trade un ionvs words and actions must embody if it is to be described 

a •·' ,) revolutionary. The typology does not assume the concrete 

existence of a r evolutionary union. It seeks to represent only 

theoretical possibilities of trade unions under capitalism. It is 

therefore a heuristic 0 analytical de vice 0 not a classificatory one. 

This approach sees consciousness as conscious practice which must be 

examined within a concrete historical context and seeks to elucidate 

the concepts within such practice . By using Marxist~Leninist 

concepts 0 the degree of ideological incorporation/opposition of a 

trade union within capitalist structures can be demonstrated. 

Because the typology offers a range of conceptsg it is more flexible 

with the power to examine the unique combination and complexity of 

the ideas espoused by any individual union. It can only be used in 
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conjunction with a careful consideration of the historical conditions 

in which a union operates. Our next chapter is therefore devoted to 

those conditions which confronted the union selected as a case study~ 

the New Zealand Waterside Workers Federation 1915=1937 0 



THE NEW ZEALAND WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION~ 

THE NEW ZEALAND TRADE UNION MOVEMENT 0 AND 

THE HISTORICAL CONJUNCTU RE 1915 - 1937 
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In a previous chapterp revolutionary consciousness was defined as a 

conscious negation of, a resistance to capitalist rule~ and on the 

other 0 trade unions were construed as both an integral part of 

capitalist society and a potential v1ever for the final emancipation 

of the working class 1 o In New Zealand historical experience 0 trade 

unions could not be described as truly revolutionary. However 0 the 

typology constructed in the last chapter should expose the nature of 

this absence of revolutionary consciousness . At the same time 1 it 

should also expose elements of class struggle beyond bread and butter 

aims which have escaped the at tention of historians who have sought 

to minimise the significance of class in New Zealand historyo 

Since our definition of class consciousness as the mental aspect of 

class struggle (or its lack) must be set within a par ticular set of 

historical constraints , we now turn to an examination of the New 

Zealand Waterside Workers Federation and the conditions it faced in 

the period 1915-19370 

The New Zealand Waterside Workers' 1ederation played a leading role 

in the New Zealand trade union movement 1915-1937 until the formation 

of the New Zealand Federation of Labour in 19370 Throughout this 

period 0 they very much dominated the Alliance of Labour ~ the 

organisation of the so~called militant un i ons in that periodp and set 
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the cautious direction which that organisation tookc This chapter 

outlines the key constraints faced by the watersiders in this period 

- in their own occupation 9 in the wider trade union movement and the 

economic~ political and ideological forces at work in New Zealand 

society as a wholeo 

After the failure of the 1913 waterfront strike 0 the waterfr ont 

unions were dominated by strikebr eakers who had helped bring the 

defeat about . But graduall y the old unionists won back their 

organi sations and under the leadership of Big Jim Roberts , reformed 

themse lves into the New Zealand Waterside workersv Federation in 

December 19150 

The period under discussion " 1915-1937 is a record of the 

~atersidersv struggle to organise and to improve the harsh condit ions 

of their occupation o Gradually ~ they built up their organisation and 

eliminated the competition between workers on the wharves. This 

enabled them to gain greater control of thei r own work process and 

helped them limit thei r exploitation by extracting better pay and 

working conditions from their employers . They were enabled to do 

this by their key economic position in an export based economy and by 

their working conditions which necessarily gathered them together and 

weld ed them in interdependence. But though there were structural 

aids to organisation ~ there were significant barriers to it which had 

to be overcome. 
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The greatest evil of wharf work was casual employment . There was 

never enough work for the men who flocked to the waterfront. One 

aspect of this was the poverty suffered by watersiders o Even though 

the 1922 award acknowledged the casual nature of wharf work by 

setting the wage rate 25% above the general labourers 9 r ate 

(Townsend ~1985 :88) 1 the hours worked could not give a living wage. 

tJatersiders worked an average of 27.52 hours ordinary time per week, 

according to the Waterside Workers Federation submission to the 1924 

award hearing of the Court of Arbitration (ibid:38) . 

The other aspect of casual employment was the power it gave to the 

foreman and the long hours involved in waiting round on the off 

chance of being hired . Initially , foremen would hire workers 

dherever they found them g often in the pub (Pettit ~1948 : 18) . Men who 

wanted to work had to hang around likely places any time day or night 

(ibid : 77) Only gradually were the hours of engagement limited and 

defined o The infamous ' auction block ' system of hiring labour was 

wide open to victimisation 9 on the one hand~ and bribery on the other 

(Townsend 9 1985 ~38 ~39 ). It gave the foreman tremendous control ; since 

each day p it was entirely up to him whether he employed a part icular 

worker or not. An active unionist could be condemned to r egular 

periods of 1 stringer drilli while a 'royal 9
9 favoured by one or other 

of the shipping companiesp could look forward to relatively steady 

work. The 1 bull 1 gang system consisted of 1 royals' 9 men of superior 

fitness and strength 9 who worked extra fast or for long hours. In 

the conditions of totally unfettered competition among the workers 

promoted by the casual systemp these gangs put great pressure on 
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other watersiders to keep up or lose their jobs. They were naturally 

~ated (Pettit,ibid~19). Preference to unionists and the unions' 

right to limit membership were significant steps in the process of 

decasualisation and elimination of competition among fellow-workers 

which culminated in the establishment of the Bureau system to 

equalise work in 1937 . This in principle took the control right out 

of the hands of the foreman. But it did not happen in reality till 

the appointment of union bureau officers in 

interviewi 18.5.84). 

1942~ 

Waterside work was dangerous~ dirty and hard. Part i cularly during 

and immediately after World War I~ the number of fatal and disabling 

accidents rose sharply . There was no effective supervision of the 

safety of waterfront equipment until new government regulations were 

brought down in 1919 as a result of a Commission of Enquiry into 

waterfront accidents. Accidents were subsequently hulved. 

Facilities for watersiders were non-existent. The fight for dining 

rooms~ more hygenic toilet facilities 9 waiting rooms and other 

amenities was a long one. Into the 20 1 S p latrines for wharfies at 

Lytt leton consisted of planks suspended between wharf piles below the 

wharf decking . These planks were cleaned out by 

(Norrisi 1984 :66), 

the tide 

Hours of work were quite unlimited and men would work for days and 

nights at a time . In 1915 9 one watersider worked from Monday to 

Saturday without a break. Going home 9 he fell into a ditch and died. 
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There was little sympathy for the man 0 however; those who worked for 

long periods while others were on the stand waiting for work were 

regarded as sharksp (Pettit,1948g76), From 1916 to World War II~ 

hours of work were limited to 8am to 10pm and up to midnight to 

finish a ship with 8am to 5pm on Saturdays , 6pm to finish . A 68 hour 

week was theoretically possible but that quantity of ~ork was seldom 

available, (Townsendv1985:38) . 

Gradually 0 through struggle on the job 9 many improvements and 

safeguards in conditions were achieved . Sling loads were limited v 

manning levels were set and protection or extra rates for obnoxious 

or dirty cargo were won. Thus the watersiders defended the 

maintenance of their own labour-power and limited the surplus value 

extracted from thei r labour . 

One of the factors which made it difficiJlt to win advances in 

conditions was the fragmentation of management of wharf ~ork . 

Harbour Boards~ stevedoring contractors p shipping companies and the 

Railway Department all had their finger in the pie and could readily 

µass the buck in the face of union demands . Hence the division of 

capital ownership and management rendered resistance more problematic 

and difficult. 

Fragmentation of management was matched by fragmentation of the 

work-forceo For instancep demarcation problems arose from time to 

time with the Seamen's Union over the question of operating shipboard 

winches to unload cargo. Similar difficulties arose with the use of 
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casual workers employed by the Railways Department and the permanent 

hands employed by the Harbour Boards o Ships' carpenters and painters 

also impinged on work covered by the watersiders . 

The push for union cooperative control of waterfront wor k as an 

answer to casual labour conditions was a constant theme of the 1920 1 s 

and 30 1 s. However p the Waterfront Control Commission 9 established in 

1940 under joint union and employer control was a far cry from the 

embodiment of workers' control which was the original impulse behind 

the demand . 

The casual employment and tough work on the wharves had attracted 

those who valued their own toughness 9 ind ividuality and freedom. 

These qualities are well summarised in the pen name of ' The Mixer 1
9 

r egular contributor of verse to the Transport Worker - 1 Mixer 1 having 

the multiple meanings of mixing as in drinks p br awls 1 gregariousness 

and general r ebelliousness and stirring . Watersiders valued the 

fr eedom to workp or not~ at willp and to choose the class of work 

they would do. Noone was going to tell them what to do 7 union or 

bosseso Solidarity was . of their own choosing. Ear ly attempts to 

regular ise employment on the wharves were stymied in part by members' 

r ejection of the relative discipline involved and the removal of 

complete freedom of choicep (Pettitp1948:102). Union minutes give 

evidence of the periodic restiveness of members at collective 

constraints entailed by effective union discipline. This 1bolshy 9 

attitude did noti of course ~ entail scabbery; r ather a resistance to 

what were seen as petty controls. 
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The theme of organisation along lines of class and industry was 

strong in the drive for unity . The process of building one national 

uni on for watersiders was begun with the founding of the Federation 

i~ December 1915 and the winning of a national agreement the 

fol lowing year . Graduallyi through the establishment of a national 

newspaper p Federal levies of various ki nds ~ a universally 

transferable ticket and eventually 9 centralisation of funds~ a de 

facto national union was established " This did not become de jure 

ti ll 1937 after the passing of the 1936 amendment of the IC&A Act 

enabled the r egistration of unions on a national basis . 

The monthl y newspaper p the New Zealand Transport Worker (TW) was 

published without any break from May 1916 until the lockout in 1951 . 

Its i nitial title, the New Zealand Watersider~ was changed in April 

1919 to the TW in acknowledgement of the contributions from the other 

transport unions . It was vigorous and popular in style and clearly 

played a major role in building a national organisationo 

The Federation was from the beginning dominated by the Wellington 

Waterside Workers Union under Big Jim Roberts o This is not 

surprising since they comprised over 30% of the total membership of 

the Federation at its inception in 1915 and maintained a proportion 

of over 25% right through the period under study (see Appendix B, 

Table 2) . 

Prior to the registration of a national unionp member unions were 

based on individual ports rather than larger regionso This resulted 
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in a number of very small unions together with the larger ones in the 

four main centres. (In 1929P Tauranga retained its registration with 

only 5 members (AJHR 9 H.11o1930~19). The number of unions in the 

Federation grew from 18 in 1915 to 31 in 1933 (AJHRPH.11~1916-38). 

It appears that ports were as jealous of their identity and 

independence as were their rather unruly members. These port unions 

became branches of the national union on its registration in 1937. 

There was thus a tension between cohesion and autonomy among both of 

affiliated unions of the Federation and its individual members. 

The drive to build organisation along lines of class and industry was 

not confined to the watersidersv own {- . occupa .. 1on. The Federation 

played a key role in forming the Transport Workers~ Advisory Board in 

1916 and later in 1919 9 formed the Alliance of Labour in conjunct ion 

with the miners. 

In these initiati ves to build organisation, the watersiders were 

limited by the constraints facing the trade union movement as a whole 

in this period. 

The New Zealand trade union movement developed within a context of 

economic~ political and ideological constraints which~ until the 

election of the Labour Government in 1935 9 kept even the powerfully 

placed unions very much on the defensive ~ in action if not in words. 

Economic depression 9 political controls and a climate of opinion, 

(often shared by workers 9 ) which shunned change or anything smacking 

of 1 r adicalism' - these forces formed the leg-i rons of the labour 
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movemento 

Key features of the New Zealand economy up till the Second World War 

included economic dependence on a narrow r ange of farm-produced 

exportso with resulting economic dependence on fluctuations in the 

world economy. Secondary industry was light industrial for the home 

market" Technological modernisation brought increased urbanisation 

and an expanded tertiary and service sector. Women took an increased 

role in paid employment and improved their status, but were confined 

to a narrow range of occupations related to their service role within 

the home . But the economic position of the Maori people remained far 

behind that of European New Zealanders as they were confined to eking 

out a subsistence living as a rural proletariat . All these factors 

left their mark on the trade union movement . 

From the beginning of European settlement 9 New Zealand was little 

more than a gigantic farm for imperial Britain " Pastoral products , 

mainly wool , butter ~ cheese and frozen meat 9 grew steadily as a 

proportion of total exports 9 reaching 93 . 3% in 1921 (NZOYB, 

1925:278) . Thus New Zealand was reliant for its export income on a 

very narro~ range of products 0 mostl y for sale on the one export 

market~ Britain . As primary products 0 they were subject to extreme 

fluctuations in world prices " Isolation from the main market brought 

dependence on overseas shipping linesa while reliance on overseas 

borrowing to finance the economic infrastructure brought dependence 

on international banking institutions. New Zealand was thus 

dependent and vulnerable to forces outside of its control. 
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However 9 this dependence on export trade gave a lot of economic 

muscle to a small number of workers. The leading transport unionsp 

the seamen and the watersiders had a key economic role. 

This colonial statusp together with the lack of iron ore as a basis 

for heavy industry, left New Zealand 9 s own secondary industry 

undevelopedo It was mostly for domestic consumption and relied on 

imports for components and many raw materials . Nevertheless 9 it is 

estimated that factory production between the wars contributed over 

20% of GDP 9 (Brooking in Oliver & Williams ~ 1981 ~246) . 

Even in the early decades of European settlement of the colony 9 

secondary industry employed a significant portion of the workforce . 

It had reached 22% by 1896 0 This had not increased much by 1926 when 

it was 25% 9 (ibid~228) . This workforce was very scatter ed~ though, 

In 1929 only 6% of factories (excluding those processing agricultural 

products) employed more than 50 workers (ibid~246). Such 

environments are not conducive to unionism of any kind~ r evolutionary 

or otherwise. There were some large scale enterprises ~ however: 

fr zing works 9 mines and timber mills (ibid). It is not surprising , 

thereforep that the unions representing these workers played a 

leading industri ~l role. 

Despite its huge contribution to export income ~ farming employed 

progressively a smaller proportion of workers. By 1930 9 agriculture 

employed under 25% of the work-force 1 (Brooking,ibid:245) . Howeverp 

the key economic role of agriculture gave farmers as a class 
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tremendous political clouto Technological change and increased 

efficiency was the chief factor behind this declining rural 

workforceo Because of the lack of local finance and industrial 

capital in private hands at adequate levels of concentration 9 the 

State played an important ro le in provid ing the economic 

infrastructure o 

The push to greater efficiency in all spheres of the economy saw an 

expansion of bureaucratic and administrative functions in both public 

and private sectors in our periodo This built up the proportion of 

~orkers in tertiary industry from 36% in 1896 to 45% in 1926, 

(ibid:228). This expansion of the tertiary sector did not change the 

organisational character of the union movement 9 ho~ever. This still 

revolved round the craft unions on the one hand and the key 

industrial unions on the other o However 9 such a significant 

proportion of workers in white collar service industry without 

traditions of industrial militancy could be expected to exert a 

conservative pressure on the climate of opinion within t he working 

class movement . The growth of tertiary industries did 9 however 0 

promote the shift of the majority of the population to urban centres. 

½hile urbanisation proceeded apace and population moved from strictly 

rural centres to towns and became particularly concentrated in the 

four main centres~ these were still relatively small in absolute 

termso Auckland 9 the largest centre was only 210 9 393 in 1936 , but 

this was more than double its 1911 population of 102 9 676 9 (ibid;254). 

These were therefore times of great mobility and change . Howeverp 
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this did not have the effect one might expect of broadening attitudes 

in the community and increasing receptivity to new ideas because 

absolute size of concentrations of population was not great . 

These changes had a marked effect on the family and hence on the role 

of women. Many of the family's educational and welfare tas ks were 

taken over by the State in the form of public hospitals 9 industrial 

schools and child welfare homes, (ibidp 261). The role of women was 

changed too by the technological advances which meant that less 

women's labour was required both on the farm and in the home. In the 

19th century, 90% of women's work had been domestic, (Owen p 1982) . 

The First World War together with the expansion of the tertiary 

sector brought expanded employment opportunities for women . However 9 

women were confined to a narrow r ange of poor ly-paid jobs - in 1926~ 

50% of women workers were in domestic service ~ clothing, retailing~ 

teachingr nursing ~ clerical and waitressing (ibid). Their paid work 

thus reflected their service ro le in the home . The ideology that 

t his was women 9 s place was very s.trong. 

This narrow r ange of occupations~ r estricted to entirely powerless 

positions in t he economy~ meant that women were excluded from the 

possibi lity of effective unionism. Thus 1 despite their increased 

participation in the work forcea women played no part in shaping the 

trade union movement in this period. Hencep it is not surprising 

that exclusively male unions like the watersiders ' r etained largely 

traditional views of the ro le of women . 
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The effect of these sweeping economic changes on the Maori people was 

considerably delayed~ however. Their economic and social position 

was determined by the loss of their land . At the turn of the 

centuryp over 90% of Maori lived in rural areas ~ forming a rural 

proletariat to eke out the produce of thei~ land v with occasional 

rural wage labour, They suffered disproportionately from 

unemployment during the Depression . Macrae and Sinclair estimate 

that 40% of Maori men and 35% of Maori women were unemployed in Jul y 

1933 ~ (Macrae & Sinclair,1975:44). As noted beforep relief rates of 

pay for Maori were lower than those for Europeans . Like womenp 

because of their virtual exclusion from the capitalist economy 9 Maori 

workers played little part in the trade union movement with the 

exception of their role in the New Zealand Workers Union as shearers. 

New Zealand trade unions in the private sector have operated for the 

g1·eater part of their history under the nearly unique system of state 

conciliation and arbitration o This system was initiated by the 

Liberal Government in 1894 and used by the state in a paternalistic 

manner to control and harmonise potential conflict. It was initially 

a voluntary system for workers but in the hands of subsequent 

government s p it became an instrument of coercion of trade unions 9 

(Williams?1977:200), Both the 1912 Waihi strike and the 1913 

waterfront strike were provoked by employers with government support 

to drive the unions back into State control under the Act . 

State unions~ while outside the clutches of the Industrial 

Conciliation and Arbitration Act~ faced more direct government 
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controls. For instance ~ the government simply prohibited the Post 

and Telegraph Employees 1 Association from joining the Alliance of 

Labour in 1920 (Rothp1973g46) and forced the Amalgamated Society of 

Railway Servants to withdraw from the Alliance as part of the 

settlement of the 1924 strike (ibid~46). 

The Reform Party which became the Gover nment during the strike at 

Halhi in 1912 was ferociously anti-labour. It used the policep the 

army ~ the navy and enrolled volunteers as special constables to 

battle the strikers on the waterfront in 1913 with uncompromising 

force. In 1913 it passed the Labour Disputes Investigation Act which 

deprived even unions registered under the Trade Unions Act of the 

r ight to strike . They also passed the Police Offences Amendment Act 

whi ch forbade picketting. With the war , the Government brought in 

conscription with a series of draconian War Regulations which 

declared seditious any words or actions against conscription or 

'i ncitement of class ill-will 1 (Gustafson,1980:114). These were used 

to imprison labour leaders opposed to conscription. Later, the War 

Regulations Continuance Act, which outlawed any advQcacy of 

'la1s1lessness 9 , was used to imprison Communists . Any concerted action 

on the part of workers 'which interfered with the carriage of goods' 

was declared a 'seditious strike 1 under the regulations, 

(Walshp1983:28), Jingoistic patriotism was thus used by the 

government to justify anti-worker measures. 

Subsequent policies of the United and Coalition Governments were no 

better. In 1931 , the Ward government cut the pay of civil servants 
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by 10% and reduced relief payouts . Later that yearp the Coalition of 

the United and Reform parties led by Forbes, came to power. Forbes 1 

policy was a balanced budget at all costs and 9 no relief without 

~ork 1 • In 1932 9 Forbes abolished the compulsory clauses in the IC&A 

Act . This was the signal for wholesale wage cuts . The pay of civil 

servants (except the police) 9 was reduced a further 10%. A clause 

v.ras inserted into the Finance Act to allow summary dismissal of 

public servants for tctisloyalty 1 (Roth 9 1973g51) . Recognition was 

~ithdrawn from the Post & Telegraph Employees ' Association and their 

officials and newspaper banned from departmental offices 9 (ibid g52) . 

Civil servants ~ toget~er with teachers 9 post office workers and 

railwaymen met to plan meetings and other action . The 1932 Queen 

Str eet riot in Auckland exploded outside one of their meetings 

( i bld J51). In r esponse t o the r iots 9 the government brought i n the 

Public Safety Conservation Act 9 which enabled it to draft dictatorial 

emergency regulations as it thought fit . (These were later used i n 

1951 in the Waterfront Lockout) . The union movement thus faced a 

ba r r age of direct repression by the state which left it little room 

f or manoeuvre . 

These r epressive laws were in contrast to the strong pro-far mer and 

pro - employer measures taken by the government . Cheap rehabilitation 

loans were given to returned soldiers to take up land . These 

~Jrtgages were then extended as the slump hit. Land and income taxes 

were reduced in 1922. Freehold 

cheap credit were Massey's planks. 

ownershi p of the land along with 

The farmers in turn helped the 

Government and employers defeat the watersiders i n 1913 by 
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volunteering as Special Constables . Mounted and a~med with batons i 

they were notorious for their drunken violence and were dubbed 

'Massey's cossacks'. Unionists always remembered with bitterness the 

farmers' role in their defeat . 

The government actively encouraged immigration from racially 

'appropriate' sources to expand the supply of labour . From 1920 to 

1928P between 50% and 60% of migrants were assisted with their 

passagesp (Websterp1980) In the unfavourable economic conditions~ 

this inevitably led to labour market conditions which put workers at 

a disdvantage. The structure of class forces was thus very much 

stacked against the working class . 

The Reform Government reflected the narrow conservatism which ru led 

social attitudes. These had their basis in an economic existence 

almost totally dependent on the vagaries of world markets which 

bro ught insecurity when these markets failed. This was the general 

trend throughout the 20 1 s and the first half of the 30 1 s. This 

economic dependence and insecurity produced a corresponding 

i~security of public opinion which clung to traditional verities and 

memories of Empire . BigotryD racism and puritanism were the order of 

the day. The economic depen~ence on 'Mother England 9 in particularD 

underlay a rampant loyalty to Empire. In 1915 9 the Returned 

Servicemen 9 s Association was founded and became a significant 

pressure group. Patriotic hysteria produced the sadistic treatment 

of conscientious objectors such as Archibald Baxter. Massey was a 

British Israelite and r egarded the Bible as his authorityp (Burdon9 
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The 1916 Easter Uprising in Ireland provoked an 

anti - Catholic backlash led by the Protestant Political Leaguep which 

had strong ties with Reformo This anti-Catholicism rebounded on the 

labour movement since several of its prominent members were Catholic 

and it was asserted that labour was in league ?'!ith Rome 

(Burdonp 1965~31). The New Zealand Welfare Leaguep dubbed the 

'Hell-Fire ' League by the Transoort Workerp was another right-wing 

organisation formed in 1919 which launched vi~ulent attacks on the 

Labour Party and the unions. Senior members of the Employers' 

Association were among its ranks (Gustafson~1980:146). It was 

particularly vociferous against the watersiders in the early 20 1s. 

The successful Russian Revolution added anti-Bolshvik hysteria to a 

generally anti-worker climate of opinion o Dissent of all kinds was 

anathema o As already noted~ rights to f r ee speech and assembly were 

heavi ly restricted. 1 Subversive 9 immigrants were prohibited 0 the 

criteria for subversive being defined in the broadest possible way o 

Thus both expression and importation of radical revolutionary ideas 

within the country was suppressedo 

These restrictions on free speech invariably hit workers and their 

organisations~ since they were the only class of society which needed 

to challenge prevailing views to defend their interestso There was 

thus no widely accepted stock of revolutionary ideas within New 

Zealand on which the working class could draw to construct a coherent 

alternative to bourgeois ideologyo 
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The working class 9 dispersed as it was 0 and deprived by state 

repression of adequate alternatives 9 could not remain immune to this 

reactionary climate of opiniono Fairburn argues cogently that Labour 

failed to win power till 1935 because of the widespread phenomenon of 

the 9 working class Tory ' 9 (Fairburnp1985:3). He refutes Chapman's 

argumentsp (Chapmanp1969) that there were simply not enough working 

class people to bring Labour to victory without the support of 

disaffected middle class voters 9 (Fairburngibid:3). 

The political and ideological forces opposed to the dominant 

conservative ideology were the Labour Party and the Communist Party . 

The defeat of the 1913 Waterfront Strike together with the unity 

forged in opposition to conscription brought the NZ Labour Party into 

existence in 1916. The 1913 defeat had been the death knell of the 

Red Federationp and industrial militancy had lost its high promise. 

The Labour Party was established by those elements in the industrial 

labour movement who saw the parliamentary political road as the only 

way forwardo Initiallyp the party?s policies 9 while not fully 

socialist in the sense of seeking the overthrow of the capitalist 

system~ were generally radical in temper. Extended nationalisation 

of key enterprises 9 together with land policies offering cheap credit 

and tenure based on occupancy ~nd usep were key early planks. The 

Labour Partyp of necessityp had to consider the farming vote and land 

policy was always a key issue, It was a regularly shifting 

compromise between socialist calls for outright nationalisation and 

more limited efforts to restrict land aggregation and absentee 

landlord ism. 
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fear of cheap labour governed Party attitudes to immigration . In 

it conceded the need to expand the white population 

(Brownp 1962 :61)p on condition that jobs and houses were provided , 

The rac ist distinction between white and other immigrants r eflected 

the dominant racist ideology so rampant in New Zealand . They were 

opposed to the government's immigration schemes which were intended 

to keep up a ready supply of labour and prevent pressure on wage 

rates and conditions , 

The anti-radical attitudes of the times found expression within the 

Party as an extreme fear of contamination by the Communist Party 0 

founded in 1921 . This was despite a generally sympathetic reception 

to the Bolshevik Revolution within the labour movement at large. The 

Communist ?arty made conciliatory overtures 0 but despi t e this) after 

1925, Labour Party members had to sign a Loy3lty Pledge that they 

~ould not work for any other party. From 1926, unions were not 

permitted to send Communist Party members to the Labour Party Annual 

Conference (Brownp 1962 ~56) . 

Whi le the Labour Party was founded by trade unionists who were 

seeking a favourable political framework for their i ndustrial 

struggles withj_n the capitalist system 9 the Communist Party of New 

Zealand had its origins in the New Zealand Marx ian Association p a 

fed er ation of Marxist study circles which sought to overthrow that 

system. The New Zealand Marxian Association , whi le almost enti r ely 

based on the miners on the West Coast (Roth 0 1973 ~158) ~ had no 

industrial policy as such ~ but sought to propagandise the Labour 
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party {Powellp1948:4). The Party was formed in 1921 and was 

affiliated to the Red International of Labour Unions~ the trade union 

organisation of the Communist International. This set it the quite 

unrealistic task 9 given its tiny membership~ {61 in 1928) ~ of setting 

up a Revolutionary Opposition in the trade union movement on the same 

lines as the Militant Minority Movement in Great Britain 

(Roth 9 op .cit.:1 59) . The party intervened in a number of industrial 

struggles in New Zealand. The line which it set proved always 

impossible for its members in the trade union movement to carry out 

since there was no hope of gaining support for it among other trade 

unionists. Angus McLagan and the other Communist miners~ leaders 

left the Party in 1929 because of the Party's sectarian line 

unrelated to rank and file aspirations. This left the Party without 

lts only significant base in the trade union movement. The tiny 

membership was further ravaged by endemic splits and expulsions. 

De~pit e its general sectarianism~ the Party made repeated attempts to 

affiliate and work with the Labour Party~ but t.o no avail 

In 1933 the Labour Party declared even 

membership of the Friends of the Soviet Union to be incompatible with 

NZLP membership (ibid :67) . 

The Communist Party promoted and supported a number of movements. 

The Unemployed Workers' Movement was the most successful of these. 

Allied to the Unemployed Workers' Movement was the Working Women 9 s 

Movement~ which was able to i ssue a paper from 1934 to 1936 without 

missing an issue . Because of the Party's sectarianism, even their 

relative success in the area of unemployment was limited. In factp 
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it was not until after the Depression 9 when members found employment 

and rega ined entry into the trade unionsi that the Party built up 

more support and membersh ipp (Roth p1973 g159 ). The Party thus fai led 

at a time when it should have been able to convince increasing 

numbers of people of the incapability of capitalism to solve its 

problems. This fa ilure was caused by it hopeless sectarianism and~ 

in particularp its antagonism to the trade union movement . 

Thus the one self-proclaimed revolutionary political and ideological 

force was impotent to inject into the working class a measure of 

revoluti onary consciousness. Rather ~ it paradoxically played a 

reverse role and tended to 9 innoculate 9 worker s and their 

organi sations agains t their ideasc 

The trade union movement thus had to struggle in a highly 

1ntagonistic environment. The defeats and failures of the trade 

union movement 1915~37 have to be U;'Jderstood in the light of the 

constraints we have outlined. 

A key feature of Ne~ Zealand trade unions throughout their history 

was the organisational split between a small number of militant 

unions and a much larger number of more conservative ones . This 

split centred around the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 

~nd consisted of divergent views of state intervent ion in indust r ial 

conf lict . The weaker craft unions p without the economic punch p 

looked to parliamentary representation and Arbitration Court 

protectionp while the stronger i ndus tri al unions felt better able to 
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advance their interests outside the fetters of state machinery. This 

found expression in the Red Federation of Labour from 1908~1913. 

Howeverp this only applied in favourable conditions~ whenever these 

deterioratedp direct action failed and even the militant minority 

were resigned to state arbitration as in the 1890 9 s after the defeat 

of the Maritime Strike. The militants ~er e placed in str a t egic 

positions in the economy. With the national income largely dependent 

on a narrow range of export products and with most other production 

scattered across many small-scale enterprises p these positions were 

held by the transport unions~ the miners and the freezing workers. 

Of the transport unions 9 the seamen and watersiders took the lead 

because of their position in the export tr ade . In general~ it has 

been the strategically placed unions which have initiated the major 

struggles in New Zealand 9 s trade union historyp while the 

economically weaker unions have not had the strength to be much more 

than onlookers in these events . As already noted 9 the militant 

unions never comprised more than a minority of trade union 

membership . The more passive majority therefore played a major role 

in shaping the movement taken as a whole . 

A further factor in the i~olation of the militants was that 

unionisation of the workforce was only partial even after compulsory 

membership was i ntroduced by the Labour Government in 1936 . Using 

Roth' s figures for membership of unions r egister ed under IC&A 

(Roth,ibid~169)and census figures for wage earner s 9 the percentage of 

wage-earners unionised under the Act for 1916 t 1921, 1926 and 1936 

are 24.3% , 27.3% 9 24.8% and 43% respectively (see Appendix B; Table 
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3). Ununionised workers often shared in the current anti-worker 

attitudes . For instance p while the participation of farmers as 

special canstables in the 1913 s trike is well known 9 they in fact 

formed only a minority of the specials. The largest group ~ (32%) s 

was made up of clerks and salesmen 9 (Barrowman s1983) 'mincing 

clerks with high collars and cuffs 9 as the Maoril and Worker described 

thems (Maoriland Workers 12 Novembers 1913 quoted in Barrowman ?ibid) . 

Thus a significant section of the working class was sufficiently 

imbued with bourgeois ideology to support the employers aga ins t 

fellow class members . 

Fairburn gives evidence of a lack of class consciousness in the New 

Zealand working class . Be shows that in comparison with Britai n and 

Australia 9 New Zealand in the 1920 1 s had the lowest rates of trade 

union membership , (Fai rb urn 9 1985 : 11 ) 0 and ~orker involvement i n 

strikes , ( ibid ~15 ) . Even among unionistsp strike ratios from 1900 to 

1929 were well be low that of other countri es . New Zealand ' s mean 

yearly propor tion of strikers compared with the number of unionists 

for the per iod was 4 .8%. For the UK it was 16 . 1% and for Australia ; 

18.2% (ibid~16). The pool of unemployed p too 9 were always a crucial 

fa ctor in union battles. Because t he militant few have been unable 

to win the support of the passive majority 9 t heir struggles hav e too 

often ended in resounding defeat . Thi~ div ision in economic 

situation and tactics e xpressed itself up t ill 1937 in separate 

umbrella organisat ions in the private sector . The Red Federation and 

later the Alliance of Labour led the self-styled militants 9 while the 

smaller craft unions organised themselves in the Trades and Labou r 
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Councils • • 

Unions of state employeesp while not covered by the IC&A Act~ were 

not mere bystanders in industrial struggles. The Amalgamated Society 

of Railway Servants and the Locomotive Engineersp Firemen and 

Cleaners' Associationp (EFCA) were present at the 1916 conference of 

transport workers which approved the constitution of the Transport 

Workers' Advisory Board 9 the nucleus of the later Alliance of Labour . 

This was despite the railway workers' reputation for scabbery among 

the rest of the labour movement. The ASRS in 1920 staged a 

successful rail strike for the equivalent of the cost- of-living 

bonuses granted by the Arbitration Court to the pri vate sector unions 

i n 1919 and 1920 . They joined the Alliance of Labour straight 

afterwards . The Post & Telegraph Employees Association tried to do 

so in the same year but 0 as already noted 9 were denied permission by 

t he government (Roth pibid ~46) c 

The railway unions were bedevilled by splits. The EFCA had broken 

away from the ASRS in 1908 . In 1924 0 the ASRS struck for higher 

wages but the EFCA failed to support them and they were forced back 

t o work with a lengthened working week and an imposed withdrawal from 

the Alliance of Labour . The railway workers were further split at 

the conclusion of the 1924 strike with the recognition by the 

government of the Railway Tradesmen's Association . This association 

promised the government not to withdraw its labourp (ibidg47f). 

These splits weakened the efforts of Big Jim Roberts of the 

Watersiders Federation to build a united transport workers ' 
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organisationo 

The history of the industrial labour movement 1915-1937 is the 

history of its total transformation. Instead of the split between 

the two wings p the Alliance of Labour and the Trades and Labour 

Councilsp it becomes a united move~ent, not only within itself but 

with the state in the close collaboration between the trade union 

movement and the Labour government . Thus , by the end of our period 9 

there was a high degree of incorporation of the trade union movement 

by the state. The Waterside Workers Federation both ref lected and 

took a leading role in th is development . 

In July 1914 9 the United Federation of Labour held an Open Conference 

for al l unions in an effort to reorganise after the defeat in the 

1913 Waterfront Strike. The socialist objectives of the Red 

Federation were ditched and unions were organised into District 

Councils similar to those of the previous Trades and Labour Councils ' 

This retreat by the less favourably 

situat ed unions frm the heady r ad i calism of the days of the Red 

Federation was not surprising in the face of defeat and political 

repression. 

But this form of organisation did not suit the more militant 

industrial unions and they started to regroup independently. The 

transport unions 1 led by the watersiders 1 took the lead . 
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In 1915 9 Jim Roberts re-established the New Zealand Waterside 

Workers' Federation. In 1916 9 he sought to revive industrial 

unionism generally so that eventually all New Zealand Workers would 

be organised 'along lines of class and industry . ' In June 9 a 

conference of watersiders 9 railwaymen 9 drivers and tramwaymen set up 

a Transport Workers' Advisory Board . The United Federation of Labour 

was deliberately excluded for its parliamentary flabbiness 9 as was 

the newly~formed Labour Party . Roberts expressed the traditional 

syndicalist contempt for parliamentary activity when he greeted the 

election of Semple Fraser and Holland to Parliament with the remark: 

'If we have elected our 1 rats 9 to Parliament ~ it is a good means of 

getting them out of the way 9
1 (Roth 9 ibid:44). The economic demand of 

war-t ime was giving the key transport unions more economic leverage ~ 

thus render ing them immune to the political const raints to which less 

f avoured workers were subject o At 

strategically-placed unions could ~ell 

this 

afford 

time p these 

to reject the 

parliamentary road chosen by their erstwhile fellow~unionists. At 

the same time 9 the miner s were organising themselves nationally 9 as 

were the freezing workers and the farmworkers . (These became the New 

Zealand Workers' Union in 1919) . 

In 1919? the Transport Workers ' Advisory Board 0 now including the 

s eamen , met with the Miners' Federation and formed the New Zealand 

Alliance of Labour. 

industrial lines . 

preparation for the 

This excluded all unions not organised on 

It was organised nationally around industries in 

day when workers would take 

(Stone 9 1948:47) . Craft unions and arbitrationism were the devils to 
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be exorcised. It was strong on rhetoric but paralysed in action. In 

fact p the Alliance can be seen as an attempt by essentially 

non=mi litant unions to develop industrial organisation on more 

'efficient'~ 1 modern 9 lines according to changes in the 

economy(Stone~1948 ~42) . The Alliance 9 s basic position 9 that unions 

must organise industrially in preparation for the day when they would 

take over the management of industry is pretty identical to that 

adopted by the Open Conference held by the UFL in 1918 . This 

emphasis on efficiency and modernity in line with technological 

development shows how the trade union movement basi~ally accepted the 

contours imposed on it by capital. ,s we shall seep these views were 

those of the watersiders and clearly reflect the leading role played 

by them in shaping the direction of the New Zealand trade union 

movement at this period . 

The emphasis of the Alliance was on building organisational links 

racher than undertaking organised action. It was based entirely on 

national union officials residing in Wellington . The Alliance was 

very much a pape r organisation with little rank-and-file involvement, 

Indeedv it is doubtful how far the rank-and-file were aware of its 

existence. Despite the much vaunted organisation into industrial 

departmentsp these did not function at allp apart from the Transport 

Workers' Advisory Board . Its constituent union membership was in 

constant flux with unio~s affiliating and disaffiliating according to 

the varying pressures exerted by their members (Sladep1983~3). In 

the case of the state employees' unionsp like the ASRS and the Post 

and Telegraph Employees wp these pressures were exerted by the state. 
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The WWFP howeverj remained the backbone of the Alliance throughout. 

It was very much 7 their 1 baby. 

The general direction of the Alliance was dominated by Roberts and 

the watersider s from its inception in 1919 to the split in 1936 . 

They adopted a cautious stance. The miners and the seamen ? led by 

McLagan and Walsh respectivelyi represented a more left tendency from 

the mainstream position set by the watersiders. This ideological 

split produced intermittent conflict right through the history of the 

Alliance culminating in the split in 1936. 

In 1922 v in the throes of the 1922-23 Seamensvs strike p Walsh 

2ttacked the Alliance , saying 'Up to the present time 9 the Alliance 

0f Labour has not justified its existence , 0 (Walsh~1983 ~47)p while 

Lew Glover p the watersiders 0 representative on the executive of the 

Al liance implicitly censured the Seamen's Union for taking action 

without getting the consent of the Alliance first g (Walsh p1983 : 48) . 

Walsh surmises that the seamen asked the watersiders not to black 

non-union ships or strike 9 because the seamen did not expect to get 

help in any case if they sought it (ibid :45) . Whether this lack of 

militancy in tactics was a measured assessment of tactical 

possibilities as opposed to~ class collaborationist positiong will 

be consider ed in the later analytical chapters. 

In 1924 9 the New Zealand Workerp (the Maoriland Workerp now owned by 

the Alliance of Labour 9 ) r efused to publicise a Mar xist study group 

led by Walsh and others. In response to this partisan policy~ the 
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seamen's Unions through its membership of the board of the New 

zealand Worker and its invested capitalp claimed a right to a say in 

ed itorial policy (Bollinge,p1968~154). So the battle between the two 

political tendencies in the Alliance was carried into the affairs of 

its newspaper. 

Essentially~ it was a battle between social democ r atic and communist 

politicsp for Roberts was by this time active in the New Zealand 

LaboLlr Party, while Walsh and McLagan were still in the Communist 

Party. In 1926P the miners 9 with the support of the seamen ? sought 

to re form the constitution of the Alliance of Labour . They wanted to 

,,stabli sh a federated structure with more rank~and- file control~ 

(Roth, 1973:48). Thia was along the lines of the old Red Federation . 

But Roberts defeated this challenge and the Alliance remai~ed a 

leade ~-based organisation . 

In 1934 the miner s walked out of the Alliance and Roberts and Walsh 

conducted a fight to the finish over the question of the re lationship 

of t he trade union movement to the Labour Party and the method of 

reorgan ising the freezing workers after their unions were smashed in 

1932, This led to the split in the Alliance in 1936 . Walsh 

established his supremacy in the new Federation of Labour, while 

Roberts was left to put his energies into the Labour Party. By this 

t.i.me, the ideological divisions were not Communist ?arty vs Labour 

?arty but over which wing of the labour movement should dominate -

the industrial or the parliamentary wing. Walsh was a trade 

unionist 0 while Roberts ' allegiances now leaned much more to the 
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Labour Partyp (Rothp1973g54) . This split reverberated inside the 

WWF. Lew Glover p the president of the WWF had joined Walsh in the 

division in the Alliance . While Walsh won the fight against Roberts 

for autonomy of the trade union movement from the Labour Party in the 

wider trade union movement ~ Roberts and his 'Get behind the Labour 

Party' position won out within the WWF and Glover was forced to 

resign from the Federation . 

A basic weakness of the Alliance was its consti tutional requi rement 

to consult member unions before taking action . I t was thus prevented 

from acting quickly and decisively when circumstance required 

(Slade 9 1983!21~22) . The fact that member unions required this 

constitutional requirement reflects a limited development of class 

solidarity among nominally 'militant' unions , Not only did the 

Alliance have to consult member unions before taking action p but in 

practice it demanded that individual membe r unions consult it before 

taking steps which could involve other member unions , They were 

expected to hand over the conduct of their dispute to the Alliance, 

Time and time again ~ affiliates r efused to do this, This led to 

particular bitterness in the case of the 1932 freezing workers 

strike 0 when the freezing workers refused to hand over the conduct of 

their dispute. The Alliance •unions instructed their members not to 

black meat slaughtered by the strike breakers who had marched into 

the jobs of the striking fr eezing workers. The leader ship of the 

Alliance and the watersiders came unde r bitter attack from the 

freezing workers and there was internal strife within the 

watersiders 9 own organisation when rank-and-file members initially 
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refused to handle the scab-killed meat . There were stoppages at 

Auckland~ Wellington p Gisborne 9 Napier p Wanganui p New Plymouth and 

Dunedin in support of the freezing workers~ ( RP PB43/12) . Roberts 

defended the union 9 s position by saying their policy was to fight on 

the job to avoid the wharves being taken over by scabs . As Stone 

notesp the failure of the affiliated unions to hand over thei r 

disputes to the Alliance was indicative of their lack of confidence 

in the ability of the Allinace to mount an effective 

(Stone 1 1948~78) . 

The New Zealand Workers ' Union~ with strong ties to its Australian 

counterpa rtp had other ideas on union organisation . They wanted to 

es t ablish One Big Union of all workers without di fferentiation by 

i ndustry 9 as required under the Alliance of Labour constitution . The 

New Zealand Workers' Union was to be the core union which all other 

workers would join . In an effort to establish its own organisation p 

the New Zealand Workers ' Union refused to join the Alliance of 

Labourp but after a few years' power str uggle 1 finally affiliated in 

1924. 

The Alliance was formed at the peak of the post-war boom when direct 

action gave promise of success . The Court of Arbitration also 

awarded two cost-of-living bonuses in 1919 and 1920 . These were 

minimal, however ~ and employers were well able to pay . By the end of 

1920~ wool prices had slumped and the employers were strongly 

resisting further increases. In 1922 : civil servants had their wages 

cut by 10% and in the same year~ with an amendment to the IC&A Act~ 
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the Court of Arbitration was given the power to take into account 

'the economic conditions affecting any trade or industry 9
1 

(Richardson in Oliver and Williams 9 1981~217) . The Court witheld a 

rise in anticipation of a drop in the cost-of=living . This incensed 

workers and the Alliance of Labour gained more support. In 1922 9 the 

workers' representative of the Court of Arbitration l"'esigned in 

protest at the 20% cut in shearers' wages. However 9 because of the 

slump conditions p the Alliance was unable to lead the direct action 

which was required if the Court was to be by- passed. McCullough 9 the 

workers' representative, who had resigned from the Court 9 was 

eventually replaced by another workers 9 representative 

The early 20's saw a number of defeats of Alliance unions . The 

freezing workersp rniners 9 seamen and railwaymen all were defeated 

bet~een 1922 and 1924~ chiefly because of the expanding pool of 

unemp loyed who provided a ready supply of scab labour. For reasons 

already discussed ~ the Alliance was impotent in the face of this. 

The Miners' Federation was torn by splits as a result of the defeats 

and withdrew from the Alliance. The Amalgamated Society of Railway 

Serv ants was forced to withdraw by the Government as part of the 

settlement. The loss of these two major constituents was moreorless 

the death knell of the Alliance of Labour as an active trade union 

forc e . 

Meanwhile 9 the weaker~ more conservative unions of the United 

Federation of Labour had sought their salvation on the political road 
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and looked to the Labour Party to achieve their aims. In the 1922 

election, the Labour Party won all the poorer electorates and nearly 

doubled the total number of its seats, while non-voting declined 

sharply (Chapman,1969:16) . This was an indication that more workers 

were beginning to rely on the 'peaceful way', which was in any case 

more realistic in their industrially defenseless situation. 

Later, in 1923, there was a temporary boom and the Alliance issued 

strike ballots in order to regain losses suffered in the Depression . 

Despite a good majority supporting strike action , the Alliance did 

netting. It was disorganised and lost its credibility 

(Stc~e,1948:62). The leading role of Roberts and the watersiders and 

their rejection of the strike weapon as 'an out-moded weapon' no 

doubt was the cause of this inaction. 

In 1924, the Alliance held an Open Conference in an attempt to adapt 

its organisation to the requirements of their situation. They sought 

to establish a Miscellaneous Department to enable craft unions to 

join, and discussed ways of pressing the Court of Arbitration for 

rises . The need for a research office to challenge government 

statistics was raised. These were clear compromises with arbitration 

and craft unionism, but the militant rhetoric still terrified the 

Trades and Labour Councils and they declined to join (Stone,1948:79). 

However, they also recognised the need for greater unity and set up 

the Trades and Labour Councils Federation in the same year. 

Ironically, the Alliance of Labour was still influential as a 

rallying point to maintain compulsory arbitration, (ibid). 
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Just as the Alliance was forced to come to terms, to some extent, 

with the Arbitration Court and the craft unions, it also had to 

reconcile itself to the 'rats' of the labour movement in parliament. 

Quite early on, it was forced by its economically weak position to 

agree to act in conjunction with the Labour Party. In 1924, the 

Alliance and the Party made a joint decision to set up a Labour 

Research Bureau. The following year, the Alliance set up a permanent 

committee especially to consider what legislation the trade union 

move• ent required and to advise the Labour Party accordingly. In the 

same year, Jim Roberts became a member of the executive of the Labour 

Party . Because it appeared that the Arbitration Court operated 

according to the will of the government in power, gaining political 

office seemed the solution. By the 1930 1 s, the Labour Party was the 

dominant force in the labour movement . The 1931 Conference of the 

Party adopted a modified card vote form of representation of the 

unions, thus increasing their strength at Conference. 

This development in relation to the Labour Party was exactly mirrored 

in t he position of the watersiders. In fact over twenty years, the 

WWF had completed a total volte-face on the question of political 

action. At its inception, the WWF rejected any political alignment; 

Parliament was for corrupt, treaqherous, time servers. But Roberts 

was on the executive of the Labour Party by 1925 and pushed for union 

and Alliance commitment to the Labour Party in 1936. 

The Labour Party was considered by both wings of the labour movement 

not merely as a means of achieving bread and butter union aims, but 
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as a peaceful way of instituting socialism . Reliance on the 

parliamentary way was thus more reformist at this stage than outright 

col l aborationist . 

Throughout the 20 1 s, the Alliance held a number of Open Conferences 

in a~ attempt to stem the tide of apathy and defeat and to build up 

uni ty. By 1927 0 there was real agreement on the need for effective 

arbi tration (Stone , 1948 :90) . This was because chronic unemployment 

defe2ted any possibility of effective strike action , 

In 1928 , the government sponsored a National Indust r ial Conference of 

emp loyers 9 government and workers . An Open Conference sponsored 

jointly by the Alliance of Labour and the Trades and Labour Councils ' 

Fede r ation was held prior to the Government 1 s in order to arrive at 

joint po licy c Only the miners 9 led by Mclagan , and the seamen , led 

by Walsh~ opposed arbitration . They felt they would be stronger 

outs~d e the confines of the Court . The National Industrial 

Confe , ence reached basic agreement on most substantial issues , 

(immigration and unemployment relief) but disagreed on compulsory 

arbit r ation o The employers now wanted arbitration to be voluntary , 

though of course, their motives were the opposite of the miners and 

the seamen. They wanted to take advantage of the vulnerability of 

the majority of the unions in the depressed conditions . 

The 1930 1s brought the crash in overseas prices and the resulting 

Great Depression o State attacks completed the defeat of the trade 

union movement already hard-hit by the economic pressure of 
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redundancies and the resulting job=hungry unemployed. The government 

set up an Unemployment Board to administer unemployment relief. As a 

result of the Board's policiesp the Public Works Department , local 

bodies and farmers sacked workers and reemployed them on relief 

rates . The Unemplo yment Board therefore reduced wages and was hated 

by workers. 

The No Wages Reduction Conference convened by the Alliance of Labour 

and the Trades and Labour Councils in 1931, breathed fire and 

brimstone, threatened rent and mortgage boycotts in the event of 

wage=cuts and boycotts of all wage=cutting firms . However ~ nothi ng 

came of it. The unemployed p suppor t ed by the mine r s 9 pushed f or a 

gener al strike 9 bu t this proposal was defeated . The demoralisation 

of the movement in the face of the economic cons trai nts of the slump 

aided by political attacks was complete . 

Meanwhile in 1930, the Communist Party had begun a fresh dri ve to 

organi se the unemployed in the Unemployed Workers Movement (UWM) . 

The l.JWM attacked the trade union movement and was feared and 

denounced by both the i ndustrial and political wings of the labour 

movement . It was through the UWM that the NZ Communist Party had its 

st r ongest impact in this period . It operated outside and against the 

tr ade union movement . The attitude of the official trade union 

movement to the strategy promoted by the unemployed was that it was 

no time to attack the government and make demands . The public 

sympathy must be retained and the job was to find work 9 not demand 

handouts. The National Union of the Unemployed~ set up jointly by 
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the Alli ance of Labour and the Labour Party in opposition to the 

commun ist=led Unemployed Workersv Movement~ was not effective in 

organi sing the unemployed . Their frustration and suffering led to 

th e 1932 riots in Auckland 9 Wellington 9 Christchurch and Dunedin . 

These were not a class-conscious challenge but were ent irely 

unorganised - a spontaneous expression of pain and rage . 

Even the strongest unions suffered severely from the combinat ion of 

depression conditions and Government r epression . The freezing 

worker s were destro yed . They had wage cuts imposed r a nging from 16% 

t o 66% . (Roth, 1973 ~ 52 ). Wh en they struck O they were easily replaced 

by scab labour and the companies speeded up the intr oduction of the 

chair. system . (Th is repl aced t he previous s ystem whereby each 

butcher slaughtered and dressed a who le beast = the solo butcher 

system . This was skilled work. Wi t h the chain ~ the operation was 

broken up into many different tasks ~ each done by a different butcher 

on each carcass as it was conveyed past him by the chain mechanism . 

The work was thereby largely de-skilled and permitted the use of 

unskilled labour as scabs . ) Company unions were f ormed and it was 

not t ill 1936 that their national union was r estored and they 

recovered their wage cuts . The strike was a source of bitter dispute 

with the Alliance of Labour , which refused to 'black' the 

scab-slaughtered meat until the freezing workers agreed to hand over 

cont r ol of the strike to the Allianceo As we have seen ~ the Alliance 

was subsequently badly split over the question of the method of 

reorganising the freezing workers after the strike . This split never 

healed and erupted in the 1936 walkout by Cook and Roberts from the 
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1936 Annual Conference of the Alliance of Labour. 

The seamen and the miners were able to resist with minor s uccess. 

The ~iners' wage rates fell by 10.8% from 1930 to 1933 while the 

seamen ' s fell 12.7% in the same period . This compared with a !all of 

16.1% for most other workers (Roth 0 1973:53) . Even so 0 the United 

Mineworkersv membership fell from 4,000 in 1929 to below 2000 at the 

depth of the Depression . Many branches defected, (ibid:52). Total 

union membership fell during the Depression from 103 9 980 in 1928 to a 

trough of 71 0 888 in 1933 , (ibid:169). 

The watersiders were particularly hard hit. While their total 

membe r ship fell a great deal less proportionately than in the t r ade 

union movement at large 0 (11% from 1930 to 1934 0 see Appendix B, 

Table 1) 0 the amount of work available to each member fell 

dras tically . With their entirely casual employment . their total 

earn ings went down automatically with the reduction of trade and the 

consequent reduction in the quantity of goods imported and exported , 

Thei r total earnings fell even more when their wage rate was reduced 

in bo t h 1931 and 1932. However, because they had some empl oyment~ 

they were ineligible for unemployment relief which made their plight 

desperate indeed. 

Only a political solution seemed possible and when 0 in 1935 0 the 

Labour Government came to power on a landslide votep the trade union 

movement was united behind it. 
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The election of the Labour government marked a r enewal of the 

progr essive~ humanitarian 9 though paternalistic state tradition whi ch 

the Libe r als had inaugurated in the 1890 1 s o This tradition has 

alwa ys been in con f lict with the conservative 9 individualistic 

punitive element o This was represented by successive governments 

af t e r Reform came to power in 1912. As ha s been argued p the working 

class shared in this conservative ideologyo It is significant that 

it was not till 1935 9 when the Depression was al r eady lifting 9 that 

work e~s were willing to support a Labour 

inevitably 

Government . 

confl icted 

The 

with paternalistic control of welfarism 

inde~endent working class action o But such independence had been 

comp~ etely smashed by the Depression and the bulk of the labour 

move~e nt welcomed t he benefits of protection with open arms o As we 

shal l see ~ the WWF along with the rest of the union movement p leaned 

over backwards in its support of the Labour Government o 

The ~936 IC&A Amendment Act brought compulsory unionism and the 

poss~bility of registering a national union for the first tirne o In 

the same year came the 40 hour week and a minimum basic wage , As 

Stone has said 9 
1 A paternalistic Labour Government was doing more for 

industrial labour than that movement had been able to do for itself 

since 1894? 1 (Stonep1949:163) o This situation is the opposite of the 

syndicalist position expressed by Cook of the NZ Workers 1 Union: 

'You will gain more in one day by job action than can be obtained in 

100 years of political action 9
1 (quoted by Stone 9 ibid:50) . It is 

this dilemma 9 the impossibility of attaining even bread and butter 

aims through direct action 9 which accounts for the reformism of New 
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zealand trade unions. With its 9own 9 government in power , the trade 

unions were compelled to unite in order to speak to it with an 

undi vided voice. This drive to unity led to a conference in 1937 to 

set up the present New Zealand Federation of Labour. But this was 

not before the split in the Alliance of Labour of the previous year 

resulted in two rival conferences led by Walsh and Roberts 

respectively. With the intervention of the Labour government 9 the 

breach was healed and the New Zealand Federation of Labour was set up 

at t he Unity Congress of 1937 . The rank-and-file gave the Federation 

wholc=hearted support , (Stonepibid:172) . This was an advance on the 

old ~lliance which had stagnated with the leader ship ignoring the 

rank-and-file . On paper at leastp by 1938, the Feder at ion 

represented 175p679 workers (Roth p1 973:170) . Lar ge number s of 

previously ununionised workers were brought into the movement . This 

swelled the opposition to the militants within the trade union 

move~ent . 

War-time stabilisation policies ~ with Walsh as President of the 

Feder ation and Fraser as Prime Minister 9 developed the closest 

coll2joration between the union movement and the state . This was 

late r to reach its apotheosis in 1951 when the official trade union 

move~ent took a position to the right of the Labour opposition and 

cooperated to the full with a repressive employers 9 government to 

smash the watersiders 9 now leading a militant minority of the 

moverr:ent. 
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This union of the two wings of the industrial labour movement was the 

culmination of a 45 year courtship ir. which the militant wing had 

played hard to get and only finally concluded a marriage of 

conve:1ience with the conservatives when repeated experience 

demonstrated the impracticability of an untrammelled single life . 

However, the terms of the marriage, while including a few mod , cons 

and labour saving devices, also brought an unrel enting in =law in the 

form of the state, The marital home became a prison as harsh as the 

outside world it was built to avoid and the two still had to solve 

the ~~oblem of living and survi ving together . The militant wing of 

the t r ade union movement was faced with its recurring inability to 

take effective direct industrial action to achieve its bread and 

butte~ aims , let alone overthrow the capitalis t system . It was 

therefore forced to come to terms with state arbitration and the 

conserv ative wing of the trade union movement wh ich was so heav ily 

reli2.nt on it o Indeed, the conser vati ve wing was created by 

arbitr ation o A politically sympathetic party in power seemed to take 

the st ing out of the arbitration tail o 

The key role of the transport unions in the trade union movement was 

an inevitable product of their key position in an export-based 

economy, The watersiders, in particular . reflected the contradictory 

effect on a union placed in a strong economic situation but hamstrung 

by inadequate union organisation and conservative attitudes among 

other workerso The contradictory 

watersiders in the face of its dilemmas 

positions 

permeated 

adopted by 

the wider 

the 

trade 

union movement through the watersiders' domination of the Alliance of 
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Labour. 

The r easons for the dilemmas of the trade union movement in New 

Zealand and the solutions which it developed for itself must be found 

in t 3 e nature of the social forces with which it had to contend: 

econ omic dependence and underdevelopment 9 political repression and an 

anxious climate of opinion which sought security from any force for 

changeo 

Firs:lyp all internal economic activ ity was dependent on a small 

range of primary products at the mercy of world prices . The decline 

in p,oduction as a result of any fall in overseas prices natura lly 

res u:ted in increased unemployment . No trade union could achieve its 

aims in a situation where there was a vast number of unemployed 

worker s who could render useless the only weapon available to the 

work~ng class 9 the withdrawal of its labour . Secondly p New Zealand 

ind ustry was relatively undeveloped and small scale . Hence 9 f ew 

ind ustries concentrat ed large numbers of workers or had the economic 

punc~ wh ich is the basis of class consciousness and or ganised class 

stru~gle. Because there was a limited basis for the development of 

class consciousness 9 workers were more vulnerable to the dominant 

bour~eois ideology of classlessness and consensus . Because of this 

lack of an industrial capitalist class structure p the state has 

always taken what is for a bourgeois democracy an unusually dominant 

and ~ften repressive role. Because the bulk of New Zealand unions 

were weak and small 0 they were in no position to challenge employer 

power with direct action nor did they wish to. They sheltered behind 
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the protection of the state and with their more sectional craft=based 

1oyal t ies 9 gave no support to those unions able to take stronger 

action. The more militant unions were thus i sola ted a nd const r ained 

by the conservatism and lack of solidarity of thei r fellow unionists c 

by the fluctuations of the capi t alis t dependent economy and by 

repressive government measures . A reformist political solution wa s 

therefore unsurprising . 

It was in this historical context that the WWF was formed and wi thin 

which it 9 in turn 9 played its significant formative role in th e New 

Zeal and t r ade union mo vement from 191 5 to 19 37 and the record of the 

development of their policies and the consciousness embodied in them 

is therefore a key to understanding the wider mo vement i n those 

year s . It is to the analysis of this development th at we now turn . 
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BOOM 1915-1921 

In 1915 7 when the watersiders regrouped themselves in the New Zealand 

waterside Workers Federationi they were in a good position to make 

gains in their living standardso While inflationary demand during 

war time brought about price rises which put pressure on watersiders' 

living standards, full employment and the loss of the reserve army of 

labour to military service 1 gave watersiders real industrial muscleo 

Consequently they were able to extract steady improvements in wages 

and conditions over this period. Unlike other unions less favourably 

placed in the economy 1 they were not constricted by the arbitration 

system o 

WHAT IS 

Economic 

The watersiders 1 analysis of existing social relations i s strongly 

Marxist at this period. A front page article of the August issue of 

the 1~tersider (WS) gives an extended explanation of the labour 

theory of value and the extraction of surplus value from workers by 

capitalists.The article concludes that it is at the: 

1 point of capitalist production that workers must find the 
remedy; labour must have more of that surplus valueo This 
can be done by organising industrially so that labour can 
get increased ~ages 1 shorter hours and better conditions~' 
(WS~Aug1916:1)o 
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Tais point is made in the course of a discussion on whether taxation 

could be a working class remedy for exploitation at the point of 

l) roduction o It is asserted that ;, ,. 

9 It is essential that the representatives of labour should 
state definitely if the workers are exploited on the job by 
the employer who buys their labour=power or at the shop 
~here he buys the necessaries of life: on those points 
taxation must stand or fall as a working class remedy i' 
(ibid) o 

4fter considering the theory of surplus value 7 price controls and 

red i stributive taxation are rejected as a solution to the high cost 

~f living and argues 1 in any case 9 that taxation is used for : 

'~he ~pkeep of nav i es , armies , police~ law and courts, 
judges , jails and al l that r epressive force which protects 
the wealth stolen from the working class . Taxation at best 
can only be a temporary relief ; it is not a working class 
9roblem .~. you cannot emancipate the working class by 
abolishing the custom- house , 0 (ibid) . 

Si milar ly 1 on the quest i on of monopolies and their ability to i nfl~te 

prices 1 the same article says that neither legislation nor direct 

1ction are of use because : 

'under the present system.a, Every student of 
history knows that monopolies , trusts etc are 
outcome of the competitive capitalist system 
necessary for efficient organisation of 
productiono oo Taxation will not hurt monopolies 
owns 7 has control 9

9 (ibid) o 

industrial 
the logical 

and are 
capitalist 

he that 



consequently 1 the only solution is organisation: 

'Let Labour organise 
INDUSTRIALLY ORGANISED 
muscle of labour has 
organise as a class to 
control the industries 
Let our motto be~ THE 
WORKERS 1 ' (ibid). 

the greatest of all monopolies= the 
GIANT LABOUR TRUST. The brain and 
created all wealth 1 workers must 
socially own and democratically 
and the wealth they have producedo 
WORLDes WEALTH FOR THE WORLDes 
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The article contains a number of key concepts~ labour is seen a$ the 

source of wealth; employer/worker relations are seen as exploitive 

and that exploitation takes place at the point of production; the 

state is seen clea rly as an organ of capitalist oppression; this 

oppression can only be ended by the working class seizing ownership 

of industryo It must do this by its own i ndependent action; under 

capitalism 1 it cannot r ely on any other force to remedy its 

condit ion o Social relations are seen objectively in historical 

perspectiveo Thus monopolies are seen as historically necessary 

rather than as simply being immoral or unjusto 

Thus, in terms of the typology 9 at this period 9 the WS analyses 

capitalism in terms of economic exploitation; the primacy of the 

r elations of production in the social formation ; class domination at 

the political level through the state; social relations as 

historical developme.nts to be under.stood in rational terms; and the 

potential of human control of that development o These are all 

revolutionary dimensions as defined in the typology . The only factor 

which prevents this being a fully revolutionary Marxist analysis is 

the reliance on industrial organisation as the means of changeo This 
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denies the importance of abolishing the bourgeois state for the 

r evolutionary overthrow of capitalism. 

The theme of class exploitation and antagonism is taken up again in 

May 1917 : 

1 Large landholders, food profiteers 9 money lenders , 
professional ~oliticians and others who do no useful and 
productive work 1 but live on the earnings of the workers 
which they filch by various methods 1

1 (WS 1 May i 1917 : 5) a 

The sy~dicalist inclusion of politicians in the line=up of exploi t ers 

ls again significant and again mistakes the nature of the capita l ist 

3t a te and its parliamentary facade a This i s a r eformist fea t ure of 

the consc i ousness of t he watersiders a 

A revol~ti onary material ist feature ls the concep t ualisa t ion of 

economic phenomena as basic i • society : 

1 The root cause of all the unhappiness that exists is 
economic 1

1 (WS,Jan1919 : 1) o 

An a r ticle in July 1919 entitled 9 The Economics of Nature' stresses 

again the status of workers as ' economic slaves on whose labour 

capital is solely dependent~a But it chastises the 9apathetic 

behaviour and asinine hostility of the bulk of the working class 9 

towards those 'who are concerned with the workers 9 welfare and their 

1pproaching emancipation from capitalistic camouflaged slavery o 1 The 

article says they are ignorant of : 
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'the evolutionary laws of social progressoooWhen will the 
workers imbibe and exhibit recognition of the laws of 
Mother Nature?,v (TW ,Jul1919 :5 ) o 
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While here social development is seen as a material historical 

process based on natural laws , the attitudes of workers themselves 

are not seen as part of this process . There is a strongly moralistic 

note of condemnation of the backward consciousness of the workers in 

the otherwise scientific objective position of the article~ This 

moralism is l ess analytical and constitutes an element of a less 

revolutionary position o 

By September 1919 , we see a gene ral shift to this more moralistic 

stance . In reference to the coal strike by New Zealand miners 1 the 

TW says~ 

'When wages and conditions of work and living in mining 
towns improve 9 the dispute will be over. a. the rush for 
profits has been mainly the cause of all labour troubles, 0 

(TW 9 Sept1919 : 3)o 

Again,in Mar ch 1920 , an article entitled 'More Industrial Efficiency 

and Production ' says : 

'Sc long as the necessaries of life are produced for 
profit 1 it is useless to ask for efficiency or for 
increased production; there is no material incentive for 
the workers to do so . When the workers are assured that 
the necessaries of life will be used primarily for the use 
and welfare of the people as a whole, then there will be 
eI'ficiency , increased production ru,d industrial harmonypv 
(TW 9 Mar1920:1). 
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We can see a number of changes here from the previous articlea This 

piece leans much more heavily on sarcasm and moral outrage a The~e is 

less analysis of the present structure of social relations. While 

production is seen as exploitive of workers and fo r the profit of 

capitalists 1 the question of what to do about it is left quite 

unspecified - a rhetorical gesture to expose the injustice of 

capitalist social relations is deemed sufficient. Nor is a complete 

overturn of those relations contemplated a Only a 'portion of the 

results of the workers' efficiency' is required. The a im of assuring 

production 9 primarily 1 for the use and ~elfare of the 'people as a 

whole ' is s i gnificantly more vague than working class organisation 

'to socially own and and democratically control the industries and 

t he ~ealth they have produced 9 as proposed in 1916 . There ls also an 

aJpea l to capitalist ideals of effic i ency, productivity and class 

har mony, 

All these signify a shift a way from the earlier more revolutionary 

analysiso It is significant tha t this takes place as the war-time 

economic boom has passed its peak and unemployment is on the rise 

again . By 1921, with the D~pression in full swing , the TW announces 

tha t the 'Capitalist system is tumbling in piecesa ao The r oot cause is 

economic,' This still acknowledges the materialist basis of society 

on production and the historically specific nature of capitalist 

~elations and i s therefore a revolutionary element . 
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In the August 1916 article already discussed, the capitalist class is 

seen as one~ 

'We are not interested in the quarrel between the 
9 feudal-minded 9 land-owning class and the modern commercial 
exploiters as to which section shall pay the less share for 
the war of their own creation; that is their business,' 

However, with the Depression, the TW focuses on the financiers as the 

key exploiterso 

'It may be 
at a loss; 
farms the 
farm hands 

In August 1921 , it said ~ 

true that some of the actual farmers are working 
but this is due to the greed of the fellow who 

farmers and not to the starvation wage paid to 
at the present time 9 ' (TW 9 Aug1921 ~4) o 

While this true as far as it goes ~ it neglects the more fundamental 

analysis of exploitation at the point of prod~ction . 

In September 1921~ the TW accuses the international bankers of 

forcing down wages. Australian and New Zealand bgnks were refusing 

credit and calling in loans . Overspending on the par t of the ~orkers 

was being blamedi yet: 

' there was little left of the toilers 9 wages when these 
economic highwaymen took their toll as payment for life's 
necessities 9

1 (TW , Sept1921 ~2) . 
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Moral outrage and rhetoric predominates and the analysis pinpoints 

one part of the bourgeoisie only as responsible for economic ills. 

The growing preponderance of moralising over analysis shows in this 

respect a move towards reformism. 

Mechanisation was another problem which the TW regularly analysed . 

The issue of May 1917 has an article comparing the number of workers 

needed to do different kinds of production by hand and by machine 

respectively. Machinery is valued for doing away with drudgery and 

long hours o It is suggested that the wealth of natural ~esources in 

New Zealand has held back the development of scientific t mechanised 

p~oduction o 0Who, I asks thews, 

0has appropriated the billlon pounds ' worth of labour-power 
jisplaced by machinery o,, [This] has made the Trust Kings 
and Industrial. Magnates ~u (WS ~May1917 : 3) a 

This is not exactly accurate in terms of Marxist economics but the 

f3.ct of class exploitation is emphasised : 

'The workers of today have no objection to the machine 7 but 
they have a serious objection to be labelled pa~t of the 
machine and to be used only as instruments for the 
production of profits 1 ° (ibid)o 

Thus class exploitation is pin-pointed and condemned but progress in 

the development of the productive forces of social labour is 

This reveals ~n underlying historical materialis t 

analys is. The solution 1 says the WS, is again, that: 



1The workers must organise for working class ownership and 
democratic control of the machine and the job 1 ° (ibid)o 
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So the need for overturning class relations is acknowledgedo In this 

respect? the analysis is revolutionary 9 but the method is the 

non-revolutionary syndicalist one of ' organisation along lines of 

class and industry 1 ° (ibid)o 

War was seen as a product of class society and i n the interests of 

capitalists: 

'We are not interested in the quarrel between the 
~reudal=minded 9 landowners and the modern commercial 
exploiters as to which will pay the less share for the war 
of their own creation 1 ° (WS 1 Aug1916:1). 

The ~aterside Workers Federation was pat•ticularly opposed to 

conscript ion as was the whole labour mo11ement o Of the Military 

Service Bill; the August 1916 issue of the WS asks : 

qFirst 9 the workers must consider whose interests do those 
responsible for the introduction of Conscription into New 
Zealand represent o Are they working class i nterests? 
WELL,HARDLYp 1 (WS 9 Aug1916:j)o 

In July 1916 9 the WS stated that in fact there were enough men 

enlisted for military purposes under- the voluntary system, The 

reason for conscription was not therefore military 9 but was an attack 

on trade unionists' civil rights 9 and on all the 1 reforms.o,and 

privileges the workers for generations have fought for 9 
1 



(WSiJul1916 : 1) o Besides : 

9 Have they conscripted the vessels to carry supplies,,,or 
troops to fight the shipowner s 1 greatest foes? No! Of 
course, they have not ; these are vested interes t s and must 
not be interfered ~ith 1

1 (ibid ) o 
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This echoes the l abour movements 9 s anti-conscription slogan: 

'Conscription of Wealth before conscription of Lifea 1 Thus it is not 

so much imperialist war which is opposed ; jut its use ~o stifle the 

organisations of working class defenceo I t is 1 therefore ; an example 

of trade union consciousness within the confines of bourgeois 

relat i ons and is not as revolutionary as it sounds . Apart from this 1 

despite the world war in this period 1 there 18 next to no analysia of 

capitali sm as a world economic or political system n 

P~litical 

T~e ~S expresses cle~r views on the nature of the state and tne 

political system under capitalisma In December 1916 ~ the Arbitration 

Court is declared r oundly to be : 

' an institution for the oppression 
( expressly founded by the Maste r Class 
in their place) 1

1 (WSpDec1916 : 1) o 

of the ~orkers 1 

to keep the toilers 

In October 1921 1 the 20% cut in shearers ' wages by the Arbitrat ion 

Court was seen as : 



9 just another instance of the way the court leans towards 
class privilegeo [The Court decision would] help to 
eliminate whatever confidence existed amongst the workers 
in it ~s an institution 9

9 (TW 9 0ct1921~1)o 
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Workers had a class obligation to organise in their own interests 

along lines of class and industry and cease to rely on the Court 0 

Political institutions are seen to be : 

9 the result of long ages of legislation in the interests of 
the propertied class 9 ; 

and political parties, 

9 being composed of ambitious menooaare hotbeds of intrigue , 
corruption and self-seeking ••• with the people but pawns in 
the game~' (WS,May191B:4) a 

The same article goes on to question the effectiveness and commitment 

of the Labour Party : 

'Were Labour members imbued with the necess ity of reforming 
Parliament .a, the toilers in the r anks might well rest 
content ,' (ibid:5) . 

Here the failure of Parliament as an agency for working class 

inte r ests is explained in terms of the moral failures of the 

individuals who occupy it . This is an idealist, individualist 

explanation, not a materialist one in terms of the social formation 

and its structure ~ and is a non-revolutionary featureo 
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Id eological 

How did the watersiders perceive the nat~re of ideas in society and 

i 1 what terms did they challenge those opposed to wor king class 

i~terests? The water siders and other militant unions wer e regula r lf 

a ttacked by the Press and right- wing politicians and organisations . 

The TW devoted considerable space to exposing the class bas i 3 of 

t hese attacks and offering a wor~ing class perspective . T~e daily 

press is r egularly attacked as an agency of ruling class propaganda . 

fhus workers are urged to st0p: 

' perus i ng the columns of 
(TW ~Jul1919 g5) o 

the pe r verted 

The da i l y Wellington paper 9 The Domin i on ~ i s decribed as ~ 

pres.s ~ 1 

1 the official organ of To r jdom ~ Masseydom and cockeydom 0
9 

('l'\ii 0 Aug 192·1 .; 4) , 

~~ircasm i.s a favotffed weapon of the TW. Tl-ius when Colonel i"'ii tchel l 

;•iP .l ,wnched an attack on the wate r sider s for supposed l y going slow ~ 

he is descr ibed as an expert in 'goslowology 9 ~ and the TW 7 praises 1 

~he ' i nfallibility of this sociological ?ope 9 • Bv 
. - satirically 

ex p~sing both the pretensions to knowledge of this c r itic of the 

watersiders and his lack of knowledge ? the TW both challenges the 

ideas expressed and the signposts of expertise and authority set up 

by bourgeois society. Thus not on l y ts this particular cr itic 

exposed ~ but the status of all recognised statesmen ~ scientists and 

religious authorities is brought into question. T~e readers of the 
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TW are implicitly constructed by the extreme and cumulative irony as 

more knowledgeable, by virtue of their practical experience o Thus, 

in the face of their position as members of an exploited and 

dominated class, the workers 1 power and strength to know the world 

and their own exploitation is increased, while that of ruling class 

9experts 9 is dirninished o 

A range of right=wing organisations launched ideological attacks on 

the unions and watersiders in particular during this perioda Chief 

among them was the New Zealand Welfare League~ dubbed the 9 He1l=Fire 

League~ by the TW o Right~wing organisations like the Welfare League 

expressed the ruling bourgeoi s ideology which was so ant i-worker and 

had such a strong hold on New Zealand cul t ure a t large a t this 

period o The watersiders had to combat this ideology and expose its 

pretensions to neutrality . 

The ~Hell-Fire League ' had accused the Wellington Watersiders Union 

of 1going- slow 1 pilfering 1 raising the cost of livingv Bolshevism and 

rtisreputability 1 o The TW says :-

'The reason for all this camouflage is obvious a The 
different sections of economic highwaymens otherwise 
profiteers, have made the conditions of living to the 
average citizen so hard ~ that they are attempting to cover 
up their criminal extortion by accusing the wage workers of 
all trouble »' (TW»Jul1920 : 2) a 

Thus ideological mystification and distortion is exposed by tracing 

out the class interests and origins of the purveyors of the 

distortions a This clear understandi ng of the class basis of ~uling 
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ideology constitutes in this respect a revolutionary analysiso 

In another article in the same issue of the TW 9 the ideological 

~esponse of the acting Prime Minister 9 Sir Francis Bell 9 to the 

Alliance of Labour deputation on immigration is exposed through 

sar-casm~ = 

eThe acting Prime minister waxed patriotic regarding this 
question [of immigration]o The good old flag and the 
Empire were lntroducedo He would not prevent a British 
~orker from landing on these shoresp 1 (ibid)a 

Patriotism 1 a major component of New Zealand bourgeois ideology at 

thia period is thus funda~entally challenged o Patriotism asserts the 

priority and unity of the nation as a communi t y . The TW is rejecting 

t his and exposing lt as a mere cloak for class interests . 

The TW thus ~egular l y and systematically exposed the class interests 

behind various pronouncements of the media and organisations of the 

r uling class. Through tts sarcastic style~ it deprived these organs 

uf some of their prestige and power in the eyes of its readersa The 

heavy irony and declamatory style empower the reader and strip the 

various o~gans of bourgeois ideology of their haloes of 

respectability and rightnessa At the ideological level, therefore 1 

it strengthened the ability of its r eaders to challenge bourgeois 

ideas . 
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WHAT SHOULD BE 

Short. term 

What~ then s were the kinds of demands the watersiders made in this 

period? What sort of goals did they have in the short term and what 

do these tell us about the degree of challenge the watersiders were 

willing to issue to capitalist exploitation? 

The most obvious site of struggle between employer and worker is that 

over wagesa The watersiders always discussed the wage rates to be 

sought in the next wage round in terms of the constraints facing the 

union . Thus ~ at the 4th Annual Conference in January 1919 9 there was 

an initial remit for a rise of 6d an hour - a 65% rise in the rate a 

An amendment was proposed raising this to 1/- an hour o Roberts said: 

'We have to consider what we can get - would the other 
unions support us? There is a lot of unorganised labour 
abouta We have to measure our weapons more caref~lly than 
the master-class has toi 9 (RP,B28 : 23) a 

The amendment was lost ~ While 65% may seem a large wage demand, 

workers had been s uffering from war-time inflation, but ~t the same 

time the conditions which produced this~ gave the watersiders 

conside r able leverage o 

At the 7th Annual Conference i n December 1921 j when the economic boom 

had collapsed, an initial r emit for wage r ises of 3d , 4d and 6d per 

hour was amended to 1d per h0u~ with efforts to level up the lower 
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pay rates found in some ports a Roberts again took a relatively 

conservative line, pointing out that bonuses had been withheld in 

November 1920 and May 1921 o 

challenged the Conference~ 

'What action should be taken?~ he 

He said the Alliance of Labour had 

discussed joint action but had made no decision~ ( RP ~B31 : 92 ~9 3) a It 

is significant that at both thes~ conferences, Roberts 9 position 

prevaileda This cannot be said to have been a vigorous militant one . 

His leadership was aimed more at stability and balance rathe~ than 

outright struggle over the share of value produced a The lack of 

militancy in such favourable conditions must be seen as a 

manifestation of a relatively collaborationist positiono The 

wate r siders ' position was througho~t our period stamped Nith Roberts 1 

persona l vision which he i mposed with his undoubted charisma and 

authority. This dependence on Roberts indicates an element of 

leader-dominat i on and is a non-revolutionary f eature. 

There was also a demand for improvement in working conditions during 

~his period which met with considerable suocess a Ther-e a.re two 

options for any union faced with poor conditions of work: to demand 

a highe r rate of pay for the poor conditions or to demand better 

conditions . Often ? demand fo r a higher rate is a way of fighting for 

the abolition of the condition in question by applying a penalty on 

the employer c For instance , the 5th Annu~l Conference in December 

19 19 discussed the question of maximum weights to be lifted by 

watersiders a The Conference wanted a limit of 2001b for bags of 

pr oduce; if the weight was over the limit 1 they would refuse to 

handle the bags unless 6d extra an hour were paid 1 (RP 9 B29 : 134) . By 
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the 6th Conference in December 1920, the limit was set outright at 

2001b, but a move to reduce it to 1401b was defeated, (RP,B30 : 72). 

This single example illustrates well the kind of steady pressure 

being applied by the watersiders in this period to improve their 

harsh conditions of worko These covered dangerous and obnoxious 

cargoes, manning levels , safety 9 work in wet and windy weather and 

lack of dining and other facilities. The tendency was always to 

prefer an improvement in working conditions over simple money 

~ompensation, This is demonstrated in a discussion on cement at the 

7th Annual Conference in 1921. The original remit called for 6d 

extra an hour for loading cementa This was amended to a demand for 

double -walled bags to eliminate the dust nuisance it produced 

(RP,B31, 1921 :90) a This is very much a pro-producer position . The 

priority for t.he wate.rsiders ~,as to protect their only commodity 9 

their labour powero To be satisfied with a monetary payment for a 

1,,Jorh:ing condition which eroded or destroyed it~ would have been much 

more in the interests of the employer . This is because the latter 

had a plentiful supply of labour power and their priority was to 

minimise their costs at the expense of the worker. This strong 

defence of working conditions is a revolutionary featurea 

~ similar position on the protection of their labour power at the 

expense of the employer was taken up over sick and accident 

insurance. The question of compensation and maintenance while 

incapacitated through sickness or accident was naturally a live one 

in such a dangerous industryo At the 2nd Annual Conference in 1916 1 

a remit called for the Executive to formulate a proposal for an 
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accident insurance scheme c This was lost and was opposed on the 

gcounds that this should be a charge on the shipowners and employers, 

(RP, B27 : 49) 0 Again, this position shows a strong awareness of t he 

fact of economic exploitation and the need to limi t it . 

The question of control and decision=making over the acceptabil i ty or 

otherwise of various working conditions was important , For instance ~ 

at the 2nd Annual Conference in December 1916, it was resolved that 

the decision on whether the weather was too ~et for work was t o be 

made by a majority of workers directly affected by it 9 (RP 9 B27 : 90) . 

Again~ both in respect to improved condi t ions and the push agains t 

capital 9 s control of those conditions , this shows a pro~producer 

position a By assuming grea t er control , the waterslde~s could bette r 

protect themselves a Again ; this is a ~evolutionary fea ture. 

The main feature of ~aterslde work at this period 8 as we have noted, 

~as its casual nature c Steady pressure was applied to limi t hours of 

~ork 7 the hours of engagement ~ and to gain payment f or t i me lost 

whi le waiting for work o Very many r emi ts in th i s period wer e aimed 

~t limiting and then eliminating nightwork 9 Sunday work and work on 

Satu~day afternoons . The initial tactic was to demand a penalty rate 

for work pe~formed at undesirable hours and then to demand that such 

hours be eliminated . 

The main thrust was to control and then to abolish the auction block 

system of employmenta Continual efforts were made to equalise the 

distribution of work. As already noted, this system was open to 
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victimisation and bribery and offered widely varying amounts of work 

L0 different union memberso Within the casual employment system s 

,,qlJal distribution of work required limitation of union membership to 

,n.iintain a reasonable wageo This was because if union membership was 

)!)lm to all comers v the amount of work available had to be shared 

tm,mg too many workers o But the union did not gain the right to do 

.i1is until the 1924 Award o 

Tf 1is dilemma was a direct result of casual employment,, .Membership 

limitation was a necessity in the conditions of the particular labour 

111 1rket occupi,=ld by watersiders while exclusion of fellow workers, 

:~pecially at times of economic downturn, went very much against the 

~, ·a in of solidarity characteristic of the watersiderso 

~ ·nore fundamental way of dealing with casual employment t,1as to push 

,·o~ schemes whereby the union itself would contract to load and 

11, iJ.oc1d shtps and thereby have complete control i :not only of t.he 

1gagement of labour but of the organisation of the work and the 

p.q ment of wages~ In 1917 the union was well aware of the 

,:oriti~actic tions of such schemes under capitalism, The WS of September 

1917 put it thus :-

7 It must be distinctly understood that control of labour 
under a ~wages system" does not mean the emancipation of 
the workers; the toilers are still labour sellers to a 
mastero The difference between union co-operative control 
and the present system is: under the present system the 
union bargains for the price per hour to be paid for labour 
3nd the conditions under which the workers shall be 
employeda Under a co-operative system the distribution of 
labour 1 wages, control of the job and general supervision 
would be under the control of the uniona That is the 



control under the "wages s ystem"o 
be the ultimate aim of all labour 
ownership and democratic control 

The control which should 
organisations social 
of the job wher e the 

workers are employed - is a very differ ent proposition to 
co-operative control of waterfront labour a For un1er a 
"wages system" of control~ t he workers supervise the JOO 

whi le they are making profits for the shareholders in the 
business; under~ system of social ownership~ the workers 
.,,rould manage the industry for the benefit of society as a 
whole o As the probability of social ownership in the near 
future i s not very certain~ the question the ~aterside 
workers have to consider is: Wi ll it be better for them as 
an organisation to have control with the limitations 
pointed out , or to still continue under the hourly r a ta 
fixed for the class of work the men perform? 9 

(WS~Sept 1917: 1 )o 
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This shows a clear understanding of economic exploi tation under the 

wages s ystem and is a r evolutionary analysisa The paper rejects a 

,1nion contract pi,:;cework system whi0h would only ca:we S !-1eating afld 

speed-up . This again indicates a strong pro- producer position and is 

therefore a revolutionary feature . 

The WS sees a co-operative contract s ystem as the only way of 

~liminating the ~auction blockK and competition among the ~orkers for 

em.ploJ•ment o But 'the great ob jection 7
1 say~ the WS~ 9 i s the 

limitation of the membership of the uniono 1 This l imitation would be 

essential to make the system worko But 'No doubt a s ystem could be 

d11ised that would give satisfaction in this direc tion 7
1 (ibid)o 

Again 7 the contradictions are being facedo They are deal t with 

head-on , so to speakp and are not mystified in any way. The merits 

and demerits of two types of scheme of union control were hammered 

out at the 4th and 5th Annua l Conferences in January and December 
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These debates fully :reflect the dilemma of a union trying to ex-a.rt 

some control within the capitalist system: If workers take some 

control without payment, they are doing the capitalists' work of 

supervision and maintenance of exploitation without any r ecompenseo 

If there is recompense~ they have greater incentive to collude with 

that exploitation~ As already noted, the Federation in its debates 

did not evade these dilemmas, However 9 the push fo:r cooperative 

contracting as distinct from permanent employment on a weekly wagei 

~epresents an essential accommodation with capital . It cannot be 

seen as a struggle against it and is therefore a reformist feature. 

The 5th Annual Conference in 1919 adopted a proposal for a national 

co-operative stevedoring a ssociation to be registered under the 

Companies Act and with a wide range of objectives i ncluding the 

setting-up of co=operative stores~ 

(RP ~B 29:161) . This latter indicates a pre-occupation with the point 

of distribution as a place for dealing with the inequalities of 

capitalism. I t is of a piece with the efforts to t a ke over from the 

capitalist some of the areas of exploitation and control 9 wi thout 

issuing a fundamental challenge to capitalist relationso So p in this 

respect~ the watersider s manifested a tendency to collaboration o 

At the 6th Annual Conference in December 1920 1 a r evised version was 

brought forward after negotiation with the employers o The scheme was 

changed beyond r ecogni tiona It was no longer a union co-oper at ive 

but a scheme for co-operation with the employers under their control1 
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Clearlys employer resistance had put the scheme originally proposed 

out. of reach. However , it is significant that even at this early 

period, a "social partners" model of working was adopted alongside a 

revolutionary economic and political analysis . In any case, it is 

very similar in principle to the Disputes Committees procedures which 

the Federation adopted from its inception in 1915. 

discussed in the section WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 

These wiU be 

Let iJS summarise I then , the nature of the short=term goals wbioh the 

waterside~s set themselves and the degree of challenge these mounted 

to bourgeois 9ower . There was a strong uncompromislng pro-worker 

Jemand for improved condi t ions and payment for work c The push for 

control and the willingnes:3 to oppose em;Jloy,:?.r power was ;nuch more 

ambiguous 1 however . While the employer was seen as exploitive , the 

theme of the employer as partner was an underlying thread and the 

level of struggle cannot be described as militant . As noted in a 

pr evious chapteri while militancy is not in itself revolutionary, a 

revolutionary union challenges capital as far as possible in 

tactically appropriate ways. A lack of militancy in situations when 

it could be used to advantage is therefore a symptom of a 

non=revolutionary position. This fundamental collaborationism is 

apparent on closer analysis as we saw earlier with the wage demands 

in 1919. It finds vivid expression in the transf~rmation of the 

co=operative contracting scheme into a partnership 1,Ji th the 

employer-so 
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Long Term 

This is necessarily of less importance in analysing consciousness 

than an analysis of WHAT IS and WHAT IS TO BE DONE o The latter ar e 

material practices open to objective examination while the future is 

more speculativeo Therefore little space will be devoted to this but 

the vision of the future will simply be noted and the degree of 

mutability of ihe present conceptualised by the Water-siders' 

Federation as shown in the TW. 

Economic 

The masthead of the Watersider~ (this was the initial name of the 

Federation newspaper until it became the Transport Worker in 1319~) 

from its first issue in May 19 16 ca~ried the slogan °The Ownership 

and Control of Wealth is vested, by right ~ in the Workers,' but by 

May 19 18 this had disappeared a Ho~ever, there are regular r efer ences 

in the paper to the abolition of capitalism : 

1 The labour movement must stand for the 
system which compels the wage worker 
commodity= labour power = in the market 
pork or mutton ~' (WS i Nov191B : 1) o 

abolition of the 
to sell his only 

like a pound of 

' The workers must ao, finally abolish wagedom altogether ,' 
( n,r 9 Sept 1919 ~ 3) C 

'Workers must unite to obtain more of 
they create and eventually the full 
labour ~' (TW 9 Mar19 20 i 5) ~ 

the surplus 
prodLlCt of 

value 
their 
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Thus the watersiders see tha t the exploitive relations of capital ism 

can be overthrown and that workers have the power to do this . This 

is a revolutionary featureo 

Political 

Similarly 9 parliament must be superceded : 

1 Labour cannot rest content with existing institutions9 1 

(WS 9May1918:4)o 

Its substitute was to be the One Big Union : 

'When the One Big Union has control of f ixing wages and 
conditions , it will take quite naturally the place of 
existing Parliaments. It seeks 
working class organisation , just 
proletariat seeks to absorb all 
classes and create the one class 
~orking class p1 (WS , Jan1918 : 3) u 

to absorb othe r forms of 
9S the class conscious 

the existing artlficial 
of the future the 

This is the pure syndicalist vision of the trade ~nlons becoming the 

political 0rgans of the future . This completely misconceives the 

nature of trade unions under capitalism and the degree they are 

constrained by their role as collective sellers of labour power for 

sections of the working class , This syndicalist concept is economist 

s ince it assumes that economic processes alone can bring about social 

ownership and that therefore working class organisations a round the 

economic struggle , the trade unions 9 can complete the transformation 

and be part of the new society, As noted before 1 this neglects the 

~ale of the state in maintaining bourgeois relations . This negation 

is to be accomplished by the spontaneous development of the economic 
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forces alone. This analysis basically rejects the need for conscious 

negation of capitalist relations o By mistaking the nature of 

capitalist relations at the political leveli the watersider s adopted 

a less than r evolutionary stanceo 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

Economic 

Intra-class By far the greatest preoccupation of the TW at this 

period is the question of organisation o This represents a strong 

-_1ot.l1JJ'litment to solidarity and cohesion i a revolutionary .featurec 

The setting up of The Watersider in 1916 was itself intended as an 

organising tool, ~ means of uniting all the watersiders and hopefully 

the transport unions into a united organisation~ The Watersider was 

renamed the Transport Worker in 1919 in recognition of 

circulation among most of the other transport unionso 

In its first issue in May 1916, the WS stated its a im to be to: 

' educate workers in the waterfront to organise on a class 
union basis on lines of industry 9

9 (WS,May1916:1). 

its 

The paper was to build common understanding and 1,mi ty. 1 Organisation 

along lines of class and industry' was the slogan throughout this 

perioda Industrial unionism was the only ' scientific ' form of 

or-ganisation to match changes in production o Organisation around 

craft skills was being .re.ndered obsolete by technological 
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ctevelopmenta The One Big Union slogan of the Industrial Workers of 

tne World ~as regularly used: 

7 The One Big Union must cameo Modern conditions will force 
it . Modern machinery eventually will do a way with the 
Craftsman and r eplace him by the Machinist 9 v 

(WS 9May 9 1916:1)Q 

~ot only was the technology developing in react ion to this inevitable 

p~ocess 9 but so were class relations. Again, industrial unionism was 

the only ans~er~ 

' Modern Capitalism grouped into Trusts and Combines, wil l 
force the workers to combine to counteract such capit3list 
combinations' (ijid) . 

\ series of articles in 1921 demonstrated the class solidarity of the 

sh i pping companies by detailing their interlocking interestso The TW 

urged readers to take this ' lesson in industrial • • i un1on1sm 1 

0 reseat in this ~nalysis is the idea of material historical 

development which can be scienti fically understood and acted on by 

the workers in thei r own interests , It ther efore embod i es from our 

typology the dimensions of objectivity 9 human potency and historical1 

changing nature of social relations. These are revolutionary 

features a 
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But industrial organisation was not seen simply as a defence for the 

present struggles but as a preparation for the future: 

9 We are educating the workers to finally take control of 
the i ndustries they are engaged in,v (WS 1 June~1916g1) 

and 

~The OBU - representing all 
Parliament of the future 
Cw'S I Jan 1918: 3) o 

the workers will be the 
= a workshop, not a talkshop ~' 

The i mplications of this analysis wil l be discussed under political 

action, since for the Watersiders' Federation, economic action was 

political action: 

9 Tl1e moment we become 
economic oppressors ~ 
( WS ~ May 19 ·17 ~ 5) o 

united as one class against our 
capitalism must pass into oblivion,' 

Against the ideal of all the workers organised along lines of class 

and industryp Nas the reality of the workers organised and divided by 

craft loyalties~ Invective was unleashed on craft attitudesQ The TW 

l amented that despite the fact that the 9 old order of things is in 

the melting pot~ 1 there had been no reform in craft conservatism. 

The atti tude ' my jobp my craft and 1 worse still~ my master ' still 

)re vailed (TW,May1920:1)o 

Craft unionism and arbitration were linked as were industrial 

unionism and opposition to arbitration. In an article urging the 

abolition of the Arbitration Court as an obsolete institution, the TW 

considers the plight of small craft unions which could not survive 
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outside the arbitration system and says they are all in the position 

to join with a stronger i ndustrial organisation o Even within the 

arbitration system ~ unions would get more from the Court i f organised 

industrially~ says the paper (WS , July p19 18: 4), This l a tter r emark i s 

a significant concession to arbitration and f oreshadows the 

increasing accommodation ',Jith arbitration which, under the ,,;hip of 

depr ession ~ was to become a fe a ture of the watersider s ' position . 

Craft unionism and arbi tration unions are seen as l eader jomi nated , 

organised by officials for offi cials (WS 9 June1 916:1)~ Craft union 

officals are seen t o have interests separate from those of their 

members aad are the focus 0f the attack on craft unionism o This was 

noted in reference to t he r eaction of some 0fficials to the 

resignation of the workers ' r epresentative ~ Mr McCullough , from the 

Court of Arbitration in protes t against the 20% reduction in 

~hearers 1 wages !n 19210 The TW said t he 9 overwhelming major ity of 

~orkers Q would support Mr McCul lough~ but : 

9Ther e are a f ew officials wh o were loud i n thei r 
l amentations l est the dear old Court should suffer 
injuryo ao t he small unions 1 they plead p would go out of 
existence if the Arbitration Court were abolishedo Ye s , we 
repeat~ and the small and weak minds which unfortunately 
guide their destinies a t the present time would go out with 
them all with advantage to the labour movement , 1 

( T\IJ 9 0 ct. 1 9 2 1 : 1 ) o 

' The personal jealousies and differences between Labour 
officials and would-be Labour officials were preventing 
unity . Remove this barrier and the 0orkers of New Zealand 
will organise , and fight as a class within one year from 
now i 1 (TW 9 Sept1921 : 1) . 
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The moral castigation of union officials as individuals is an 

idealist approach and hence non-revolutionaryo The commitment to the 

One Big Union concept j uniting workers along lines of class and 

industry, showed strong solidaritya These represent revolutionary 

features in terms of the typology, This was not mere rhetorico The 

Waterside Workers' Federation was instrumental in setting up the 

Transport Workersv Advisory Board in 19160 At the 2nd Annual 

Conference in 1916 , a remit was passed to approach the railworkers, 

carters and tramwaymen to form a Transport Workers 9 

Federation (RP~B27:27)o (At this period, of course , carts not trucks 

0ere the means of road transport of goods; hence their drivers were 

carterso) This never came about~ but this was not for lack of trying 

on the part of the watersiderso The Federation did vote to join the 

purely consultative body ~ the Transport Workers Advisory Board at the 

same conference (RP pB27 : 120)o The union newspaper p the Watersider 1 

was specifically aimed at all transport workers aad the seamen , 

drivers and tramwaymen all contributed regular pages or columns in it 

during this period o As noted above 9 it was for this reason that the 

paper was r enamed the Transport Worker in 1919 0 These unions 

maintai ned their contributions throughout this period 1916-1921 0 

The Water siders ' Federation promoted ties and contacts with other 

unions o At the 2nd Annual Conference in December 1916 9 a remit was 

passed that an approach be made to the Coal Miners' Federation to 

reach agreement to stand together should either organisation be in 

conflict with their employers (RP,826:126). A similar approach was 

made to the Australian Waterside Workers' Federation (ibid:126)0 The 
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federation took the initiative in setting up the Alliance of Labour 

in 1919 0 Continual efforts were made thr ough the Alliance to 

organise all New Zealand unions on an industrial basis but these were 

regularly frustrated by ~nions dependent on arbitration. 

Solidarity and class loyalty were not confined to New Zealand. For 

instance, considerable monetary assistance was sent to the Broken 

Hill miners in Australia in support of their strike in 1919- 20 0 The 

Fede~ation sent £1879 (TWiAug1920 ~7) . This sort of substantial 

support was very much a stand on principle, since there was no 

i mmediate gain to be made by the watersiderso As already noted , the 

Federation sought links with Australian wate rsider s o They also 

sought to establish relations with the ~atersiders 1 organis~tions in 

~md~ica and Britain o This was more a bread and butter concern; since 

8learly the support of these workers would be needed should cargo be 

loaded ~Y scab labour in a New Zealand waterside dispute on ships 

bound f or their portso All these moves show the strength of class 

nd industrial solidarity of the watersiders and is a revolutionary 

However ~ there were also divisions . Issues of demarcation arose from 

time to time with other waterfront unions, tn particular i the 

Seamen 7 s Union o This would occur over the unloading of smaller 

boats 1 particularly onto lighters in midstreamo Casual workers 

employed by the Railways Department often did substantially the same 

1-vork as the watersiders b,;t for a different e:mployer o This was 

finally :resolved when the railway casuals decided to join the 
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Watersiders' organisationo Permanent employees of the Harbour Boards 

~ere also a problem when they did waterslders 9 worko 

In the wider New Zealand labour scene 1 the divisions between the 

Alliance of Labour and the NZ Workers Union (NZWU) over industrial 

organisation surfaced in the TWo The NZWU wanted to be the core of a 

single union covering all workers without regard to industry, and 

refused to join the Alliance of Labour p while the Alliance wanted the 

NZWU to affiliate as an agricultural industrial department of the 

Alliance, The class=based proposals of the NZWU were utopian and not 

based on objective analysis of actual industrial divisions and 

consciousness at the time o The Watersiders Federation in its 

leadership of the Alliance was on this score mora ~aterialist, 

objective and reasoned than the NZWUa In these respects, it was 

nearer the revolutionary end of the typology. 

The question of solidarity with workers outside the current New 

Zealand work force the migrants and the unemployed= inevitably 

presented dilemmas, T11e issue of immigration concerned the 

watersiders because of its impact on employment levels which affected 

their casual employment conditions so directlyo The immigration 

policy of the Government is seen to be a deliberate one to intimidate 

workers into accepting wage cuts, (TWpSept1921:2)a British workers 

~ere welcome if there was work available , but if there wasn't: 

9 They are not playing the game as trade unionists and a r e 
assisting the organisations of employerdom to lower the 
standard of living of tne New Zealand wageworkerpv 
(TWpAug1921~ 2)o 



Immigration is not seen as the cause of unemployme.nti howevero 

'As long as the present system holds, there will be 
unemployment ~' (TW,Aug 1921 : 2) 
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A pure spirit of internationalism was just not realistic in a 

situation in which the Government and employers were actively trying 

~o expand the supply of labour to depres s wages and working 

conditionsa The basic function of trade unions is to seek t o 

e~tablish s ome control of the market i n labour-power . An oversupply 

of labour r enders them powerless o The historical reality is that 

labour markets 9 in terms or the price they set for labour-power ~ are 

n,) t ,,1orld wide but •.)perat.e ,,1ith i n nat ional Doundar ies and t radB 

~nions must operate within the labour market within ~hi ch they find 

~hemselves situated a In this situation , the ~atersiders 1 faced wtth 

their totally casual employment conditions ~ had absolutely no room 

for manoeuvre and were bound to push for a pol:i.cy that ,,1as somewhat 

seotional . I f the wa tersiders had submitted to an over supply in the 

l abour market, they would have been forced to surrender e ven further 

to capitalist wage r eductions and would have been dep~ived of any 

leverage against capit3l , This position merely reflected t he 

constraints of t heir situation . A lack of a purely internationalist 

perspective in th i s regard l s ther efore not collaborationi st . 

The conce rn with unemployment and the unemployed Nas very much in 

te r ms of the same conce rn t o protect their position in the labour 

market : 



'An unemployed army is a real dange~ and menace to the 
standard of living of employed workers,Q (TW~Aug1921:2)o 

Also 

0 Unemployment endangered class unity because unemployed 
members of an industry criticise the union instead of the 
system,' (ibid: 1) o 
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At the 1920 Annual Conference~ a remit was passed opposing the 

employment of 0 Asiatic 0 labour on ships between Australian and New 

Zealand ports . In the discussiony concern was expressed at ' drawing 

the colour line 9 p but the threat of cheap labour overrode this 

concerno Again , the question of establ1shing some control of t .he 

labour market was dominant i (RPPB30:78)a 

The question of attitudes to women as members of the working class 

may seem irrelevant in the discussion of the consciousness of a 

male-only union a period where it seems unlikely that any woman would 

have applied for membershiPo However , since the character of their 

consciousness ~as in part a product of just this male exclusiveness~ 

the views held about women 1 though very infrequently expressed 1 are 

not without interesto The September 1919 issue of the TW cont~ins a 

report of a strike by San Francisco telephonists in which some 

ngirls~ had scabbedc 

'One lady (?) [sic] said her brothers' social position at 
Berkeley would sufferoo 9 

The article then went on to note that: 



'hundreds of New Zealand girls [sic] are afraid to join a 
union lest it should injure their own social position. 
They are satisfied with low wages to maintain a res pectable 
social standard a sort of feminine parado x 0

9 

(TW~Sept 1919g 1) . 
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It is first of all significant that such a slight item should be 

printed on the front page. In this prominent place in the paper~ 

women are noted as irrational -= preferl"ing respectability despite low 

wages - and are identified with the bosses . The positioning of the 

article implies a generalisation about women as a whole. The female 

scabs are not seen as ~ale scabs might be - as enemies within and 

ther efore as objects of hatred . They are perceived more as external 

to t~e wor king class 0 to be challenged u liKe capitalists 0 with satire 

and ddicule o This is a class- divisive element and t~erefore 

'lOJ1 •af"evoJ.utionary . Nat. 11rally , not too much C,:ln be '.i18de of a s :i. ngle 

ar ticle and more ~ill be drawn from the r egular column for women 

I nternally , the organisation of the ~ate~side Workers' Federation 

pr 0ceeded apace during this period. It was not legal ly possible to 

register a national union under the IC&A Act at this time but a 

resolution was passed at the 2nd Annual Conference in December 1916 

to 'consider the adviseability of forming a New Zealand Water side 

1.!or\<ers? Union~ v (RP 9 B27g64). This was reaff irmed at the 4th Annual 

Conference in January and at sub.sequent 

conferences o Steps toward s unity included the adoption of the 

Watersi der as the official paper of the Federation in December a1916 

(RPPB27:79) and the adoption in November 1921 of a universal 
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membership ticket which enabled watersiders who held it to move to 

any affiliated union of the Federation without paying for another 

All these moves indicate a commitment to 

national organisation o Hm,rever P ports seem to have valued their 

independence and identity a All the unions were port unions ~ r anging 

in membership in 1915 from 39 at Kaipara to 1735 at Wellington, (see 

Appendix BP Table 1) o In that year, eight of the 19 registered 

unions had a membership of less than 75 0 In the light of thisi it is 

significant that regional unions , which it was legally possible to 

register under the IC&A Act and which would have been more economic , 

were never formed o In fact p at the 4th Conference in J anuary 1919 ? a 

remi t was passed to allow unions to establish branches in each 

industr ial district, (RP,B28:76) 9 but this does not appear to have 

taken place to any extent and some very small unions continued to 

exista No further discussion of the question of the formation of 

regional branches appears in the minutes of the conferences a 

Representation at Conference was by a quota per union which was not 

proportional to numerical strength. A remit at the 7th Conference in 

December 1921 to have voting according to the latter principle was 

lost on the grounds that the Auckland and Wellington unions would 

make all the decisions 1 (RP 1 B31: 51) . This again indicates a support 

for port identity and a resistance to loss of disproportionate 

control of Federation policies by the smaller unions . 

Summarising p then,the features of the watersiders as far as their 

relations within their own class was concerned , we may say that there 
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was a strong emphasis on solidarity and on building organisational 

links with other workers and within their own industry o This 

commitment t o solidarity and cohesion is a revol utionary feature in 

terms of the typology, How far this was expressed in joint action we 

will see in the discussion on the position of the waters1ders on the 

question of relations with the employing class. 

Interclass Whatp then 1 were the methods used by the Waterside 

Workers' Federation in pursuing its goals? Did tt use whatever 

methods were objectively possible or did it confine itself more 

~ithin bourgeois methods? 

l s noted earlier 7 the ma i n constrai nt on the ~atersiders ~as the 

extremely casual nature of their employment . Since to walk off the 

job merely allowed in scab labour 1 the strike method was one to be 

used with extreme caution . Thus in September 1 1919 t an article 

~ppeared in the TW declar ing the strike to be an 9 antiquated method 

of settling disputes 1 • It was ' crude and 

(TW ~Sept1919 : 3) o igain 1 in September 1920 1 the strike was described 

as a 'barbaric weapon 9 o 4 1scientific 9 approach was needed 

This position raises several issues . First~ the appeal is to a 

scientific approachi an objective analysis of the historic situation 

0f the watersiderso It therefore endorses r eason as a tool of human 

liberation o This is a revolutionary featureo Yet the actual 

analysis is not so scientific. To see a strike as i nevitably leading 
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to defeat is scarcely objective in the light of historic,., l 

experience. Strikes and the threat of strikes have always been a key 

working class weapon leading to advances in wages and working 

conditions for working people as well as defeatso Besides 1 in New 

Zealandi the miners and the railway workers both struck with success 

in this periodo The blanket rejection of strike action at this 

period must be interpreted as an essential lack of militancy in the 

Federation 9 s stance . 

While strike action was difficult for the ~atersiders 1 provocation of 

a lockout was noto To provoke a lockout response from t.he employers 

had the real advantage of not allowing scabs on to the jobo As well; 

it took advantage of the casual labour conditionso Since the 

watersiders were hired only when cargo was available , a backlog of 

cargo was no skin off their noses . On the contrary, it could give 

them overtime at the conclusion of' the lockouto It is therefore 

Indicative of a lack of militancy that this tactic was not used more 

often by the watersiderso While 8 as we have observed, militancy and 

revolutionism are not identicali a revolutionary position must 

include militancy where appropriate . This lack of militancy on the 

part of the watersiders at this period ~eflects a basic unwillingness 

t o place real pressure on capital in a revolutionary manner in terms 

of the typologyo It is in th i s regard collaborationisto 

For the watersiders 1 the key to progress is seen as ' the great 

transformation of the mind 9 so that workers would ' stand loyally by 

Yet, as indicated in an earlier 
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chapter, changes in the 'mind 9 can only take place in the course of 

struggle~ in the course of seeking to gcasp and c~ange the world i n 

practiceo Only then can the mind and consciousness also grasp and 

comprehend the worldD Consciousness is not a passive receptacle for 

"ideas~. To advocate education at a verbal level without a basis in 

practice is idealist 5nd moralistic. It is a rejection of ~ 

materialist notion of consciousnesso This position is at the 

collaborationist pole of the typology a 

This cautiousness in action is r eflected in the remit passed at the 

6th Annual Conference in December 1920 which instr~cted; 

' all affiliate unions not to involwe the Fede~ation in any 
industrial di~pute ~ithout r eferral to the National 
Executive and 1 if necessaryp the individual UDions for 
decision; Q (RP,B30;,62), 

It would be impossibl8 to institute direct action of any kind under 

this kind of ~estrictiono 

Yoweverp the weapon proposed ins tead of strikes , the boy~ottp is 

scarcely ' scientific'. It would depend purely on cooperation and 

consensusi achieved by rational , idealist persuasion . There would be 

no material sanctions which the working class or a union could impose 

to establish a disciplined and united action. Furtheri the boycott 

ope r ates purely at the position of 1istribution of value extracted by 

capitalists 1 not at the point of productioni where exploitation and 

~xpropriat ion takes placea This reliance on per suasion and the focus 

of struggle on the point of di::;tribution are collaborationist 
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f eatures o 

The strikes of other workers were supported in this periodo The 

Secretary reported to the 5th Annual Conference in December 1919 that 

watersiders refused to work scab-manned ships during the Australian 

seamen°s strikeo One ship was held up for 7 weeks until a union crew 

was brought over from Australia (RP 9 B29:11)o As already noted~ t he 

strike of the Broken Hill miners received considerable financial 

8Upporto Similar ly in NZ, during the miners 1 dispute in 1920 1 some 

waterside workers 0 unions took a~tion and there was a lockout on the 

Wellington wharf f or several days over the watersiders 0 re f usal to 

load imported coal, 

Verbal support , at least~ was given to the railway workers in the 

1920 str.-ike o The TW congratulated the railway 'lnions and said the 

str i ke was vane of the most important events ln the history of the 

trade union movement in New Zealand, 0 (TWP June1920 : 2) o 

Thus there is evidence of some active support for the struggles of 

other workers and is a measure of revolutionary cohesion. 

Arbitration was unequivocally rejected in this period as a means of 

achieving union goals o The unions of the Federation were forced to 

remain registered under the IC&A Act because of tne threat of bogus 

unions r egistering if they withdrew their r egistrati on a However » by 

the end of 1921 1 with the depr essed economic conditions, the writing 

was on the wall. The watersiders feared already what in fact was to 
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happen= that the employers would force them back to the Court o A .. 
- • V 

t he Annual Confer ence in December 1921 1 the delegates l eft it to the 

executive to decide what to do should the employers cite the 

Federation before the Arbitration Court . When taken in 1solation 9 

this rejection of the Arbitration Court as a means of achieving union 

goa l s on the gr ounds tha t it was a class ins t itutl on 1 mi ght be seen 

to constitute a r evolutionary position o However 9 it has to be 

~onsidered in the context of the Federations es other methods which 

are described belOWo 

I favoured method of pushing for improvement was irrita tion tactics 

on the job a However ~ these would lead to lockouts when taken past a 

ce r tai n point of t olerance on the part of the employers . 

l ocal lockouts ;Jer e not ad in the Secretary 9 s Report tc t 11e 5th Anrn1al 

Conference i n December 1920 (RP ,B30 : 12 )a ~e bruary 1921 saw ~ 

0attonal lock-out by t he shipowners in response to an overtlme ban by 

t~e uni on o This baas was to force the e~ployers to meet the 

federat i on to impro~e on their wage offer of an inc r ease of 1d per 

·,1011r o This latter had been re jected by a ballot of union me,nber s , 

The l ockout crumbled a As the TW pointed out 9 the employers lost 

~onsiderably (TW 9 Apr1921 : 1) , whi le the b~cklog of cargo gave the 

~ate r sider s steady work f Jr some ti me to come . 

1sed in conjunction with i r ritation tactics on the job 9 was the 

system of Disputes Committees o At each port 1 there was a Local 

Jisputes Committee consisting of three r epresentatives of the union 

and of the employers r espectively . Points at issue were to be 
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referred to these Disputes Committees o If the dispute could not be 

resolved there 9 it was referred on to a Nat:Lonal Disputes Committee 

consisting again of three representatives of both partiesa The 

official policy was to use these committees and keep on working 9 but 

~s noted earlier 9 the executives of the various unions had 

,!onsiderable difficulty holding the relat ively unruly rank·=and=file 

in linea In any case 9 action on the job was necessary to condition 

the climate in which these Committees operated , 

Pettit records the debate in the Wellington Union over Disputes 

Commit tees and dir ect actiono The Executive put a motion to a 

11ee t.ing of members : 

7 That in future all disputes come through 
channel · for settlement. that is , through 
Committee and the men stay on the job till the 
settled~ 1 (Pettit , 1948 ~:3 5 9 86) 0 

the proper 
the Disputes 

dispute :ls 

,111i le the mot i.on was passed 7 one of the mernbet'S 1rrho disagreed said: 

1 If we are frightened of a lock- out, we ought all to be 
shot, and let the "Port Nicholson" stay there and rot 1

1 

(ibid~86) . 

These disgruntled ones have considerable justificationo In a period 

of economic boom , and given that 1 as we have seen 1 lock-outs were 

more favourable to the watersiders than strikes , why should there be 

such caution and concern to keep work going in the face of a breach 

of the Agreement? Disputes Committees do not involve the decisions 

handed down in a dictatorial manner as Arbitration Cpourt decisions 
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do. But they certainly entail the notion of employers and worke~s as 

social partners 9 wery much a collaborationist concept within 

bourgeois structures. 

The level of class struggle, then 9 of the Federation was not at all 

militant or revolutionary ~ given tnat this period W3S strong 

economically and offered opportunities for successful action. The 

~aterside~s could not be said~ in Gramsoiws terms, to have made all 

efforts to 9 launoh a successful offensive against Capital 9 even 

~ithin capitalist domination (Gramsci 1 1968:39) . 

Political 

Given that the watersiders saw need for a r~ndamental 

~eo~ganisation of social relations, what ~ere the methods ~hich they 

f avoured? What was their approach to specific political questions? 

As our discussion has already sho~n 1 the ~atersiders rejected 

parliament as a means for political change, favouring lndQstrial 

organisation instead . The WS admitted grudgingly that : 

'Undoubtedly? Labour has secured much by representation in 
Parliament [in Australia but the] ranks of the Party may 
indeed enquire whether they or the paid representatives get 
most of the benefit~' (WS?May1918:5). 

The front page article in the same issue declared: 



'There is no space in the Watersider for political 
platforms of various political partieso There has been 
criticism from the parliamentary Labour Party . Their cries 
of ~Bolshevikn, ~anti-political~, sound like the capitalist 
press i O (ibid: 1 ) o 

The WS claims to be much more radical~ 

'Labour cannot rest wit;h existing institutions= political 
or economic however democratic they may be said t o be ,' 
( ibid : 5),, 

Capitalism is said to be: 

? too powerful for any Govermnen t to overcome~ no matter how 
radicalo First let us 1 by indus trial organisation take 
away some of t.he power of capital by striking at :Lts roost 
vulnerable spot= Profits 9 This we can only do by uniting 
as a ~orking class against the blessed Trinity of 
capitalism - rent, interest and profits 9

1 (WSiMay1917:5). 
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Thia is an entirely economist solut ion. It denies that the s t ate has 

an effectivity of its own in maintaining capitalist relations. That 

is? it denies the importance of the state as a polittoal struc ture to 

stability the fun,ia::nen tally and 

antagonisti c economic c lass re lationships which would otherwise blow 

the capi t al ist social structure apart. 

Another article i n August 1920 is entitled 0 Political or Industrial 

Democracy - Which? 1 • It r estates the same theme of industrial 

organisation but wi th a less r evolut ionary resolution : 

1 Pol itical democracy i s very much a myth and will remain so 
as long as [the worker' s] present economic shackles bind 
him t o the capi t alist system, 1 (WS ,Aug1920 : 1) . 

~hat was needed was economic democracy. The wage worker needs a say 

1~ management to achieve co - operat ive economic democracy, ( ibid) . It 
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is claimed that the OBU would allow democracy from the bottom up . It 

is not a question now of attacking profits, but of having a share in 

saying how they should be extracted . This ts a vision of l abour and 

capital as social partners very much of a piece with the acceptance 

of Disputes Com..mittees and the uniori=employe.r co=opera::ive employment 

schemeo 

Industrial organisation, as well, was a rehearsal for the time w~en 

capitalist relations were overthrown : 

'The Watersider has shown [the need] to build up a 
scientific working-class organisati0n .~,also capable of 
controlling and directing the industry when the workers 
come into their own, 9 (WS 1 Aug1918 : 1) . 

Qespite this unequi~~cal r ejection of political act ion i n the WS , 

~ht~ ~as far from ~nanimous at Conference debates . ~t the 4th Annual 

Canfarenoe in Ja~uary 1919 , a remit called for a plebi3cite to be 

~aiAn of the members of the Waterside Workers' Federation : 

1 ~0 take political action with a view to ~eturning Labour 
members to ?arliament 1 ~ (RP 1 B28 : 32) . 

This was lost by only one vote, 10=11 (ibid:41)o The question of 

affiliation to the United Labour Party drew the same voting figures 

(ibid:43). However, at the next Conference in December 1919 1 a 

request from the Labour candidate for Napier that Roberts speak at a 

public meeting in support of his candidature was declined, 

(RP 1 B29 ~11 0). Again in December, 1921 , a motion that Conference 
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consider affiliation to the NZ Labour Party lapsed for want of a 

seconder (RP 1 B31:84) o However~ it is still significant that the 

issue was regularly r aised o 

Thus during this period 9 political action through the Labour Party 

was l'.'e jected o Instead s industrial organisation was seen as the 

source of power o Initially 9 this power was seen to be in the ability 

to wrest more surplus value from capital o Later the concern shifted 

to seeking a say in management , 9economio democracy 9
• There was no 

real analysis of how the capitalist system should be dismantled or 

even effectively r esistedo This lack of an adequate analysis or 

strong class struggle indicate a growing collaborationism. 

Ideological 

What weight did the Federation place on the class struggle in the 

realm or ideas and how did. it go about .l t? The federation put a h:tgh 

priority on countering bourgeois ideologya In this , the TW itself 

,-.as seen as an important weapono The philosophy of the paper was to 

be practical 1 a form of education on the job . 

~Growing knowledge among the workers is the generator of 
the seed of social revolt against thei r brutalising 
conditions and inhuman treatment, ' (TWpSept1919:3) . 

This understanding of ideas in class society having a class basis and 

the commitment to promulgating working clas~ ideas was evident from 

the inception of the Federation with the issuing of the first 

Watersider in May 1916 by the Wellington Uniono 
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At the 7th Annual Conference in December 9 192 1~ the Fede r i tion, ~ ;-1: I 

affiliate of the Alliance of Labour~ decided to invest £1500 ln th• 

Maoriland Worker Printery (RP 9 B3 1: 73) . This was r eco~nition Hnd 

practical support for the propagation of ideas from a working clas 8 

point of view not only to their own organisation but to all workers . 

The question of whether to permit advertising in the TW came up 

r egularly . At the 5th Conference in December 1919y a proposal to 

seek advertising was turned down 10- 15 0 Roberts ~as in favour of 

advertising as a source of revenue . The argument agains t advertising 

~as that advertisers wo uld then have some lmpliclt control of the 

paper and the i deas which it expressed p (RP~B29 : 187) . This position 

Rho~s strong consciousness of the ~ale of class po~er in shaping 

ideas and is therefore a r evol ut ionary f aature o 

The vigour of t he paper and the ~upport shown for it by t he 

9f fil iated unions is ~ measure of the importance attachea by the 

f ederation to class struggle in the r ealm of ideas and consclousness o 

But !rlhen this priority i s contrasted with the relative lad( of 

struggle at the material level p we see an idealist approach in 

practice = a reliance on changing the world through changing 

consciousness a ~nd the method of changing this consciousness is 

itself idealist since H relies on t he communic~ation of ideas through 

idealist meaos = words as the expr ess ion of ideas rather- tl1an 

changing ideas in the course of pract i cal expe r ience . This essential 

i_dealism of app~oach by the wa tersiders cons titutes a 

collaborationist feature of their consciousness o 
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The consciousness of the watersiders at this period thus presents a 

mixed pictureo The initial economic analysis was strongly Marxist 

and revolutionary and looked towards socialism as a definite goal. 

However~ the socialist goal had faded by 19210 Class ~elations were 

seen to be exploitive and the State was seen as an organ of class 

oppressiono Howeverp even from the beginningp there was a well 

defined syndicalist approach to political action 1 rejecting it in 

favour of industrial organisation a The collaborationist concept of 

industrial partnership was present also from the beginning in the 

preference for Disputes Committees to settle disputes with the 

employerso There was no militancy despite the fact that this period 

offered considerable scope for success a There was explicit rejection 

of strike action . This again is evidence of a fundamentally 

collaborationist social npartners~ approaoha 

The emphasis was on education through the paper and the development 

of organisational structure rather than organisation for action to 

transform consciousness and social relations a Again, this shows an 

essential lack of class struggle and is therefore a collaborationist 

featureo 

The adoption of the joint employer-union scheme for managing 

waterside work was the culmination of the collaborationist practice 

avident earlier. The syndicalist political position is similarly 

collaborationist when organisational structure is not used in action. 
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aeoause this period constrained the watersiders less than those Mhich 

follow, this lack of a class struggle per spective ls particularly 

s i gnificant and can ~e ~egarded as diagnostic of a basically 

collaborationist position ~ 
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STAGNATION 1922=29 

The period 1922-29v while showing a slight lift in the economy 

between 1923-25 1 was generally one of stagnation 0 deepening gradually 

into the Depression of the 3ovs o Gains made by the watersiders ln 

the boom produced by the war 0 were attacked and eroded by the 

employersp but not without resistance from the workers o The 

consciousness expressed by the watersiders a,,. 
' J this time is a 

consolidation of the more reformist t r ends already evident towards 

t he end of the period 1915=21 ~ 

WHAT IS 

Econorni.c 

A general critique of capitalist r elations by the watersiders i s 

stil l present at this pe ,~ iod p but the TW is m1.rni1 less i neisi.ve about 

the fundamental dynamics of capit alist relations. The economic 

analysis concent r ates more on matters of current government policy 

and on countering remedies pr oposed by employer interestsp but does 

so largely from within the parameters of the capi talis t system o 

An article in March 1924 details the costs of the recent world war to 

wor kers ~ and says this i s the ~esul t of: 

' rule 1n the interests of the trustD combine i war lord and 
monopolist of private gaino .,This system causes trade 
strife ~ strikes O lock=outs u locaJ., national and 
international disturbances resu lting in c1v1c disorder , 
bloodshed p war and war debts 8

9 (TW jMar1924:1) 
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This is a fai r ly gener al level of anal ysis compar ed ~1th the concrete 

explication of the theory of surplus value 1~ the earlier period . 

Similarly) whi le the June 1922 lead ar ticle in it s analysis of the 

caus e of t he economic depression dismisses various diagnoses ~r the 

depres s ion offered by f inanciers a nd press and exposes class 

interest sp it could barely be seen as a revolut ion ary analysis , 

Capital 9 s claims that British gold s hortages are the cause of 

depression are countered by the argument that the United States ) with 

its vas t gold r e serves sti ll has six million unemployed. War as a 

cause is dismissed as : 

'the eic~s e given by those ~ho should kno0 b~tter. The 
f act of the war causi~g depression i s but an afterthought 
of the people who have made millions out 0f it~ f0r dur in g 
the ~ar period u the same people stated iD t~eir press and 
from the platform that after we had ~on the war 0 there 
would be a ne~ er a and a ~orld fl~ for 

~age cuts and the consequent reduction of purchasing power ~ere to 

become a constant theme of the watersiders 9 analysis . This, however , 

ignores the fundamental clash of interest bet~een worker s and 

cap i t alists over the r elati ve sha res of val ue produced as represented 

fn wages and pro f i ts . It "eglects the objective erosion of profits 

by wages ma in tained in a period of capi~alist crisis and the decline 

in inves t ment conseqLlent on such ero s ion. Such an ana lysis is not 

therefor e revolutionary c However 9 the demands by capitalist 

authorities for r eductions in ~ages are exposed as s impl y serving 

class interests . 
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Similarly, the demand by capitalists for more production for less 

wages is ridiculed as irrational and 0 again 0 serving class interests . 

YThe storehouses 
full of goods and 
because there is 
produced.' 

of New Zealand at the present time are 
the factories in Great Britain are idle 

no market for the goods if they are 

More production for lower wages ~ould only aggravate the problem 

(TW9 June1922 : 1) . The real cause of the depression~ says the TW 9 is 

the desire of financiers to go back to the gold standard to increase 

the interest an their war loans . To achieve this 9 they have witheld 

credits and cr ippled production . 

9 Trade depression will continue as long as they control 
credits 0

9 (TW 0 June1922 : 1) . 

Clearly~ this analysis 1s now far removed from a revolutionar y 

Marxist one . The cause of economic problems is specified at the 

point of distribution of surplus V3lue in the form of interest ~ 

rather than at the point of production . The focus of this analysis on 

interest and debt i s the sort of right wing "socialism" of Social 

Credit and National Socialism. These ideologies oppose big business 

and f inanciers but pose no challenge to capitalist relat ions of 

pr oduction as such . 

Another article in May 1928 offer s a more revoluti onary Mar xist 

di agnosis of the depression. T~e problems are said to be man-made: 



9While the workers of the world were fighting each other at 
the behest of their masters, a few monopolised the means of 
production. They demand adequate profits before they ~ill 
invest . But all human requirements can be produced and 
there is no reason for economic depression . The probl em is 
that more is being produced than can be sold at 3 

profit D 1 (TW ~May1923 ~6) " 
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This is a m~ch more Marxist explanation . It implicitly accounts far 

the failure of the economy on the declining rate of profit and is to 

that degree revolut i onary . 

The explanatory causes and emphases offered by the TW at this period 

thus cover a range and are somewhat inconsistent . 

reformist u non- revolutionar y analyses ar e dominant 8 r evolutionar y 9 

Mar xist elements still r emain . 

The question of ~ages and the standard of liv i ng are discussed with a 

3e~se of the inte~esL~ of wor~e r s being opposed to that of other 

~lasses and with a view that this opposition ia part and parcel of 

t he capi t alist system . T~e ver1 naming of the system as such implies 

lts impermanence and lack of inevitabili ty and natural status . 

~n article in May 1928 challenges demands made at the National 

Industrial Conference by academic8 and farmers that workers should 

recetve the 7 value of •,,rhat they produce' 0 The TW draws the 

distinction between this and the socialist demand that workers 

receive the v:;:lue of ,.rhat they p;-oduceg 



' Under capitalism 0 the worker only r eceives ~ages barely 
sufficient to maintain himself and family ••• He is 
paid ., , sufficient •. o . to maintain himself as a profi t~•maker 
for a master . The owners of the means of life see to it 
that only a comparativley small portion of the value added 
to a commodity by human labour power is paid in 
wages ~1 (TWpMay1928 : 1) . 
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so what the farmers and academics mean by the 'value of what workers 

produce' is piece-workg a different proposition altogether. By all 

mearis~ says the TW ~ 

'Let us have wages 
pr oductionp 9 (ibid) . 

on the value of 

So here we have still ~ as ~n underlying basic premise 8 the Marxist 

~heory of surplus value and the entitlement of workers to the full 

value of ~hat they produce. 

In another article on the standard of living and wages i n May 1929~ 

the T!.i! attacks the p1nj_ce i ndex figures and says that the methods fo'!" 

calculating them are very poor. They merely: 

' prove a useful instrument for the apologists for the 
capitalist system in thei r attempt to prove that high wages 
are the cause of the present depression p9 (TW~May1929 : 1) . 

The ar ticle points out that shares had sky-rocketed in a spate of 

commercial gambling and that i.ndust.ry was grossly over-capitali:5ed, 

Whil e again u alternatives to the capitalist system are implicttly 

indicated by the r eference to it as a system in i mplied opposition to 

a natural state of affairs 9 the critique is very much at a moral 
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1evel against 9 commercial gambling O and the overcapi tali sa tion of 

inudstry. This moralising tendencyi as we noted in the prev i ous 

chapter 0 is indicati ve of a le5s than revolutionary position . The 

article goes on to assert that workers have the ri ght ~o a decent 

stat1d ard g 

' The labour which produces all the wealtha.,is entitled to 
the first conside r at ion 0 '(ibid). 

Again 0 the Marxist propositlon that labour is the substance of all 

wealth is buried in the moral assertion of the wor ker s ' 1 entltlement 

~? first consideration'. Such moral assertions are a s~bstitute far 

concr ete proposals for action which workers can take ~ithin the 

constraints in ~hich they are placed. I t therefore proposes no class 

struggle and uff~r~ ao abal lenge ta capitalist relations. 

This moralistic stance is continued in rela tion to unemployment . An 

artic le in May 1928 axamines the specific position of the ~atersiders 

in regard to unemployment and the casual nature in which they are 

engaged, Watersiders had to make themselves avai lable at the 

conv enience of the shipowner s fr ee of charge . In these 

circumstances, unemployment gave the employer s consider able power; 

1J ,,1 t despi t e this constraint, the TW ~l ames the •·wrker s o It says g 

1 I t i s not r ight t o blame the tories for this. Workers 
themselves are mostly to blame because the y accepted the 
position. If id le capital can be paid for 9 so can idle 
labovr; 9 (TW 0 May1928 ; 2) . 
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While the latter statement is truep it is moralising di r ected at 

workers o placing on them the responsibility for their own 

exploitation. While they have a responsibility 1 by definition~ as 

the oppressed class to resist exploitation ~ they simply lack power. 

Exhortation is not as effective as concrete proposals for action . 

Againp this offers no historical anal ysis nor any leadership around 

class struggle~ and is therefore a more collaborationist feature. 

But another explanation for high unemployment was also offered ~hich 

totally neglects the re lations of production as a cause. It centres 

around the immediate appearance of the labour market and blames 

:i.mrnigration. An article in February 1927 saysg 

'The cause of unemployment is that the influx of immi grants 
in to the country is too great for the development in 
industry to ass :Lmilate 9 ° (T1tJ 9 Feb1927g2) . 

This reflects again the dilemma of tr ade unions in the labour market 

and thei1~ need 'c,... ,.,,., exert ~hatever control they can to mitigate its 

effects on the price of labour power. In this case~ the union is 

forced by its role to work entirely within °what is 1 , i.e. the level 

of development of industry and its capacity to absorb new labour. It 

ts impossible for it to adopt a future-oriented policy of 

internationalism and at the same time pr otect the price of labour 

power. This is another way of saying that iri depressed conditions 0 

it must forego a purely internationalist position in order to 

maintain the most effective challenge to capital over the amount of 

surplus value which it seeks to extract. However~ this analysis 
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remains at the level of appearances of capitalist relations and does 

1ot link these with its inner dynamics , that the decltning rate of 

profit is the source of the crises which produce unemployment . T0 

see immigration as a cause of unemployment is to fail t~ gr asp the 

nature of capitalist relations theoretically and i s therefore 

non-revolutionary . 

Despite this tendency j) the TW r etained at least to some extent a 

classical r evolutionary understanding of unemployment . In a May 1928 

artlcle 0 it is stated g 

' As long as we ha ve capitalism p we will ha ve unemplo yment . 
The very s ystem itself breeds unemployment •• • I t is i n the 
interests of the masters to have a surpl us of labour to 
compete for jobs and keep down wages ~'(TW ~May1928 : 1) 

This classic Marilst explanation based on the fundamental antagonism 

of t~terests betwebn the classes i s a remnant of a revolutionary 

analys-J.s" 

As in the period 1915-1 921 9 the analysis of mechanisatlon reveals a 

higtorical mate r ialist posi t ion . Mechanisation of cargo handling ~ 

~hi ch e xpanded during thi s per iod ~ was a real problem f or the 

water siders . Robe r ts notes i n hi s 1928 r eport that 200 men were 

di splaced by machinery that year(RP~B43/8 : 2) . 8owe,er 9 machinery is 

not regarded as bad in itself~ even though under capitalism i t causes 

unemployment. Machinery is seen as par t of human social evolution . 



9The history of Mankind is the r ecord of a hungry creature 
in search of food ••• The human race has moved along the 
great white road of social evolution ••• No power on earth 
can stop the onward march 1

1 ( TW 0 Jan 1924:4). 
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This is the materialist historical view of human development which we 

have already seen. It is 9 however 0 historicist and economist in its 

assertion of the inevitability of the 'onward march 9 • 

Again in May 1929 : 

1 Every intelligent ~orker welcomes the advent of the 
machine ••• But as long as capitalism controls production, 
its aim will be production for profit 9 not use. When the 
~orking class controls the machine and production D t he 
r everse will be the case ~9 (TW , May1929:3) . 

This again st resses the historicity of modes of pr oductlon and the 

capacity of human beings to cont rol them for their own ends . 

The analysis of 1What I s 9 at t he economic level thus presents an 

inconsi stent picture . Some ar ticles state classic Marxist analyses ~ 

~hi le others ar e much ~ore confined t0 the present and anal yse 

economic problems in terms purely confined to cur rent capitalist 

parameters. The identification of b3nker s as the r eal cause of the 

depression is an e~ample . Throughout there is a st r ong historical 

mater ialist unde r standing of social development; st r essing human 

power to intervene in history. However~ this tends to be economist 0 

on the one hand 0 assuming this process to be inevitable. On the 

other; it is mor alistic , blaming workers o~ capitalists for their 

actions 0 without r eference to the historical conditions which give 
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rise to them e 

Poli ti cal 

There is a shift in the analysis of capitalist political institutions 

~t this period a They are not seen to be oppressive by nature of 

their situation in capitalist society; their oppressive nature is 

seen to arise from the way in which they are administered . This i s a 

straightout reformist, Social )emocrat position . 

T~e nature of the capitalist state in gene r al is indicated in a 

number of articles . In January 1924 9 an article on labour history 

indicates how t~e law has been used historically to prevent working 

peopl e from organisingo As examples of state rapressi~n the 

Combi natlons Acts and the Master and Servant Act are described 0 as 

~re the Chartist ri ots , the martyrdom of the Tolpuddle labourers and 

:..iie Peter loo massacr e " These r eferences also j_i1d :i. cate a sense of the 

t~e ir st r uggles with those of Aor~ers ,._. 
1., tmes ~ 

linkage in historical understanding is a revolutionary feature. 

One article in July 1926 refers to the r ole of the State in tne 

British General Strike: 

'Anyone who had doubts as to ~here a capitalist gover nment 
stands when there is a conflict between Capital a~d Labo~r 
will have these doubts quashed very effectively after 
reading this [copy of the British Gazette], 1 

(T\rJ~July1926f5). 
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It is difficult to know what is meant by 9 capitalist government ' here 

= Tor ies or all governments of capitalist societies , Other articles 

indicate the former might be intended . In May 1924 v for instance 0 an 

article on the Department of Labour's encouragement of dual unionism 

comments~ 

9This is what a Department of Labour under the Massey 
r egime will do to a union pv(TW 0 May1924 : 6). 

The clear implication i s that under a different political r egime 0 the 

Department of Labour might oper ate less in opposit ion to workers. A 

government department is therefore not seen as inherently oppressive 

through its ro le in maintaining capitalist relations. This is thus~ 

reformist position . 

The uni0n's position on state arbitration is always a key indicator 

of co~sciousness, since the arbitration system impinged so powerfully 

on union powers. I ~ January 1923 g the TW lambasted the Arbitration 

Court 9 s decisi on on the water s iders' award~ saying : 

1 The IC&A Act mus t be amended to pre vent 
Arbitration or any other Court making 
places the wage worker in the same posit ion 
slave g9 (TW 9Dec1923 ~1) . 

the Cour t of 
a provision tha t 

as a chattel 

The force of t he asser tion lies in the ~indy rhetor ic rather than the 

analysis . As we have noted 1 lack of anal ysis or proposals for action 

are a non-revol ~tionary featu r e . The solution now is seen to lie in 

the amendment of the Act . The St~te as a whole 1s there fo r e now 
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implicitly perceived as a neutral arbiter whic~ can set ~P neutral 

institutions if the political will is there. Similarly g the December 

issue of 1929 complained that~ 

'No rules govern the Arbitration Court . It leans to the 
employers, 1 (TW~Dec1929:7) . 

The TW implies that a ~eutralg 'fai r' state is feasible and declares : 

'We are not in favour of the IC&A Act as it exists . 
Drastic amendments are neededv' 

and that; 

'All industrial unions are organised u~der it and pro~ision 
for a replacement ls necessary if the Court of Arb itration 
is to be abolished 0

1 (ibid) . 

Decisions at the Annual Confe rences of this period concerning the 

arbitration system reflect this ambiv3lent position . At the 10th 

Annual Conference in December 1924 P a remit that member unions cancel 

r egistration under the IC&A Act was lost but was referr ed to the 

Alli ance of Labour to ask the member unions to take a vote on the 

issue . Such an evssion shows the tensions between rhetoric and the 

reality of surviving outside the Act when bogus unions could readily 

be registered instead. However 0 the issue came up r egularly and this 

indi cates how the watersiders chafed under the constraints of the 

Act. The same tension over arbitration is apparent at subsequent 

conferences. At the 11th Conference in the following yeari a 

plebiscite on deregistration was deferred by only 13 votes to 
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11(RP 9 B33:26) until the next Conferenceo At that conference in 

November 1926P a motion to take the plebiscite was lost 11 votes to 

15(RP pB20/1 ~38) o 

Howeverp the years 1923-25 saw a lift in the economy. This could 

have offered more opportunity fo r i ndependent action . It i s a s i gn 

that the industrial muscle of the watersiders was not that tough when 

they were unwilling to take the plunge outside the Act at that 

Clearly~ there was a defini t e shift during the per iod 1922-29 in the 

analysis of the capitalist state. From an i nitial analysis of the 

state as i nevitab l y an organ of capi t alist rule 9 by the end of the 

period 9 t he state was seen as a neutral ins tr ument to be administered 

for or agai nst working class interests . Thi s is the quintessential 

trade union consciousness attacked b y l . ' .~enJ. ,.1 and constitutes a 

non-revolutionary position . 

But whi le the union's re11ol,1tionary understand in g of the statP. became 

diluted 9 it r eta ined a more revolutionary stance in regard to 

international affairso 

The TW had regular a r t i cles conce rn ing not only workers' st r uggles 

inte rn ationally 0 but on the international polit i cal scene in gener al . 

Thus ~ for example . t~e invasion of the Ruhr Basi ~ by Belgian and 

French troops in 1923 was noted in a substantial 

article.(TWMay1923g6) . whil e the futility of the League of Nations 

was commented on : 



1 It would seem that~ after all~ the League of Nations is 
just another capitalist machine to be operated against ~eak 
nations and the working class generally •• • The Socialist 
philosophy is the only safe line which the ~or~ers can act 
upong namely ~ the aboliti on of the capitalist system and 
the in ternational brotherhood of the wage workers of the 
wor ld p1 (TW 0 June 1923 :5-6) . 
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Mi litarism was definitely seen as a force serving the interests of 

the ruling class . The interests of 'the trust~ combine ~ ~ar lord and 

monopolist 9 were protected by ~ 

'a system which caLlses ••• international disturbances 
r esul ting in civic disorder 0 bloodshed and 
warp 9 (TW~Mar1924 ; 1) . 

ii.long the same J. tnes ~ the F2deY":2tion p;::issed ,.rnan l mously a remit. at 

its 11th Annual Conference in 1925 expressing its: 

'entire disapproval of any industrial or political 
representat ive of the workers being associated with or 
present at any function in connect i on with milita r ism p 
navalism or any other ceremony not in accordance with the 
objects of the New Zeal and Labour Party or the Alliance of 
Labour g' (RP 9B33 ~36) , 

It is interesting to note that when this was referred as a remit to 

the 1926 Conference of the NZ Labour Party it was massively 

Thus the Federation adopted a broadly internationalist stand ; seeing 

workers' struggles connected in a totality with e vents ar ound the 

wor ld , and seeing these e vents as st ructured by capitalist relations. 
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Ideological 

The TW contin ues its analysis of the role of bourgeois ideological 

agencies such as the daily press and the various Civic, Welfar e and 

Loyalty Leagues . This i s a more revoluti onary position in the same 

Jein as in the previous period . 

It is evident from the pages of the TW that these agencies were more 

than usually virulent in the early and mid-20 9 s 9 part icularly in 

their attacks on the watersiders. The union devoted considerable 

space to countering their ideology and diminishing their authority . 

In March 1922~ ~n article attacks the hypocri sy of the daily press in 

their r epr esentation of the watersiders 9 case hearings in the Court 

of Arbitration ~ pointing out tha t in previous years: 

9 the agencies of employerdom wa i led against sittings behind 
closed door s 9 yet in the r ecent dispute~ despite the f act 
that the Press was admitted 9 reporters were absent for much 
of the time ~'(TW 9 Mar1922; 2) . 

The demand of the capitalist media for 'freedom of the press' is thus 

shown to be ideological; mask ing class interests. The class nature 

of the press is f urther asserted and its partiality exposed : 

1Worker s can expect little ass i stance from the 
press ••• They know that the [daily press] usually carry 
thei r illasters 1 work fai thful ly ~Y( TW 9 June1922 : 8) . 

daily 
out 
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A pamphlet by the Loyalty League attacking the Labour Party as a 

Communist menace and describing member s of the transport unions as 

' dumb driven dogs 9 is countered by the TW with the statement that 

1 ~embers are intelligent and educated . T~e efforts of the 
Loyalty League will not stop thei r progress or deceive 
them~'(TW ~Nov1925 ; 5) . 

Watersiders; the article implies D are too bright and knowledgable to 

be deceived in this way . This sort of comment also tends to empower 

~nion members who read it by assuming their abil ity to see throu~h 

this propaganda and not be decei1ed . 

AD artic le tn June 1922 takes a different tack and condemns work~r; 

[or :)eing deluded by capitalist propaganda . Speaki··1g of the ,,ar i ow: 

diagnoses of the depression offered by bourgeois iexperts 1 , the TW 

9Workers parrot this stuff . The propaganda of the Press 
has done its work well ••• Workers are too indifferent to 
investigate the reasons why there is unemployment 9 

therefore they accept without question, the pious 
platitudes of the fin anc ial kings~ industrial magnates and 
thei~ press 8

1 (TW,June1922;1). 

Here workers are blamed .:,md their mistaken ideas are seen as t.!1e 

chief source of their oppression. Ideology is granted r,JOf <ce 

effectivity than a fully materialist analysis would allow . The Ti,J 

alternates the stick and the riarrot in its attempt to jolt i t~ 

read er s out of acceptance of bourgeois ideology. 
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'[he shallowness of the patriotism of gruups like the Welfare League 

a~d the Progr ess League is exposed as a cover for class interest. 

p 1e TW considers the attitudes of the Welfare League to the appeal by 

ti1e Alliance of Labour for funds to support the British Seamen Is 

stril<e in 1925~ 

9 From the loyalty to empire of the Welfare Leaguep we would 
expect that they would extend friendship to our brothers . 
But the League will fight in the interests of foreign 
shipowners and capitalists against workers ••• They are 
bought lock 9 stock and barrel by the owners o f big business 
who subscribe to their propaganda fund 9

9 (TW 0 0ct1925:1) . 

Thus, as in the previous period~ nationalism is shown to be a mask 

fo r class interest . The TW is therefore quite clear on the class 

nature of ideas in a class society . As before, it tends , however, to 

place too much emphasis on the ideological class struggle at the 

eipense of concrete action and fre quentl y castigates workers for 

their own oppression on the basis of their mistaken ideas . 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

Short Term 

How did the watersiders in this period of economic stagnation, 

1921-1929 1 see their short term interests and what demands did they 

make on capi t al? 

Not surprisingly, given the unfavourable economic conditions , demands 

were much more muted in this period . With their casual employment ~ 

the economic decline hit t he watersiders particularly hard. 
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As we have already notedp cooperative contracting was seen as one 

remedy for this lack of control of their employment conditions. It 

was also seen as a ~ay for watersider s to receive the benefit of new 

technology instead cf the brunt of it . 

In October 1922 the employers had finally agreed to a scheme . This 

was to be given a trial run at Wellington . It was now called a 

'Scheme for Centralised Control of Waterfront Labour' and was to be 

run by a joint committee of three representatives f r om the employers 

and union respectively 9 (Pettit~1948 g98=100) . Howeverc problems 

ar ose , largely because of differences between shipping companies over 

hiring, which left men unemployed on the stand . The Wellington men 

voted out the scheme after a very brief trial(ibid : 101) . 

The contradictions of cooperati ve contracting under capi t alism were 

noted by Robe r ts in his 1928 report . He said that cooperative 

stevedoring overseas had often r educed prices for hand l ing cargo 

through competition ~1 th priiate stevedor es ~(R PB43 / 8: 6) . But Robert s 

avoided drawing the conclusion he coul~ have ~ that this indicates 

that the commodity market mechanis~ , including that for labour po~er p 

cannot be evaded s imply by workers controlling thei r own work 

process. This was a retreat from the earlier period when the 

contradictions of joint employer-worker ventures wer e confronted. 

This indicates a more collaborationist position . 

Other moves to control the effects of casual employment included 

further efforts to limit hours of work . In 1926 the Lyttleton union 
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put up a particularly strong struggle to cut out ~ork on Saturday 

afternoons o But the Federation put pressure on them to sett.le 

quickly for what they could get without balloting its members because 

it was feared that such a dispute could interfere with the coming 

wage round(RP~B20/3~154). 

Another effort to improve working conditions was the action of .... . , 
i:-ne 

Napier watersiders in 1925 to win provision of a waiting roomo They 

were applying pressure by refusing to put up workers for engagement . 

But fearing disunity , the Federation instructed them to work as 

provided in the award . Clearly there was a greate r level of 

mH itancy over working conditions and therefore a stronger 

pro-producer position in a section of the member ship than in the 

feder ation as a whole ~ which laid greater emphasis on the ~age round o 

This represents a more instrumental position on the part of the 

Federation as a whole and therefore i s mor e collaborationist . 

However 9 the defensive posture of the Federation was clearly a 

response to incr eased pressure from the employers in the declining 

economic conditions o One sign of this is the higher acc ident r ate 

after the 1922 Awardo The TW noted that the award had given the 

employers new powers of speed up and this had increased the number of 

accidents (TWpApr24~2) o Again j_n 1929 9 the rw· noted the slow 

progress in achieving a new agreement with the employer s : 

9Money power is arr a yed against the union . Every line in 
every clause .is disputed ~1 (TW~May29:1L 
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In general p i n this period there is nothing like the push for 

improved ~ages and working conditions not ed in the previous chapter. 

The watersiders wer e very much on the defensive agains t employer 

attackso While there were differences within the organisation on the 

extent of demands to be levelled at capital and the degree of 

pressure to apply to attain those demands~ the per iod 1922-29~ 

~epresents very much a holding opera tion for the watersiders ~ith 

little opportunity to carry f orward the push against capital. 

The Federation sought to protect the labour power of its members in 

other ways o Various other approaches were taken on the quest ion of 

compensation for accident , sickness and unemployrnent o The '15th 

Annual Conference in November 1929 sent a remit to the Alliance of 

Labour calling on them to establish a social insurance rund to be 

administered by the Alliance on a£ for£ subsidy to be sought from 

the Government (RPpB23:19Nov1929) . At the same conference, there ~as 

a call that unemployment benefits should be the minimum living wage 

and tha t the casual earnings of watersiders should be supplemented to 

this l evel ~ (As al r eady noted 1 wat ersiders were exc luded from relief 

because technically they still were working despite the fact that the 

work available was nowher e near full-time o) The standard demands of 

the watersiders for compensation for injury at work were for full 

wages whi le on workers compensation and free medical care o These 

demands r epresented a call for proper compensation fo r the loss of 

the capacity to labour due to accident~ sickness or unemployment. 

Such losses wer e held to be the r esponsibi lity of the industry or of 

t he state o While :not r evolut:lonary as such, they do embody a strong 
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pro-producer position. 

Wage demands form the basis of a fundamental contest with capital 

over the surplus value extracted. Basic wage demands are now couched 

in two ways. One is the entitlement in terms of justice to a decent 

standard of living: 

'The men have a justifiable claim for a wage that will 
enable them and their dependents to live in reasonable 
comfort 9 

1 (TW 0 Jan 1925~4) . 

This appeal to 9 justice' is abstract. idealist and neutral and makes 

no reference to cl3ss struggle . It is therefore collaborationist . 

The same neutral position was adopted ~ith regard to living 

standards. The TW regularly called for these to be investigated by 

an 9 tmpartial 9 oody . This was despite the fact that the TW 

repeatedly attacked the Arbitration Court and the existing price 

index figures (TW 0 Mayi929 g1)o 

The Federation's confused conceptualisation of the nature of the 

state in capitalist society is further evidenced in its discussion of 

the question of the lack of adequate housing for workers and high 

food prices. Contrary to t he policy noted earlier~ that wage rises 9 

not price cont1~01s. were more in the interests of workers P the TW now 

demands price controls on foods~ while Government issue of currency 

is seen as the remedy for the housi~g shortage. These measures rely 

on a state which supposedly operates above the class struggle. This 
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is the neutral 0 reformist view of the state which we have already 

With economic conditions very much against them , the ~atersiders had 

l ittle leverage against capi tal i" this period and they looked more 

to the state to protect their lliing standards . This constituted an 

i~creasi~g collaborationism ~ 

Long Term 

As has already been indicated~ the long term changes envisaged to 

lmprove the lot of ~orkers become ~ague in this peri od and the 

~atersiders increasingly r ely on state or other act ion within the 

terins of ~apitalist relations. 

In June 1922 8 the aim of ~or kers is said to be~ 

' to set the boss to ~ork and run industry f0r the be~efit 
of the whole community ~• (TW 9 June1922 ~8) . 

And tn the same issue, wor~er s are urged : 

' to organise untll they become a stronger power than the 
financial ~ings who now rule the world 9

1 (ibid:1). 

This culminates in March 1924~ when 9 labour r ule' is declared to be 

the solution~ 



'Labour rule will remove the evils of master-class 
misruleo •• Labour rule will increase happiness and decrease 
sorrow 0 anxiety 0 sickness~ war and death; Labour rule will 
guarantee to all the right to work and live without worry 
or anxiety as to the future p and wi ll , in short p unite 
society into one brotherhood to equally share its burdens p 
joysg productions pcomforts 0 pleasures and recreation , ' 
(TW 9 Mar 1924g1-2) . 

In May 1928, the TW demands~ 

1 Workers mi.1st .have free access to land and the machinery of 
production . They must not produce for parasites. The army 
of th6se employed in useless shop- keeping and duplicated 
distribution must be employed in production 9 v 

(TWPMay1928g1). 
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This latter piece hints at the rational planning of economic activi ty 

•a1hich social ownership ,,1ould 1J1ai<e possible o 

However ~ all these proposals are vague - ~l abour rulev~ ' setting the 

boss to workv and ' organising to become a stronger 0ower than the 

f inancial kings' - these formulations give workers little concrete 

guidance or understanding . The passage from the March 1924 issue 1s 

particularly remarkable f or its rhetorical posturing and lack of 

specificity. Specific analysis of the nature of capitalism together 

with actual strategies for achieving fproducti on for use ~ would be 

needed to give these generalised statements the weight of s serious 

attack on capitalist relations . However. it is highly probable that 

the readership was growing more conservative in this period and more 

specific s and hence more radical . analyses would have been re jected 

by watersiderso Nonetheless. as a reflect ion of the Waterside 

Workers' federation as an organisation~ thia l ack of concreteness is 
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WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

Economic 

Intra-class The main development in the organisation of the Waterside 

Workers Federation in this period was the gaining of the right of 

unions to limit their membership . This was provided for in the 1924 

award and this enabled the unions to balance the number of members 

with the work av3ilable . This led to an increase in organisational 

,trength and cohesion and gave the unions more power i n confron ting 

capital. Yowever ~ this organisational need of~en conflicted ~ith the 

sense of loyalty and solidarity with older members who~ fo r inst ance, 

might not have been able to perform all classes of ~ark . T~e l atter 

capacity was necessar y because if insufficient union members wer e 

offering ta work ~ the employers were entitled to hire non-union 

!abour and ~ of course ~ if this occurr~d to any extent ~ un i on 

organisation on the job was thr~atened . Sensi tiv ity to the exclusion 

of member s is indicated by the rejection of a remit at the 11th 

Annual conference in December 1 1925 which called for the exclusion 

fr om union member ship of any member taking employment off the wharves 

for more than two months without sanction from the Executive 

Committee of the union (RPjB33 :25) . 

Howeverp the basic cohes iveness of the watersiders is shown in their 

reendorsement of the principle of a single union at the December 1925 

Conference ~nether significant indicator of the 
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cohesion of the Federation was its decision to vote on the acceptance 

of the 1925 award by a majority of the whole Federationp as opposed 

to union by union (ibid:11). This shows the ability of the 

Federation to act as a de facto union in some respects even if it was 

not so de jureo 

The Federation maintained a steady push to control all waterfront 

work. The 11th Conference in 1925 decided to make efforts to enrol 

tally clerks in the uniono Tally clerks for the Railways Department 

were often retired ~atersiders~ while those for the shipowners 

usually had their oto1n unions (Townsend~ 1985~19) , This commitment 'c.o 

industrial unionism , carried out in practice is a revolutionary 

r ,~ature. 

There are signs of internal division and dissatisfaction as ~ell as 

cohesion in this period . The push for a national union was not 

unanimous and one of tne largest unionsp Lyttleton~ opposed it for 

many years (Norrisg1984~81) o There were moves for dual unions in 

more than one porto As we have seen with the Napier men 9 s fight for 

a waiting room and the Lyttleton union's opposition to Saturday work~ 

the Federation took a strong line with affiliates who took a more 

milit ant approach t han it was prepared to support. 

There appears to have been a certain lack of observance of Federation 

polici es by memb er unions. A committee report at the 15th Conference 

in 1929 on Federation discipline called for the right of the 

Executive to inflict totally unenforceable penalties to bring the 
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affiliates into line with Federation policy {RP 9 B23 : 26Nov1929) . \n 

1.nd.ication not only of the 1 bolshy 1 tendencies among membe-, ••n1·o"ft O '-' ,,;:; 9 

but 3lso of the heavy handed efforts to control them from the t op . 

Criticism of the Federation leadership came from milttants as well as 

those simply disgruntled by lack of progress in the depressad 

economic conditions. Dissatisfaction with the level of militancy of 

the Federation is evidenced by the r efusal of the Napier Union to 

send a delegate to the 10th Annual Conference in December 1924 afte r 

an unsatisfactory decision of ~he Arbitration Court was accepted by 

the Federation (RP 9 B19~5Dec1924). 

I~ response to this cri ticism 1 t~ere are regular side swi~es at 

1 militants 1 in the TW. In March 1923i the TW s aid : 

7 The employers were also alive to the f 3ct that it was 
necessary to ca~se dissension in the more militant of the 
larger unions . This they were successful in dotng , for 1 in 
numerous instancesv men were found t o do t~e employers' 
bidding . This was usually done under the name of 
militancy, but i t was most successful from the employers ' 
point of viewp 1 (TWvMar1923g1), 

Militants are now characterised as the bosses ' agents red=baiting 

:i.n reverse o The January 1924 issue of the TW contains a car toon ( see 

next page) depicting the enemies of effective unionism and comments ; 

1The Court of Arbitration~ the craft unionist~ the mouth 
milttant , the scandal retailer 1 the "legal junk man" all 
hold back unions 0

1 (TW , Jan1924 g1) . 



Capitalist: H'm, he is a fine, hefty fellow, but I shan't fear him 
until he rids himself of these pests 
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These are all indications of the resistance to union organisation and 

suggests that apathy and non-unionism were significantly widespread 

at this period. 

his reports. 

Roberts mentioned a critical minority regularly in 

Ther e are a number of indications that the Federation was an 

organisation dominated to some extent by its officials o though this 

was always in conflict with a rather unruly r ank and file. In other 

word s , policies tended to be set from the top. The TW therefore 

constantly hammered the need for unity , but this was to be unity with 

the leadership . The lead article in September 1928 says that 

criticism of the union is bad for unity . There was a need for 

' comradeship' (TWpSept1928:1). The same point is made in an earlier 

arti cle in 1926. This says that industrial democracy is important 

and essential , 

' But if democracy cannot be trusted to function effectively 
on its own behalfp then we must consider carefully whether 
a democracy should be allowed to injure itself by foolish 
propaganda and dissemination of information which will, in 
the end, be harmful to it ,' (TW,Nov1926:1). 

This kind of rejection of criticism and the hamfisted attempts at 

discipline we have noted are evidence of a leader dominance and 

bureaucratisation in the organisation . There were other indications 

of leader domination at this period. There were regular moves at 

conferences to allow space in the TW for candidates for Federation 

office to put their views to the membership. These were always 

t urned down on the ground that publishing views in the TW which 
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opposed Federation policy would lead to disunity. This position 

necessarily stifled debate among the rank-and file of member un ions 

and left control firmly in the hands of the existing leadership o 

The 9th and 10th Annual Confer ences in 1923 and 1924 r ejected a remit 

that Fede~ation officials be elected by rank and file di rec t r ather 

than by conference delegates ( RP ~B19 : 9Dec1924) . These decisions kept 

control in the hands of the officials of the affiliated unions. 

However, it is significant that the issue was repeatedly rai sed . 

there we r e some leader s of member uni.ans with less 

bureaucratic attitudes . 

The same conference voted 1st class far es f or the officials v 

eicecut:i. ve and the staff of the Federation (ibid : 16Dec 1924) . 

De l egates wer e paid full wages for attending the lengthy Conferences~ 

(usually 13 sitting days) with no sittings on Sundays o So the 

leadership looked after itself well. We thus have a picture of a 

somewhat leader-dominated union trying keep a relativel y 

,mdisci;Jlined i impulsive r ank- and-file in line. Both these 

tendenciesD individualism of membership and a f filiated unions on the 

one hand ~ and leader domination on the other ~ r epr esent 

collabor ationist features . However 9 too much should not be made of 

these s i nce the overall development was a growing cohesion. 

T~e general principles of industrial unionism were still espoused 9 

but questions of or ganisation took a much l ess prominent role in this 

period than economic analysis . The basic organis ational aims 
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1 There is no interest in industrial unionism at present. 
There should be one union for each industryo Trade unions 
must organise in tune with economic development . Some 
argue for one union for all workers but this is too 
unwieldy and inefficient, 1 (TlrJg rfov1928 ~1=2), 

And again in May 1929 : 

'Workers knew more about industrial unionism 20 years 
ago ••• Our policy is still the same: organisation along 
lines of class and industry and recognition of the class 
struggle . Each industry should control its affairs in its 
own way and should only seek support from others when they 
have made efforts on their own behalf . There should b~ 
indust r ial unity within each department and other 
industries would not be involved ~ithout consulting t he 
national organisation v9 (TW 0 May1929:8) . 
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Such pas sages indicate a lack of response to organisational questions 

a,nong the membership and ~-10rker s at large . Thus there ~ere more 

artlc les in this period than previously castigating tne apathetic and 

the craft unionists . 

Roberts e xpressed his frustrations at attempts industt'ial 

organisation in his 1924 report o This is an indication of the real 

limits in te r ms of organisational and class consciousness of other 

workers which the watersiders had to contend with in t heir efforts to 

build organisation within the workers' movement at large. 

'It seems futile for us to attempt t0 make any progress 
while the overwhelming majority of the worl<ers are on the 
present Arbitration Court basic wage. On the other hand~ 
we have tried in the past to assist these workers to obtain 



a reasonable standard of living and as soon as we had 
assisted them 0 they did not help us in our work of 
industrial organisationg ' (RP 9 B43/4i2). 
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The frustration is expressed in the traditional sneer at craft 

unionism. The TW deals it a side swipe in an ar ticle on the 

effectiveness of press propaganda: 

9We may soon hear some craft union condemning itself for 
being the sole cause of all the unemployment and social 
misery throughout the world p1 (TW ~June1922:1). 

And in March 1923 P it says : 

'Craft unionism has been absolutely ineffective in its 
struggle agai~st that powerfLll~ lndustrially organised 
union p the NZ Employer s ' Federation which has succeeded i n 
reduc:Lng wages 1 1 (TW gi'Jlar 1923 : 1 L 

~e see ha ve again the implicit argument that employers have organi~ed 

a5 a class and this demands a similar response from workers. T~e TW 

then goes on to blame the craft unions fo r the failure of the 

industrial unions to effectively resist employer attacks: 

1 But why have the large industrial workers suffered equally 
with craft unions? This is because they are only 
industrially organised in theory and have no definite 
policy c As wellg the acceptance by craft unions of ~age 
cuts has forced the hand of the industrial organisations , ' 
(ibid) . 

All this is true. But t~e lack of militancy of the Federation that 

we have already ~oted meant that it offered no lead. The difference 
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oetween the craft and industrial wings of the trade union movement 

was more rhetorical than real . This cast igat i on of craft unions 

r eally amounts to scapegoati ng one section of the movement for its 

f ailings as a whole. This is a divisive tactic and detracts from the 

general push for industrial cohesion . It is ~ to that extent ~ less 

:--evolutiona ry. 

Nonethel ess 0 the commitment to industri al cohesion was there . T~is 

expressed itself in the general support for the Alliance of Labour ~ 

which was maintained during this period . l\t the 11th Annual 

Gonference in 1925 v it was resolved to pur s ue the basic wage only 

th r ough the AlJ.'iance of Labour ( RP 9 B33 g54) , An article in the T1Ji)' in 

July 1926 bemoaned the f act that despite the unanimity e~pr essed at 

the Open ~onference convened by t~e Alliance in the preiious y~ar 1 

nothing had been done ( TW 9 .J,Jl 1926 ~ 1) . 

The same arti cle supported the centralised cont r ol of the Alliance of 

Labour by pouring cold water on another Open Conference to be 

convened by the Uni t ed Mineworkers , The TW opposed the federated 

structure proposed by the miners p saying t~at agreement was needed to 

establish a central body which would have the author ity to prevent a 

member organisation involving the others in a dispute without thei r 

consent (ibid) . This objection reveals the same cautiousness of the 

Watersiders ~ Federation which we have already see~ and which 

characterised the Alliance of Labourp paralysing it in action . 
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The relations of the Waterside Workers Federation with the Seamen 9 s 

Union were ambi valent . While the Federation gave general veroal 

support to the seamen in their strike in 1923 i this involved very 

little commitment in action " They resolved not to do seamen's w-ork 

and to do all in their power to persuade the 'free' labour on the 

ships t o leave their jobs a They also resolved to give ' all possible 

assistance'; howeverg this was through voluntary 

(RP 0 B32 :6) . 

levies only 

9ifferences in political tendency between the watersiders and the 

seamen were exposed with the fracas in 1927 in the Seamen's Union 

caused by the rival claims of Walsh and Young to the leadership . 

This led to a rescinding of transfers of membership from the Seamen's 

Union to the Watersiders ' Unions (RP 9 B22/1:66) . 

Basically, this reflected the political alignment of the Federation 

with the defeated Young ~ho stood for a more bureauc!"at'i.c ~ 

conservative brand of unionism linked with the tabour Party . 

Howeverp bridges were mended when the water s iders assisted the seamen 

in their dispute over the working of the 9 Lawbeath 9 in 1929. Thi:s 

ship hired Asian seamen at a lower rate than the New Zealand award. 

The watersiders blacked the ship 9 s cargo after the Seamen's Union 

referred the dispute to the Alliance of Labour. Wi th this support 

from the watersider s , the seamen won their demand to have the New 

Zealand rate paid to all crews (Bollinger p1968 ~1 74 ) . 
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The Waterside Workers Federation regularly supported the struggles of 

other wor1-::ers o Those conducted overseas drew more practical 

assistance~ howevero Local struggles 9 whi le backed in princtple 1 

attracted less practical supporto 

Tl1us ~ the Federation supported in principle the fight of tr1 , r i ll 

workers against wage cuts in 1924 with a strong article in the TW: 

'If the government is successful in compelling the 
ra:lwaymen to work a 48 hour week, then the other workers 
right throughout can expect a similar policy to be adop t~~ 
by the Court of Arbitration in the near future. This make -· 
the railwaymen 9 s fight of immense impol."tanae to the averd 1-';

worker of New Zealand and, come what may 9 every support 
possible should be given to the l:"8.ilwaymen in their fight. 
to retain the 44 hour week 1

1 (TW~May1924 : 2) . 

But there is no evidence of more active suppo~t a 

The watersiders donated unstintingly to struggles of 

overseas ~ They raised £2083 to feed and maintain the striking 

British seamen in 1925 . This was nearly half of tne money donated by 

all of the unions of the Alliance of Labour combined (RP 9 B43/6 : 23)o 

£376/5/ 1 was donated from ~nion funds to the Australian Federation to 

assist with their fight against the Beeby award :Ln 1928 

(RP,843/9:27), lgain, the watersiders donated 25% of the £5600 given 

by all New Zealand workers to the striking British miners in 1926 

(B43/6 : 24) a These are substantial amounts, both absolutely and 

relatively, particularly in deteriorating economic circumstancesa 
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No doubt the greater financial support given to workers in over seas 

struggles was a response to the greater duration of these disputesi 

which thus involved real suffering for the workers involved . The 

humanitarian impulse was always very strong with the watersiders . As 

well~ the distant struggle , perceived in the 9 abstract'p is easie r to 

support than the one close to home which could involve more material 

involvement and struggle . 

Readers of the TW were kept informed on these strikes together with 

other strikes of international impor t such as the US coal and rail 

strikes in 1922 and the British General Strike fo 1926 (TW »Mar1923~2 ; 

Oct1925~3 i Jul1926 ~6 t Nov1928~4) . 

The Federation continued it s organisational ties with overseas 

~nions. The 10th Annual Conference in 1924 r esol ved t hat clearances 

from the Australian Waterside Workers' Federation be accepted and 

that they be appr oached to reciprocate 0 (R P0 B19/3 : 13Dec1924) . Thus 

the Federation was taking the initiative in establishing links . But 

by 1930~ shortage of work forced a limit to the number of clearances 

exchanged with the Australia~ organisation (RP ~B23/ 2g6Dec1930). The 

need to establish some control of the labour market predominated over 

inte r nationalism . But p in general, both at the level of ideas and 

knowledge and at the organisational level ~ the Waterside Worker s' 

Federation maintained an internationali s t stance . In this regardp 

thereforep they show a revolutionary consciousness. 
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Relations with those on the margins of the New Zealand work force, 

migrants and the unemployed 0 reveal again the dilemmas over labour 

,11 arket cont.rol 1o1e have already seen. However P there 

,! xpressions of national chauvinism and outright racism. 

a .. ,, . '-

Ori the question of unemployment and the unemployed p t:.he TW said g 

'Trade unionists must take a lead in fighting unemployment. 
For in protecting the interests of the unemployedp~ they 
are protecting themselves~ their wages and conditions of 
employment,' (TW ~Feb1927~ 3). 

some 

Again in 1928 ~ an article gives a detailed description of conditions 

at ~ork camps f0r the unemployed . In response to criticism of the 

4l ltance of Labour for interesting itself in the unemployed , some of 

'-'lhorn were said not t ,:i be unionists p the Tw says~ 

1It may not be their fault that they are not unionists . In 
any aase i it is still the duty of the trade union movement 
to demand justice far these men . These conditions are a 
menace to every trade unionist. Full union rates of pay 
and conditions are essentialp' (TW,Sept1928:6) . 

Here the concern for the labour market and the unemployed are not in 

conflic t and the Federation was able to promot e the interests of the 

unemployed and mainta in class solidarity. 

The question of immigration again presented the dilemma '.)f labour 

market control and wider class solidarity . Commenting on new 

immigration schemes proposed by the Government~ whereby British 

workers intending to migrate to New Zealand were being trBined in New 



Zealand agricultural methods in Britain v the TW sayst 

'The TW never has and never will have any objection to the 
immigrant ••• out there is no land here for immigrants. The 
New Zealand-born are entitled to land first and at least 
the same opportunities as the immigrant. There would be 
plenty of land in Great Britain fo r the unemployedp if it 
were not given over to deer parks and shooting preserves. 
Let the land be given over to agriculture p' ( TW ~Nov1928:2) . 
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This disclaimer of objections to immigrants is not ent irel y 

convincing. The quip about deer parks and shooting reserves smacks 

more of a nationalistic sneer at 1 poncy Poms' as an exposure of class 

privilege. This is a nationalistic~ collaborationist view of 

i mmigration . 

Certainly 9 there are definite indications of r ac i sm in this period , 

In March 1927 9 an article on 'Coloured Labour at Sea 0 is reprinted 

from the I nternational Transport Workers Federation Newsletter. It 

points out tha t manning scales for 'colouredv worker s are higher than 

for white workers because of the lower pay earned by 9 coloured 1 

seamen. While it is true that this e xposes the inad equacy of manning 

scales for white workers 1 the article makes oo demand for equal pay 

for the 'coloured ' seamen. It simply points out the threat which the 

employment of 'coloured' seamen is to the workin g conditions of 

1 white organised seamen 9
1 (TW ~M ar1927~8). 

Outright racism is expressed in another article in December 1926 

which quotes a pamphlet issued by the White New Zealand Lea gue to 

unions to the effect that 1Asiatic 9 immigration would l ower the 

European standard of living o Comments the TI,/ g 



'Certain it is that the Hindoos and Chinese and Japanese in 
many instances are inclined to live a lower s tand ard than 
the average New Zealander , 1 (TW 9 Dec1 926 ~3) o 
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Organisationally, that is 9 at the level of economic r elations withi n 

the wor~ing class at this period p we have a pic t ure of the Watersid e 

Workers Federation cementing it s organisational links both within 

itself and wi th other unions i n New Zealand and over seas . However , 

it is somewhat bureaucratised with evidence of the leadership' .3 

striving to maintain a firm control over a rather restive r ank ancl 

fileo This restiveness appears to arise from both 

t endencie~ and conservative ant i=union malcontents o Despite thi -; 

r elative leader dominat i on and parado xical lack of discipline, th e 

overall picture is one of st r ong cohes l on and mus t b~ seen as ne1r ~r· 

t he r evolutionary than the collaborationist pole of the typology. 

Inter-class By ·,rhat method.'3 d i d t he Waterside Wor1rnrs Federation se-,\.: 

to win thei r demands of t he employing class at this peri od? 

Whi le ear l y i n this period 1922-1929 7 organisation and struggle i ~ 

pur sued p the thread of consensus noted i n the period 1916-1921 

becomes a dominant theme after the mid-20 1 s . Thus 1 earlier in the 

pe r iod , in 1924 ~ the Tw urges ~ 

'Better conditions must be st ruggled for 7
1 (TW 7 Apr1924:2) 

and 



'Fellow workers 9 work with might and main for unity and the 
higher standard of living which will follow 9

1 (ibid). 
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But there is no specific course of action suggested and 9 fair dealsv 

and 9 amicable settlements' rapidly become the ideal. 

November 1926 , the TW saysg 

Thus j_n 

1 A fair deal is best~ otherwise the workers retaliate,' 
(TW9Nov1925:1) . 

And of the Australian Witersiders' strike in 1928 : 

1 An amicable sattlement would have been easy ~ but the 
employers chose to compel the wor~ers . It won ' t end at 
that . The sense of injustice will increase difficulties 0

1 

(TW 9 Nov1928 g4) , 

And again 9 in considering the suggestion for a second National 

Industrial Conference to follow up the one held in 1928 , the TW says g 

'There was a better understanding between employers and 
workers' representatives after the last National Industrial 
Conference~' ( Tlrl 9 Dec 1929 ~ 1) . 

The Court of Arbitration is castigated for ' creating disputes instead 

of settling themp v (TW 9 Dec1929;7) . All these ~omments implicitly set 

up the goal of understanding between the classes as desireable. Now 

the TW is concerned with class relations not so mu ch in terms of 

class interest but in terms of an abstract idea of 'jus tice'. 

Retaliation is simply what will occur if this is not achieved. In 

denying the fundamenta l antagonism between capital and labour, the 
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Federation now espoused a collaborationist position . 

In tandem with this 'social partners' collaborationismi is the 

neutral view of the state j already encountered . In fact~ the two are 

aspects of the same position a retreat from a class analysis . 

State intervention is increasingly looked to as a method of achieving 

immediate goals and justice. A remit was carried at the 11th Annual 

Conference in November 1925 that defective gear should be reported to 

the national organisation so that representations could be made to 

the Marine Department to have the necessary repairs made 

(RP 9 B33:1Dec1925). Previously ~ immediate cessation of work would 

~ave been the policy on all issues of safety . The Marine Department 

is now a trusted agency and independent war~er action has been 

surrender ed . 

Price control is suggested (TW 0 Jan1925:2) in a complete turnaround 

~r om the previous policy which demanded adequate wages . Government 

issued currency is another solution . already noted (ibid). 

Deputations to Government receive more publicity. Two consecutive 

issues of the TW in October and November 1925 gave front page 

coverage to a deputation from the Alliance of Labour to a more 

reliable basis for calculating the basic wage. The very demand 

itself presupposes a 1 rationally' 9 'objectively' arrived at figure by 

a supposedly neutral party rather than the maximum possible achieved 

in class struggle. The July issue of 1926 demanded that a Commission 

of Enquiry be set up to look into the standard of living: 
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'An intelligent and impartial Commission could sort i t 
out 9 ' ( TW o Jul 1926 g 1 ) • 

Articles in September 1928 and May 1929 r epeated the same demand 

(TW 0 Sep1928:5;May1929:1). All these strategies ~ in relying on the 

intervention of the bourgeois state to achieve union goals , su r render 

worker independence and are entirel y collaborationist . 

There was heavy reliance on the collaborationist Disputes Committees 

as a means of achieving union goals . The number of disputes 

considered by the National Disputes Committee r ose shar ply i n this 

period . It is difficult to know whet her this r epresented a shift in 

the fo r m of struggle from on - the-job act i on to collaborationist 

Disputes Commit tees ~ or a ~ha r pening of class struggle through the 

employer s' taking advantage of the depression to attack wor king 

conditions . In any case p ~s a matter of policy ~ job action was the 

last resort . Robe r ts said in his 1925 report : 

'Men should continue wor king while a dispute is before the 
Disputes Committee o Thi s allows for a better settlement . 
The men can always take action if we ca~not get 
satisfaction , ' (RP 9 B43/5 ~16) o 

This indicates a heavy dependence on the leadership in negotiation . 

1 Satisfaction 1 according to the leadership might differ from that of 

the r ank-and-file . If they complied with union policy 9 they would be 

deprived of their one weapon of ind ependen t action. So both in 

r egard to leader domination and lack of independent class struggle~ 

the union adopted a collaborationist s tance here. 
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But on-the-job action which was in theory permitted by union policy 

~as heavily constrained also . The 8th Annual Conference in January 

1923 set up a committee to put forward action to deal with the 1922 

Award handed down by the Court of Arbitration o The committee 

recommended the setting up of committees at each portv 

committees to have absolute control of all action taken. No action 

was to involve the rest of the Federation in its dispute , however 

(RP 9 B32:13Jan1923) . This latter placed a considerable limit on t h~ 

scope of action . Nonetheless~ as we hav~ seen, it was succes sful anrl 

the employers were forced to sign a parole agree;nen t 

(Pettit 9 1948:89) . As already noted~ direct action by the Napier man 

in 1924 to obtain a waiting room and by the Lyttleton men in 

opposition to Saturday dork was firmly brought under control by the 

national organisation . 

Despite this conservative attitude to direct action 0 the Federation 

fought hard against a r emi t at the Labour Party Conference that : 

1 only ~onstitutional action be taken by the labour movement 
of this country,' (RP 0 B43/6 : 10) . 

RJbert s told the 12th Annual Conference in 1926 : 

•we pointed out to the Conference that a strike was 
unconstitutional ; also the go-slow or irritation tactics i 
and as far as the waterside workers were concerned p ~e 
would not agree to forego these rights~' (ibid). 
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Thus the right to strike wgs definitely retained ~ if only as a very 

last resort. 

Arbitration was not entirely rejected as a means of reaching union 

goals . Despite the castigations directed against it and the r egular 

assertions that 'workers could expect no good from that institution', 

the Federation was involved with the Court to a cer tain extent 0 using 

it if forced to by the employers . The watersiders regularly referred 

a limited number of disputes to the Court of Arbitration if unable to 

r each a satisfactory conclusion through the National Di:sputes 

Committee. Il.1 1923 P 18 of the 90 disputes handled by the National 

Jisputes Committee were referred to the Court (B43/3:10). So p in the 

last analysis; the Court was preferred to direct action . 1923 was a 

year where there was some improvement in the economy and a vote of 

Alliance of Labour members had shown a willingness to strike . The 

preference for arbitration over direc t action at this time again is 

indicative of the essential lack of militancy of the Federation . 

This is not to say that the concern for dual unionism was not a valid 

concern and r eason for remaining r egistered under the IC&A Act. 

In general p then p at this period p the Federation sought to work with 

employers as partners through the Disputes Comittees or to have a 

' fair' wage established by 'neutral' state agencies . Direct action 

was used very much as a last resort. This was a position which was 

not entirely produced by the historical constraints since the 

economic circumstances wer e not uniformly unfavourable at this tim 0 • 

This therefore r eflects a st rong collaborationist tendencyo 
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Political 

If strategies at the economic level were collaborationist 0 what was 

their nature at the political level? At this period we see a 

definite volte-face on the question of political action . The 

Federation voted for affiliation to the Labour Party and the 

Federation became increasingly involved in its in ternal DOlitics. 

Political representation through the state came to be seen as a 

necessary support for industrial struggle . The relations between 

industrial and political labour were discussed in an article in the 

TW in rJovembe r 1925 . Looking at the situ at ion of l\.ustralian workers 

and the Australian Labour Party 9 the TW says ~ 

' The Australian worker would not have been in a position to 
struggle against a reducti on in thei r wages had i: not been 
for the political rower that 5t0od behind the ~rade union 
movement i' (TW~Nav1925 : 3) . 

?olitics had affected workers in New Zealand and ~ad prevented the 

law of suppl y gnd demand affecting wages in their favou r during the 

war . The TW concludes ~ 

'Although sound industrial organisation is essential to 
protect the interests of the worker~ its movement can be 
hampered or assisted considerably by the political party in 
power for the time being ••• Every vote cast for Labour was a 
vote in favour of a higher standard of living and a better 
life for the workers generally i' (ibid). 

/ 

While the 8th Annual Conference in 1923 had voted in principle for 

affiliation to the Labour PartyD (RP 9 B32 : 30 )~ it was not till 1925 

that a plebiscite of the members was conducted. This was evidently 
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not a burning issue for the rank-and-file 9 as only half of them 

votedo (Roberts recommended fines for non--voting i (RP ~B 43/5 g7P8 = a 

further example of leader-domination) . The push for affiliation to 

the Labour Party was not unconnected with Roberts' own elevation to 

the Party executive in 1925. 

However~ relations between the industrial and political wings of the 

labour movement did not run smoothly. Thei r aims were not as 

harmonious as the new theory of political action by unions presumed. 

The industrial movement did not find it easy to have its objectives 

adopted by the political party and remit s of the Federation to New 

Zealand Labour Party conferences were regular ly turned down. The aim 

was to make the parliamentary party an instrument for obtaining some 

of the objectives of the i ndust ri al movement. Robert s recommended in 

his report that the industrial organisations meet before the Labour 

Party conference to hammer out their policies, since he did not see 

this happening at the Party conference itself (RP 0 B43/6~11) 

The TW bravely tried to argue that its poUcy on 'no politics 9 had 

not ohanged (TWpMay1928: 1). The article claimed that politics had 

always been secondary and in any case it was difficult to separ ate 

industrial questions from political ones. It was necessary to 

criticise governments even in an industrial journal , -':lsserted the TW. 

Neverthelessp the November i ssue of 1928 unequivocally urged readers 

t o vote Labour ~ 



'Since only a Labour government can promote suitable 
employm,2nt and housj_(lg 9 

1 (TWvNov1928i2). 
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And again in May 1929 9 the TW said that political action ;,.,as sti 11 

necessaryp but it was the result of effective industrial action 

(T1AT 9 May1929 ~8). 

Yet~ as late as 1928 9 there was still an article which; i~ 

syndicalist vein ~ saw industrial organisation in itself as the key: 

1When workers realise the necessity for that union 
comradeship • •• t~e day of emancipation is at hand, 9 

(TlrJPSep1928 ~1) . 

However 9 the general weight of the Federation's policy ~ith its 

restr aint on direct industrial action , was clearly in s upport of 

political methods . ti,is i. ~ th irn .:=i 0:)llaboY'at5-onist. posit-Lor:i, 

With the increasing commi t ~ent to parliamentary Labour ?Olitics ~ the 

Feder ation shared the gr owing paranoia in the labour movement at 

J. ,:irge about Communist :Lnfiltration o The 13th Annual Conference i.n 

Nov ember 1927 sent a remit to the Labour ?arty Conference that 

candidates for office for the party in parliament ~ municipal or local 

bodies; 

'should not pledge themselves to any other association ~ 
group or society p1 (RP wB22/1-4 g96) . 
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The 15th Annual Conf~rence in November 1929 threw out a r emit that : 

'conference insists that its delegates to all 
kindred or ganisations be received irrespective 
they are members of other working class 
(RP9B23/1-5~19Nov1929) . 

Rober ts in opposing the latter remit~ said ~ 

LRC I s or 
of whether 

movements 11 ' 

1 The object of the frame r s of the remit was simply 
disruption . Industrial organisations in other countries 
had been obliged to dump the communists from thei r ranks ~9 

(ibid) . 

This is singular l y dismissive . The characterisation of those who 

defend the right of the union to select whomsoever it sees fi t to a 

political forum is indicative of a red-baiting mentality. It also 

indicates the real subordination of the unionvs right of selection to 

the behests of the political party. This is the rev er se of the 

theory of political action which demanded that the indust ri al wing 

direct the political wing of the labour movement . This thus 

constitutes a significant shift in emphasis from wor king class 

independence and is therefore a collaborationist feature. 

The turn to political methods of achieving industrial goals 

parallels 1 and is consistent with 9 the demand for 'neutral ' state 

activi t y such as investigations into living standards . It embod i es 

an instrumentalisti classless analysis of the state and of capitalist 

relations and is therefore collaborationist . 
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Ideological 

Tt1e strength of the TW even in deteriorating economic ,'.!ondL:.ions 

indicates a continuing commitment by the Federation to educating its 

members and countering employer propaganda . 

The May 1924 issue of tne TW set out the policy of the paper. It had 

to steer a course between being too far ahead of the membershi;) or 

holding back its understandingg 

This 

'to our militant fr iends 9 we say that our aim has been to 
educate the worker in working class philosophy and to do 
thisp we have to deal with the mass ••• We would remind [the 
militant wor ker] that during his efforts at individual 
propaganda ; he had to descend from his high al t itude of 
social theories and meet the uneducat~d on plain common 
terms before he could make a success of the job •• • To those 
who accuse us of being too militant and t oo outspoken ~ we 
would r emind them • • , that the r e is no room for fine phraseR 
and apologies ••• Why should we r efr ain from telling the 
workers they ar e ~age-slaves ~hen we know they are? ••• To 
that small rninori ty ~ 1tJho accuse :J!, of preaehi.ng a f:alse 
philosophy • • • ~e say "Mend your ways •• , You are slaves ••• Some 
day a spark of intelligence will manifest i t self in your 
br ain and you will fight for and with your comrades i n the 
labour movement i" 9 (TW ~May1924 : 1) . 

ts a practical ob jective approach - dealing with 

understanding of workers as it objectively exists, not in 

the 

a 

subjective or idealist manner p according to the will or wish of some 

leader or editor. In this respect ~ the position of the watersiders 

is materialist and this is therefore a revo l utionary feature. 

The Federation continued its commitment to the Maoriland Worker; the 

January 1923 Conference asked member unions who had shares in ... 
1~ to 

allocate them to the Federation so it could gain representat ion the 
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Board of Management of the paper (RP9B32: 17,Jan1923) . 

The 8th Annual Conference in 1923 referred a remit to the Alliance of 

Labour urging industrial and political organisations to set up a 

daily labour paper (RPpibid). This again shows the priority given to 

working class education and the frustration which working class 

organisations experienced in the face of the capitalist media. 

However, this commitment to struggle in the sphere of ideas is not 

matched oy class struggle in practice 9 so ~ taken 0 as a whole , the 

watersidersv approach is ideali~t and therefore collaborationist in 

terms of the typology . 

The period 1922 to 1929 u backgrounded as it is by cr eeping depression 

shows a strengthening of tendencies in the consciousness of the 

Waterside Workers ' Feder ation already apparent in the previous 

period . A revolutionary analysis of class relations and economic 

exploitation is still present ~ but in the most attenuated form. This 

retreat from a class analysis is matched by a shift in the analysis 

of the state, It is now seen as a neutral body capable of 

intervening in the interests of workers . This is paralled by a 

dramatic shift to an acceptance and endorsement of political action 

to achieve industrial ends. Attitudes to arbitration were confused. 

There was constant condemnation of it as an institutfon; 

nevertheless 9 disputes were r egularly referred to it in preference to 

taking direct action c 
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The form of delineation of existing social relations shifted 

increasingly from one of objecti ve analysis to a moral or sentimental 

stance of condemnation as i f the trumpets of outrage might in 

themselves bring about the collapse of the walls of the capitalist 

Jericho. This essenti a lly idealist feature is evidenced again in the 

heavy reliance on the communication of ideas at the verbal level 

through working class organs such as the TW . This is at the expense 

of material class struggle. 

The state of the economy prevented the kinds of advancement in wages 

and conditions achieved in the previous period ; however 0 an 

organisational structure dominated by officials held back member 

unions willing to take more mil itant action from time to time . T~e 

underlying approach of the Wate~side Wor~ers' Feder 3tioD wa~ t~ seek 

a posit ion as an equal social partner with employer s 0 ~ursuing a 

' fai r deal' and a share i n management and control of the work 

process . Despit~ some remnants of 3 Marxist analysis 0 taken as ~hole 

in this per1od 9 the Waterside Workers' Federation displayed an 

increasing collaborationism. 
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DEPRESSION 1930-34 

This period is , of course, scar r ed by the great trauma of the 

Depression. For the watersiders, it was particularlly harsh because 

despi te t he great drop in work due to reduced exports and imports, 

the y did not qualify for relief, In this period , although the TW 

acknowledged that the Depression was calling i nto question the whol e 

capitalist system, discussion and analysis is very much confined to 

i~~ediate problems facing workers. Economic diagnosis takes up the 

content at the expense of concern with political 1 ideological and 

organisational questions o While political institutions are seen as 

the means to chang e policies and econom ic trends, their na ture is now 

no l onger analysed. 

WHAT IS 

Eco nom ic 

An article in November 1934 gives an analysis of the political and 

eco nomic crisis facing the world in terms of the whole economic 

system. It is entit led 'A Mad World Lust for Domination and 

Powep 1 , The article points out the paradox between the enormous 

productive capacity developed i n human society and the discontent and 

sta rv ation in the world and asks: 

1 Why cannot we have international peace? Why is there 
discontent throughout the world? Why is there starvation 
and misery in the midst of plenty?' 
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The TW answers its own question: 

'All wars 
commercial 
gcods for 
purpose of 
oeooie of 
Cominercial 

and all international hatreds are caused by 
rivalry,,.If the nations of the world produced 
the use of their own people ins tead of for the 
making profits out of their own people and the 
other nations, there would be no international 
rivalrie s and therefore no war,' (TW,Nov1934;1). 

This places the cause of war firmly on the shoulders of the 

capitalist system . In this analysis, economic relationships are seen 

as basic to all social phenomena and other economic arrangements 

base:: on human needs rather than commer--eial rivalry are held to be 

possible. Thus P in this period, the Tw continues its analysis of the 

capitalist system as a historically constructed and limited sys tem 

pl ac ed in the context of long-term social development. This is 

further developed in an article in November 1931 entitl ed 'Our 

Crumbli ng Social System'. Chattel slavery and serfdom had also 

collapsed. These soc i al systems were abolished because they were no 

longer adequate for the form of production (TW,Nov1931:2). The 

notion of capitalism as a social system which is destroyed because of 

the contradictions which it produces within itself is , . 
c.1.ass1c 

historical materialism as is the idea of econom ic relationships 

shaping t he other aspects of social formations. These constitute 

elements of a revolutionary analysis. 

At this time, class analysis is gener ally materialist and analytical, 

although the bankers and money-lenders are held to be the chief 

culprits in the economic crisis. An article in Nov ember 1934 makes a 

general cl ass analysis in classic Marxist terms: 



'Broadly speakingr there are two classes of society - those 
who have no commodity to sell but their labour power and 
those who buy labour power,' (TWsNov1934:1). 

An earlier article in January 1934 poses the question: 

'But can capitalism be saved? Might it not be better to 
burn our capitalist boats since they are leaking and no 
longer answer to the rudder?' (TWsJan1934:9). 
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The question remains posed but unanswered; the TW thus shrinks from 

an assertion of a revolutionary solution. 

Thus while the fundamental unviability of capitalism is asserted, the 

full consequences at the level of action are avoided. The article 

the~ goes on to analyse class relations at a more concrete, empirical 

level. Bankers and money- lenders are again castigated as t he chief 

culpr its: 

'Bankers restrict production by demanding high interest 
rates, 1 (TWsNov1934: 2). 

An art icle in November 1933 called for a reform of the m0netary 

system and a state-owned bank, 'a bank which should be independent of 

the ramifications of any banking institution,' (TW,Nov1933:1). These 

ar e analyses at the level of distribution of surplus value in the 

form of interest, not at the point of production and are therefore 

reformist. 
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The TW notes the clash in class interests between the farmers and the 

industrial and financial capitalists . Based on this clash, the TW 

shows links in objective interest between farmers and workers, in 

cont,adiction to the frequently expressed antagonism between them. 

The same article in the TW emphasises the common interest between 

wor~~ng farmers and workers in confronting the money-lenders: 

'The workers have a common interest with the working 
farmers i.e. to eliminate the middle man who exploits 
both, an d to check the depredations of the money-lenders, 
bankers and bondholder s who are attempting to ens l ave 
producers on the land and workers employed in industria l 
production,' ( i bid), 

Suc h objective analysis draws useful political lessons and leads 

readers of the TW away from traditional, knee-jerk antagonism t o 

farrrers - an antagon ism otherwise well warranted by experience of t he 

2cti 0ns of the fermers in workin~- ~lass struggles . The approa~ h here 

is mo re objective rather than subjective in terms of the typolocy, 

an d hence more revolutionary. 

Other articles are more vague in their diagnosis of the Depr essi on 

and general class analysis. These lay the emphasis mere on 

indi v idual r esponsibil ity: 

1 Althcugh this depression is caused by money-power, it is 
accentuated by some employers who have put off men i n order 
that wages will be reduced 9

1 (TW,May1937:7LI ). 
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'Money-power' is vague and unspecified. Blame is cast on individuals 

as if their actions were entirely voluntary: 

' A 

'There is no doubt that political mismanagement by t he 
people who own and control industry has created and will in 
the f uture create unemployment and lower the standard of 
living and make conditions harder for everyo ne ,' 
(TW,Novi934:16) 

'Why is there want? The answer is simple . We have a llowed 
the control of pr oduction and distribution to get into t~e 
hand s of a fe w people.' (TW,Jan1934: 2 ). 

few people' is a rather attentuated indication of class 

exploitation. Thus the analysis is moving away from a revolution ary 

position. 

The international scale of the Depression prompted new anal yses of 

unemployment. Now mec han isation is seen as a cause and is analysed 

as previously in revolutionary Marx ist terms . Mechanisati on is said 

not only to throw people out of work but to reduce purc ha sing power 

at the same time, thus shrinking the market for goods (TW,Nov1931:9 ). 

The TW sa ys that workers receive a s mall er share of what they ;:,roduce 

tha n for merly bec ause less labour is now needed to produce goods 

( ibid). Und er lying this is again the classic Marxi st analys~s that 

workers only receive the value of the commod iti es requfred t o 

maintain t hemsel ves . With mechanisation and the consequent r educ tion 

of the labour-time requi r ed to produce that value f the ne2essary 

labour time of workers is sho rtened. The TW states t hat because 

the mac hine the problem of producing the necessiti es of l ife no 

longer exists, but that the problem of d i stributi ng t hem does 
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(TW,Oct1932:10). This material analysis in terms of surplus value is 

a revolutionary feature. 

A recurring theme in thi s period is the need to maintain the 

purchasing power of workers in order to build economic activ ity. 

Therefore the TW constantly attacks t he wage-cutting policies of the 

gove~nment, Underlying this is the assumption that adequate wages 

neec not attack profits and that therefore the interests of capital 

an~ labour are not necessarily antagonistic. This is therefore a 

col!&borationist analysis. 

'If goods are required and if people have purchasing po~er 
to buy them, a profit is assured. It is common sense to 
pay adequate wages,' (TW.Sep1933:1). 

'Labour is a commodity and is sold like other commod1t1es. 
It is also the creator of the value of all other 
commodities. Prices in general cannot rise if the price of 
labour ri2wains luYt 9 ! (T'vl0ct32:8) D 

~hi:e it is true that there must be purchasing power to buy goods and 

he~ce realise sur plus valuej as pointed out in t he previous chapter, 

in ~erms of Marxist economics this is erroneous . Expansion of 

purc~asing power is simplistically argued and assumes a harmony 

bet~een worker and capitalist interests in the division of the newly 

produced value. This is a collaborationist feature. 

The TW e xpressed a contradictory form of nationalism, On the orie 

hanj • it analyses and rejects imperial economic domination and 

co r respond i ng loyalist colonial attitudes. On the otlier, this 

support for economic independence ha s a strongly nationalistic 



flavour of class collaboration: 

In response to the loyalist mentality, the TW said: 

' For some reason or otherp New Zealand lacks cons id erably 
in the direction of national independence, There has been 
far too much sentiment and political platitudes concerning 
the lin k with the Mother Country,' (TW ,Nov1933 :1). 
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This was an accurate picture of the strong imperialist and loyalist 

senti~ents of the time. 

The TW chall enged the agre emen t at the Ottawa Conference wh ereby 

Britain's export interests to the Dominions wer e to be protected by 

limitation of their secondary industries : 

'Political freedom is meaningless unless ec onomic freedom 
is allowed to the people of the country to produce their 
requirements in whatever manner they 
desire, 1 (TW,Oct1932:1). 

The TW drew the lesson for New Zealand .-JOrker s: 

'Will not the agreement mean a race between Great Britain 
and New Zealand for cheap production and does not cheap 
production in itself mean the displacement of hum an labour 
power and an increase in the army of t he 
unemployed?'( ibid ). 

It is the overseas capitalists who are responsible for New Zealand's 

economic plight~ not capitalist relatio ns within New Zealand: 



:The truth is that the bondholders overseas realise that if 
the workers have their standard of living , there is a 
danger that they will not be paid in full the interest and 
the principal on money loaned to New Zealand. The interest 
r ates on the huge war loans have to be paid and the worker 
shall make his contribution by having less food~ less 
clothing and less enjoyment,' (TW 9 May193 1:1), 
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The average New Zealand shipown er is not seen in this light, He i s 

portrayed more as a 'regular Kiwi joker' l ike all New Zealanders~ 

worker and capitalist ali ke. This is a collaborationist form of 

na:ionalism. 

1 The TW believes that the average New Zealand shipowner 
would be prepared to pay a reaso nable wage to the waterside 
worker ••• it appears that it is the overseas sh ipowners that 
aim to lower the standar d of life of New Zealanders, 1 

(TW,Jul 1934:2). 

This again assumes a harmony cf interests be tween capital ists and 

wor~ers based on common nati onality and is a new development. Such 

an overt expression of collaborat i onism was not evident previousl y. 

The und er lying theme of ec onomic analysis was that production sh ou ld 

be :or need 9 not profit. A constant refrain was 'the right o~ 

wor~ers to apply their labour-power to natural resources to produce 

the necessities of life 1 • An a1-ticle in October 1932 asked 1 \,fnat is 

a job? ' The TW answered that it was 'the amount of work needed for 

one worker to produce his share of the nation's product 1 ' 

(TW , Oct1932:5), The concrete concept of labour and its products is 

implicitly set against the capitalist concept of exchange value and 

pro:it. While this is a good deal less precise than a full analysis 
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of the exploitive nature of capitalist r elations , it does a l lude to 

the contradictions between production for use and production for 

profit which und er lie s those contradictions. 

relatively revolutionary feature. 

It is therefore a 

The TW asse r ts the relevance of all economic a nd political questions 

to trade unionists, In an article on the 1931 Annual Conference of 

the Watersider s' Federation, the TW says this is a key task facing 

trade unionists: 

rwe must combat the social and economic injustices aris in g 
out of our present system,' (TW,Dec1931:1). 

This is an indication of the sense of totality and connectedness of 

all social phenomena. This is also indicated in the news items on 

international issues which appear regularly. These are usually short 

but provide readers with a far wider context of understan ding than 

the establishment media, for instance. This linking of trade union 

interests with other social forces is a revolutionary element. 

The existence of analysis at the more fundamental level we have noted 

in some passages side by side with more vague assignment of 1 blame' 

in a moralistic manner for the depression, suggests that ther~ is a 

tens ion between the more fundamental analysis and the pressure to 

produce critiques and so lutions with in capitalist relations . 
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So in this period of economic crisis, while the TW presents some 

clear Marxist analyses , there exist side by side with these , more 

confused proposals for solving the co ntradictions of capitalism 

without its overthrow. 

Political 

The anal ysis of political institutions rema i ns the same as that in 

the period 1922-29 in t hat t he y are not see n as inherently 

oppressive. These institutions are said t o oper ate agai nst workers 

because they are controlled by anti-worke r interests. 

There is a certain equivoc at i on i n the treatment of the Arbitr a tion 

Court. It is gran t ed some uses i n the past , (TW,May1931:1 2 ;0c t32 : 2), 

but now is said to ' protect the interests of bondholders, rather than 

workers r 1 (TW,M a y1931:7 2 )p an d is 1 used to 1·ed uce wages 9 
9 

(TW,Sep1 931:4). However, ther e i s no evi dence in previ ous issues o f 

the TW that such ad vantages t-.rere noted , On the contrary, the earlier 

attac ks on the Ar bitration Court were quite unequivocal. 

In A~r il 1932, the TW commen ts on t he ame ndment t o the IC& A Act which 

abolished compulsory arbitration. and among ot her prov isi ons , allowed 

for piecework contracts outside the award between individual workers 

and t heir employers . This amendment thus totally undercut union 

organisation and there would seem to ha ve been be little ad vantage in 

remaining under the Act. The T\ri cons iders outright rejection of 

industrial conciliation and arbitr ation: 



' It would be better if workers asked for the abolition of 
industrial conciliation and arbitration altogether,' 
(TW,Apr1932:5). 
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But it gees on to express the hope that every union will make the 

same decision to stay away: 

It 

'There could be no good purpose served if some go to the 
Court and some stay away , 1 (ibid ). 

is i mplied here that t he Feder at ion wo uld not r ecormnend 

deregistration if most other unions did not do likewise , Since this 

was an unlikely prospect, this pr ovides an alibi for inact i on 9 and 

arbitr ation is not rejected outright, 

Similar equivocation is apparent in an article in 1934 which asks 

whether compulsory arbitration wil l be restored. It sa ys that 

resto r ation can gi ve no benefit - it was responsible for chaotic 

industrial relations in any case , This latter point appeals to 

bourgeois notions of class harmony and is therefore collaborationist. 

But the article does concede: 

'If compulsory arbitration is tc be o f use to workers 9 it 
must apply in depression,' (TW,Jul1934~4). 

This allows some utility to the Arbitration Court and contradicts the 

anti-arbitration rhetoric , 
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Simil ar equivocation is evident in the analysis of parliament . On 

the one hand, the r hetori c r ejecting the ins t itution, on t he cther f 

an underlying endor sement of it as a means for wor ker s to at t ain 

t heir objectives , 

Thus an ar t ic le i n syndic al ist vein in Se ptember 1931 expr esses 

doubts about any utility a t all for workers i n par liame~tary 

in s titutions: 

'On the other hand, we have a lways r ecognised the 
l im ita tions of the political machin e .•• We doubt very much 
i f t he gr ant i ng of adult suffrage has ev er been benefi ci a l 
to the workers, In the first place, the y have relied too 
much on political action to obtain :or them the sta nd ard of 
living to which the y ar e entitl eds 1 (TW,Sept 1931: 8). 

However f the same art i c l e contr ad i cts this position by imply i ng that 

wi th a workers' party at ~he helm, it would not necessari l y operate 

against workers: 

1 The parl i am entary mach i ne which wi ll function agein s t 
ev er y i nte r est of t he wo r ker s i f t his mach i ne is cont r ol l ed 
by t he employ i ng class , ' (TW,May1S31:1 2 ). 

This is the qualifi cati on we have met i n t he pr evi ous per iod . Th us 

t he anti - pa r liamentar y rhetor i c is e xposed as j us t t hat: rhetoric . 

The explanatio n for parliament ' s failure to ser ve workers' interest s 

is laid at the door of i ndi vidua l s , An article in Nov ember 7933 puts 

some of the blame for t he slump on political ruler s for t heir l ac k of 



concern: 

'If our past and present political rulers were as much 
concernec about the common people as they have been and are 
about overseas money-lending and private banking 
institutions, this country would at present be in a far 
better posit ion from the economic view point~' 
(TW, Nov1933~2). 
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This is a moral appeal of the sort we have already noted. It is 

emphasised by the assertion that: 

'Labour members of Parliament ha ve done what they could ,' 
( TW •Jan 19 3 4: 14) • 

Thus individuals representing labour can do better. This position 

ignores the structural power exerted b y and on these institutions and 

reduces the issue to a matter of individual decision makingc These 

indiv iduals can then be berated from a moral position for their 

individua l failings . This is an ent irely idealist approach . So 

again we have the reformist notion of the State as a relatively 

neutr al i nstrument available to be taken over by a wor king class 

party to be used to protect the interests o f workers. 

There is also discernible at this period the idea of t he state not 

simply as such an instrumen t , but as a power above classes , 

representing the 'community' c An article in No vember 1931 says that 

capitalism even now needs a measure of socialism to prop it up; as 

an example, the article notes the necessity for the state to support 

the unemployed . But the notion of state intervent ion under 
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capitalism as a 'measure of socialism ' contains the implication of 

the state as a power 'in the public interest', a cl assless state . The 

same notion is present i n an article in January 1934 which looks a t 

parliament in abstract idealist terms: 

This, 

'Member s of Parliament are ci vil se rv ants for the people of 
New Zealand and should rule for the community as a whole,' 
(TWtJ ani934:14 ). 

too, is an appeal to an abstract notion of community 

opposed to a class conception. This view of the state 

quite 

as a 

represe ntat ive of the community is a t this time only implicit. 

Late,..., under the Lebour Go vernment , it becomes a full-blown 

assertion. 

Hence, at this time analysis of the political structures of 

capitalism by the watersider s s hows a measure of con fusion. There 

are elements of syndicalism, idealism and state instrumentalism. 

These are consistent with the general retreat from a class analysis 

evide nt throughout our period of study. These signs of collaboration 

at the political level match those at the economic level. 

Ideological 

But 2t the ideological level, there is continuity in analysis and 

technique with the previous periods discus sed in that the media are 

seen to express class interests~ 



iThe daily papers are carrying on propaganda for the 
usurers and the bankers,' (TWJune1932:8). 
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Again, bourgeois authorities are belittled by the sarcasms and~ by 

the same token, the intelligence and competence of the workers 

reading the TW is implicitly extolled: 

'No slump in so-called remedies' (TWSept1931:11); 

'Economic Fallacies 
(TWNov31:1); 

Propounded by Paid Professors' 

'Economic Quackery - There are various nostrums prescribed 
by the apologi s t s for our present absurd system of managing 
or mismanaging society ,' (TW,Aug1930:3). 

The class ideology of legality is exposed by noting the double 

standard adopted by bourgeois authorities depending on whether this 

legality ser ves bourgeois or working class interests. Toe TW 

responded to the 1931 amendment to the Finance Act giving the Court 

of Arbitration power to reduce wages by angrily pointing out the 

double class stand ard in regard to contracts and agreements: 

'At the present time, we hear quite a lot of talk about 
honouring our agreements in connection with loans. Every 
employer you meet will tell you that success in business is 
due to the fact that commercial men honour agreements. 
Surely an award of the Court of Arbitration is an 
agreement; in fact, it is sta tutory law .•• Yet these people 
who talk so much about honouring agreements, disregard, at 
the first opportunity, every agreement made with the 
organisations of the wage workers, •• The attitude of the 
Employers' Federation and the attitude of the capitalist 
politicians generally i n connection with the present demand 
for wages reductions is the most class-biassed policy ever 
enunciated in this or an y other country in the world,' 
(TW,May,1931:1). 
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The emphasis in this period is to provide short term di agnoses and 

remedies for the economic crisis facing workers, The elements of a 

more fundamental analysis are left suspended without concrete 

proposals for action, Clearly, such actio n would be needed if the 

consciousness of the watersiders were to be described as 

revolutionary. Howe ver t as we have noted~ the climate of opinion in 

wh ic h the watersiders were situated was strongly saturated with 

bourgeois ideology, It would have been idealist and subjective to 

propound revolution when the organisation and consciousness was 

simply not there and would have t otally isolated the union leadership 

from its members, much as the Com.~unist Party was isolating itself 

from workers in general , Nonetheless 9 even acknowledging that action 

was so const r ained by the economic, political and ideo logical 

condit ions , the analyses offered by the TW are confused and offer no 

effective counter to bourgeois ideology. Ideologically, therefore~ 

the Waters ide Workers Feder ation i s i ncreasingly collaborationist. 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

Short Term 

The immediate problem facing the 1.atersiders during the Depression 

was the lack of work which drastica lly reduced their total earnings, 

Howevers t his little made them ineligible for unemployment relief. 

This s hortage of work was exacerbated by a degree of mechanisation , 

With the reduction of work, the questio n of limitation of membership 

also became a vexed issue, reflecting the power lessness of the 
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watersiders in their conditions of casual employment. To limit union 

membership was to throw too many members on the scrap heap, while not 

to limit it meant underemployment for all. The demand for the 

shorter working day and higher wage rates together with work 

equali s ation schemes were ail efforts to deal with the problem of 

shortage of work and casual employment. 

The 17th Annual Conference in 193i adopted a policy for a 35 hour 

week with the hours of ordinary time to be 8am to 4pm. This was 

reaffirmed at the 18th Conference in 1933, A Committee set up at 

that Conference reported: 

'While we realise that the unemployment misery and poverty 
which exists throughout the world today i s primarily due to 
the competitive social system under which we live, and that 
the real remedy is the establishm ent of a cooperative 
system of society under which goods will be prod uc ed for 
use and not for profit, we are of the op1n1on that.,.our 
immediate policy should be the reduction of the daily hours 
of wo rk and the restoration of wa ge cuts to increase the 
purchasing power of workers ,' (RP;B37:145). 

The insolubility of capitalist contradictions is still ack nowl edged 

here while practical immediate steps are proposed. Within the 

constraints faced by the watersiders, this reflects a relatively 

revolutionary approach . 

The 1930 Conference discussed the question of a more equitable 

distribution of the little work which was available. This discussion 

revealed the problems involved. The watersiders were aware that more 

equal distribution of work did not deal with the problem of 
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unemploymentp nor did it make demands of capital. 

opposed the scheme saying: 

One delegate 

'These schemes are only designed to draw money from the 
high paid men to eliminate distress among the lower paid 
men ••• If we reduced them all the same dead level, the best 
fighter s and best unionists would be driven out,' 
(RPfB23/1-5:1Dec 1930) , 

Roberts said: 

' The weakness of the scheme was that they took nothing from 
the industry, 1 (ibid), 

Robe-ts suggested two schemes, one for a minimum wage and the other 

for equalisation of work and conditions, ( ibid ). This proposal met 

the di fficulty raised by the previous speakers but~ as he pointed out 

in his Report of that year: 

''Th o Pmh1 nvi=,y~ 1..ri 71 P.'1 \ 1.::il i ~~ w~a,:..~ :::cnri :.:. 7 7 n t-1 i" rd-~rv c:;.0hi0m~~ - .:. ., . ...... ., 

and bring do~n wages to the bare existence lev el for all 
before the y will agree that t~e industry should pay a 
guaranteed weekly wage to waterside worker s,' 
( RP 9 B43/'10:5 ) , 

The constraints were se vere indeed. Another interesting object ion 

was :,hat: 

'such sc hemes invol ved too much discipline both individual 
and in the mass; much of the independent spirit would be 
done away with,' (RP 9 B23/1-5:2Dec30 ) . 

This reflects the measure of i ndi viduali sm fostered by the casual 

labo~r conditions, This relative lack of discipline is a som~what 

collaborationist feature . 
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However, the scheme finally adopted by the Conference called for 

joint union and employer control with equal representation from both 

sides with a guaranteed wageo Schemes which classified worker s into 

permanents and casuals were rejected as unjust, (ibid)o So while 

this embodied a collaborationist soc i al partners approach, it 

represented a demand on capital in terms of a guaranteed wage and a 

refLsal to have worker cohesion spli t by differenti al classification
0 

These are more revolutionary elements . 

The question of cooperative contracting for cargo work was not 

prorr. i nent in t his period. Again; in the depressed conditions, such 

sche ~es were more a way of sharing the poverty than improving the 

situation of watersiders as a whole, and would therefore neither have 

cha:lenged capital nor improved t he lot of workers. 

The watersiders protected their labour-power as well as the y could 

and paid considerable attention to questions of compensation for loss 

of ~~rk due to accident, sickness and unemployment. The Unemployment 

Ins~·ance Act was condemned both for the method of financing 

une~~loyment relief through a flat rate levy on workers' wages and 

for using such revenue to subsidise farmers and local bodies instead 

of t :-ie unemployed themselves. The Conference called for unemployment 

sustenance to be paid to watersiders on the basis of total time lost 

eact month by men en gaged in the work, It also called for a 

gracuated unemployment t ax and a tax on the unimproved value of all 

lane fo r unemployment r elief. These demands, while unobtainable in 

practice , reflect a strong pro~pr oduc er position, a sense that 
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workers had a right to demand that those with property should 

corr.pensate those without it for a situation which was not of their 

own r.·, aking. This pro-producer position is a revolutionary feature. 

The )epression thus confined the watersiders to a few key demands 

they were ill-situated to press and which were purely 

de~e~sive. The constraints were too se vere to characterise their 

policies as collaborationist, 

Long Term 

At 3 time when the crisis of capitalis~ might be expected to produce 

ser!~us concrete suggestions for fundamental social change~ these ar e 

less evident than at previous periods, particularly 1915-1920. The 

gener a l re ferences to ' Our Crumbling Social System,' (TW,Nov1931:2) 

and :.o ' t he revolutionary change taking place' ( ibid) are accompanied 

by o~ly the vaguest proposal s for alter nati ves. 

The need for a total change in social relations is occasionally 

aff:~med, A speech by Ernest Bevin asserting the inadequacy of the 

pr i vate profit motive and the need for socialism which would have 

sei- ·)· ice to t he community as its basic motive is reported, 

( Tvi , June1932:7). 

In reporting the riots in Queen Street , the TW notes how they bring 

the whol e economic system into question. 



' Every repressive act ••• can only hasten the day when the 
system that causes unemployment shall go and be replaced by 
a system under which production is for use and not for 
profit, where the people of the land shall be the first 
consideration and money kings and usurers will not be 
recognised,' (TW,May1932:2). 
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Agai~, the historical contingency of the capitalist system and its 

mutability are asserted and alter nati ve forms of society ar e 

envisaged. This is the same formula of production for use rather 

thar profit. These are revolutionar y features. 

But alternative forms of soc iety to capitalism are posed in rather 

unde:~ined terms and rest on appeals to nature, common sense and 

justice, rather than an analysis of the barr iers to their 

realisation. Thus, in an attack on bourgeois remedies for the slump, 

the Tw asks: 

'Cannot these economists conceive o f any other form of 
society but the blessed trinity of capitalism rent, 
interest and profits? • •. The worker s demand the right to 
apply their labour power t o t he natural resources and 
agencies o f production and for that labour power and t he 
services they render, they demand the right to live natural 
lives. Their claim is so just an d contains so much common 
sense that it cannot be denied much longer. If it is, 
there is bo und to be a repetition of the bloody revolutions 
which have previously ta ken place in hum an soc iety, ' 
(TW,Sept193 1:11 ) . 

This is i dealist and empty, without concrete content . i he only 

conc-ete proposal is the syndicalist one of wo rkers' control: 



'Sinc e the social system ••• has broken down, the rightful 
he ir to control the agencies of production now is 
industrial labour ••• Industrial organisation sho uld have the 
management ability in the production of goods,' 
(TW,Nov1933:10 ). 

and 

'As years go by, Labour Conferences will give more 
consideration to economics and to the best means to end the 
system which had brought the present sorry mess in human 
society throughout the world •.• As the failure of our 
present social system becomes demonstrated, the industr ial 
organisatio ns must in their own defence carry out tr.e 
policy of taking over the functions of production in t~e 
interests of the community,' (TW,Dec1931:1). 
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Yet ~his leaves the question of the transition to socialism unsolved. 

The ~roposals for these fundaffiental changes, indefinite as they are, 

tak~ very much seccnd place to immediate remedies within capitalist 

rela~ions, Since the crisis was calling these relations into 

fun~amental question, this emphasis is relatively collaborationist. 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

Eco~~mic 

Intra-Class W~iie the same theme of the need for ind~strial 

orga~isation continues in this period , the question of orga~~sation 

takes a much less prominent place in the content of the TW whi:h~ as 

we have noted, was dominated by economic analysis at this period. 

Cra:~ unionism is again declared to be obsolete on historicist 

gro~~ds: 



'Present day conditions will kill craft unionism, whether 
those who foster it like it or not~i (TW 9 Nov1933:9). 

'Craft unionism is rendered obsolete by the machine 9
1 

(TW,June1932:1). 

Unions cautious in fighting the wage cuts are chastised: 

'Many trade unions have not shovm enough grit and courage. 
It is a mistaken policy to agree to a lower wage rather 
than have no agreement at all 9

1 (TW 9 0ct1932:2). 
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However, since the watersiders themselves put up little struggle at 

this period, this castigation is divisive, a mask for their own lack 

of action. This divisiveness is a relatively collabor2tionist 

feature. Trade union officials are blamed for this lack of action : 

'Tr ade union officials blame the workers but the workers 
are not at fault. The facts must be placed before them. 
They are net organised properly or educated 9

1 (ibid ) . 

This asserts faith in the ability of workers to join in struggle and 

is a solidaristic feature; however, the castigation of union 

officials, given the constraints of the period, is moralistic an d 

divisive~ and lacks a structural analysis. This is again 

collaborationist aspect. 

Class solidarity, both with employed and unemployed workers is 

a ffirm ed. As previouslyp the need for industrial unionism is 

asserted in a number of articles, (eog.TW,May1931:12; May1932:3; 

June1932:1). This is specifically see n as class organisation: 



'We must build up class and industrial unionism to arouse 
class consciousness so that workers recognise their class 
interests,' (TW,May1932:3). 
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Un e ~~loyed organisations are supported . provided they are organised 

in c~njunction with the trade union movement~ 

'But if some unemployed org anisations continued to 
scandalise and abuse trade unions. it would only create a 
breach,' (TW,May1932:2), 

Thi~ w2s a reference to the undoubtedly divisive tactics of the 

comr. .. mist-led Unemployed Workers Movement. 

The internal cohesion of the watersiders was further developed i n 

thi~ period. In 1931. the Federation took another step to wa rds a 

sing:e national union by drafting a set of rules and a constitution 

tot~ submitted to member unions (R P,B24/1:20Novi931). 

The ~eder 2tion 1 s unity was under stress, however. A card system of 

vot~~g was proposed because it was cheaper, but Roberts opposed it on 

the grounds that it was unfair to small unions and could break up the 

org2 ~isation (ibid). Essentially it was feared that if the voting 

stre;igth of small unions was reduced proportionately to their 

merr~ership, they would leave the Federation. Thus, the clinging to 

aut~ nomy by the small unions prevented a fully 

representative voting system and indicates that they gave higher 

pricrity to their own organisation than to a national body, This 
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lack of cohesion is a collaborationist feature. Consequently, the 

matter was postponed to be dealt with in connection with the setti ng 

up o: a national union. 

The straitened financial circumstances of the Depression finally 

forced a shift to Biennial Conferences after 1931t while t he system 

for pooling Conference expenses broke down as individual union s 

bec27e unable to pay their share. Moreover, there was cri ti cism of 

the national leadership, This was evidenced by ar ticles in the TW, 

defended the leadership's position, (TW,Nov1933:9; 

Sep~1933:9). Criticism emerged particularly in connection with the 

Fede~ation's handling of the freezing workers' strike in 1932 wh en 

sever al member unions of the Waterside Workers' Feder ation refused to 

hanjle meat killed by free labour. It was against Federation policy 

t o ' black' the mea t until such time as the Freezing Workers handed 

ove r their d ispute to the Alliance of Labour ( RP,B25/7 ~25 Nov1932) , 

The po licies of inaction and lack of struggle pursued by the 

lea~ership were certainly not supported unanimously. 

Si~i : ar c r iticisms were made of the Alliance of Labour for its 

ina~:ion. Since the Watersiders Federation was the leading force in 

t he Alliance, it defended its policies as its own. An article in 

September 1933 heralds with double column headlines an agreement 

negotiated on behalf of the shearers by the Alliance of Labour. It 

poi~ts out that this success was possible because the NZ Workers 

Unio n ha nd ed over the dispute unr eservedly to the Alli ance 

(n:, Sept1933:9). The lesson was drawn that had the freezi ng worker s 
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done the same, they would have received the same support . 

The freezing workers' strike in 1932 and its aftermath was a key 

indu5trial struggle in this period. It had its impact in the 

Alliance of Labour, leading eventually to its spli t and on the 

Wate~siders Federat ion with the eventual removal of Glover from the 

leace-ship in 1936, The lack of s upport for the freezing workers by 

the watersiders and the Alliance was purportedly based on the refus al 

of t~e freezing workers to hand over their dispute to the Alliance. 

Howe~er, in the wake of the strike , the Federation reaffirmed its 

poli2y of staying on the job to figh t disputes, ( RP,837:152 ). Thi s 

sug~fsts a fundamental reluctance to take action even with unified 

supp2r t and is a collaborationist feature. 

An ~~teresting development i n this period is the establishment of a 

reg;_;:_ar column for women in the TW in August 1930. Wh ile the se 

addressed women as housewives and helpmates for male workers, th~y 

alsc addressed them as workers in their own right, Recipes were 

al w21s included, but articles ranged over a wide variety of topi cs, 

inc::. ..;jing women in Nazi Germany ( TW 9 0ct 1933: 17); the str ugg:!.es of 

wome:-. ·workers Apr1933:17; Aug1933:15; Mar1S3~ : 1:; 

Jan~S34:17), equal rights for women ( TW 9 Oct1933 :17); 

parliament (TW,Oct1933:17); the right of married women to wor~ 

( TW , ~ e b 1 9 3 4 : 1 7 ) ; reports on international Women's Congre ~se ~-

(TW,Apr1934~15; Aug1934:19) and public health (TW,Novi934:19), 
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These wide-ranging articles for women members of the families of 

watersiders reflect an understanding of class beyond the work-place, 

and while the role of women within the f amily is not questioned in 

modern feminist terms, for this period, these articles reflect 

solidarity with women as workers and are a relatively revolutionary 

feature. 

The status of women is implicated in the questio n of the family wage, 

Tnis has consequences for women but for the watersiders, it was 

prisarily a question of maintaining the price fo r labour power in the 

labour market. Thus, whereasp as we saw, in November 1929~ the 

Federation sent a remit to the Labour Party Confer ence opposing the 

introduction of a child endowment on the grounds that it would lower 

the wage rate 9 at the 17th Conference in 1931, differential rates of 

pay for single and married men were opposed on the grounds that equal 

ser vice deserved equal pay (B24/1:21Nov1931). While the question of 

equal pay for women naturally did not arise for the watersiders , we 

ca~ see from this policy that the demand for a family wage is not 

inconsistent with a demand for equal pay for men and women. The 

fa~ily wage demand is not here conc erned with keeping women in 

ecor,omic dependence but with mai nt aining the price of iabour-power, 

This period reflects again a continuity of policy on the principles 

of industrial organisation espoused from the beginning and as ar. 

expression of class cohesion and solidarity, is a revolutionary 

feature. 
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Inter-class 

The degree and form of resistance to employer attacks were sharply 

constrain ed by depres sed economic conditions, However~ in any case, 

policies of negotiation and cooperation with emplo yers were the 

preferred mode of obtaining union objectives. In Ma y 1930, the TW 

asse rted t ha t it was impossible to organise production efficiently 

unless workers were more or less satisfied : 

' The t r ade unionists recognise the fact that unless an 
industry is a pa yi ng proposition, we ca~not, und er the 
present systemf obtain higher wages. Therefore trade 
unions have sought to establish coopera t ion •. ,Job ac tion 
was relied on in the past; now the emph asis was on 
peaceful bargainin g and negotiation. Union officers are 
bitter. They preached in dustrial peace an d mad e ef for ~s to 
keep work going. This is not popular and officials now 
question their wisdom when they have been snubbed by the 
Court of Arbitration~' (TW,May1930:7). 

Thi s is t,!~1e qui nte ssential ?socia l pa(tne s~ µositiot1 ~-lh i cfJ be:~ Leen 

evident as an underlying theme thro ughout this study. The tone i s 

one of moral injury and injustice, far r emoved from an analyt i c al 

understandi ng of t he Court as a class i ns t itution, There is no other 

course of action proposed. The article seeks to instil in its 

rea~ers an attitude of being injured victims who have moral right on 

their side. Gi ven the lack of specific proposals fo r actio ~, it is 

hard to see what such outrage might accomplish . Perhaps the 

implication is that if enough workers are outraged , they wil l apply 

this as a ballot box pressure on government to change policies. This 

is f ar removed from independent working class action and involves 

already a heavy reliance on state intervention on behalf of workers. 

Set beside the above article. an assertion in May 1932 that ' direct 
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industrial action is the only option,' (TW,May1932:2) sounds hollow 

and unconvincing. 

An article in January 1934 complained that the Government had ignored 

three deputations from the Alliance of Labour in the previous session 

of Parliament (TWJan1934:13). Again, complaint remains at the moral 

level without objective anal ysis. 

In opposing the restoration of compulsory arbitration in July 1934t 

the TW promotes the Di s putes Committees system operated by the 

watersiders. The Tw sa ys: 

'Disputes would then be settled by trained negotiator s, not 
pleaders, as with the Court,' (TW,Jul1934:4), 

Disputes are here seen as a technical matter to be decided by those 

with the training and expertise. There is no sign of class struggle 

now. 

Despite the still regular, routine oppos ition to t he Arbitration 

Court 1 cross citation of the employers was the only actio n adopted in 

retaliation to wage cuts in 1931 ( B2 4/1:1 2Nov1931 ), while a proposal 

for an i~mediate cessation of work should the Court support the 

employer s was, quite realistically, rejected. Howe ver, at t he same 

conferencej Jim Roberts opposed even a go-slow in his report . He 

said there was no desire for this measure in the industrial movement 

at large. Only the watersiders, miners and seamen supported it , 

But, he said, the overwhelming majority of unions did not. 



'It is better to obtain t he gener al suppor t of all the 
unions in any minor action we may take t han to sacrifice 
the ind ustr ial worker s who were prepared to take industrial 
action 1 ' (RP,84 3/1 2:9 ) . 
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This is very much the policy o f 1 wait and see what the other fellow 

does' regularly attacked in the Tw. In any case, a go-slow c ould 

onl y lead to a retaliatory lock-out, a form of industrial war fare 

which, as we have seen, was well suited to the watersiders' cas ua l 

e~p!oyment conditions. Howe ver , the leadership al ways fought for a 

cont inuation of work . In noting that some member unions were 

refusing to car ry out the instructions of the Federation in regard to 

the freez ing workers' strike, Roberts said: 

' Ther e is the 
time as our 
(RP~B2?11:52). 

possibility of a general lockout until such 
men decide to work the agreement , 1 

Thus, no kind of work stoppage was to be entertained. 

In 1931, a letter was recei ved from the United Mi neworkers of New 

Zealand as king the Waterside Workers Federation to take strike act ion 

with the miners i n the event of further wage reductions. It was 

resolved to let the letter lie on the table and that it be not 

publi shed , It was referred to the Alliance of Labour with no furt her 

action to be taken (RP,B24/1:25Nov1931 ) . The lack of publicity given 

to this letter and the difficulties in maintaining continuation of 

work during the freezing workers' strike , s uggests that the 'no 

ac t ion' policies of the leadership were not shar ed by a significant 
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proportion of the rank and file membership. 

The policy of ' remai ning on the job and fighting on the job' was 

reaffirmed in the wake of the 1932 Freezing Workers' strike 

(RP,B37:152). Howev er , in vi ew of the position expressed by the 

leadership on go-slows and l ockout s, it is hard to imagine wha t such 

acti on would entail. 

So again in this period, there is an essential lack of class s t ruggle 

which cannot be entirely attributed to the Depression and the 

constr aints on activ e struggle which it imposed. This constitutes, 

therefore, a collaborati onist feature. 

Poli ti cal 

The Waterside Workers Federation continued to firmly support the 

Labour Par ty in t his period, but was dissatisfied with the level of 

control it had over the Party 1 s policies. Relations were 

particularly strained at the 1930 Conference because the Labour Party 

had employed as Assistant Secretary, W.Bromley, who had defied the 

labour movement by accepting a position on the Un employment Board. 

In response to this, a request form the Labour Party to receive a 

deputation from the Party was tur ned down, (R P,B23/ 1-5:24Nov1930) . A 

remit was passed at the 1931 Conference demand i ng mor e voting powers 

for the trade union movement in the Party (R P~B24/1 -2 : 20Nov1931) . 

Roberts said in his report: 



'I am one of those who believe that a Labour Political 
Movement can be used in the i nterests of the wage-workers, 
However, I hold the definite opinion that an industrial 
organisation is more important and, above all t I would 
ad vise trade unionists to insist that the Poli tic al 
Movement shal l take its definite i nstruct io ns on all 
industrial questions from the Industrial Labour Movemer.tf' 
(RP p 84 3 / 11 : 29 ) , 
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So the rationalisation of following the parliamentary road was that 

the industrial movement would do the driving. This again is based on 

a non-revolutionary anal ysis of the nature of parliamentary democracy 

and the State 9 whereby the s tate is viewed as an autonomous 

instrument free of the economic constraints of the capitalist 

structure. It is, on the contrary, seen as having independe~t power 

ove~ that str uct ure. Consequentlyu it is thought possible for 

wo r kers to take possession of the state a pparatus through the ballot 

box and i n this way control and tame capital. 

The political read is regularly urged despite the usual disclaimer 

that. 1 The TW does not often discuss political matters' 

(TWNo v1934~ 15).In November 1931.;t the TW called for workers to become 

active and f inancially support the Labour ?arty in the next election 

( TW,Nov1934:15). 

In September 1931, there was s t ill a remnant of the old s yndicalism: 

' There should be i ndustrial representation i n Parliament 
and not geographical representation,' ( TW , Sept 1931: 8) . 
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Opposition to communist influence in the trad e union movement 

continued in this period. This was particularly in connection with 

the Brisbane Maru dispute in 1931 and the freezing workers' s trike 

when communists attacked Robert s both at union meetings and in the 

colunrns of the Red Worker (the Communist Party paper) 

(RP,B25/1~18Nov32). For example 9 the TW quotes an article sent by a 

New Zealand communist writer to the Bulletin of the International of 

Seamen and Harbour Workers, (the Communist opposition to the 

International Transport Workers' Federation). The TW comments: 

'Certainly those who supp lied this report from New Zealand 
would lead the people overseas to believe that they counted 
for something in t he transport industry in New Zealand , but 
at a recent meeting at Wellington when a show of hand s was 
called as to how many supporters this bunch of scandalisers 
had, only two out of a meeting of about twelve hundred 
indicated that they supported the union-busting tactics 
which are being attempted by a few malcontents,' 
(TW ,Oc t1932;5 ). 

As we have seenf there was consider able rank-and-file resi sta nc e and 

criticism of the official ' do nothing 1 policy in t he face of employer 

attacks and communist activities had some fertile ground on which to 

work, Red-baiting was a way of dealing with criticism and is 

there fo re a sign of leader domination, a collaborationis t feature. 

The rej ection of t he communist political soluti on to the cri ses of 

capitalism wh ile whol eheartedl y adopting a labourist one, is agai n 

s ymptomatic of the lack of class struggl e in the position of the 

Federationo 
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politically, then, in this period, the Federation consolidated its 

position of seeking to gain union objectivesr in collaborationsit 

fashion , in part through representation in Parliament. 

Ideological 

In this period, the TW expanded considerably the number of pages 

contained in each issue. From a regular eight pages it grew to 

sixteen, twenty and occasionally 24 pages for a 'bumper' Christmas 

issL:e. But this extr a space 1tJas largely taken up with extra 

ad verti sements. The policy against advertis in g had been reversed 

back in 1923 but clearly the management of the paper had not pursued 

it ur,til the 30's . Photographs now appeared, "4-or ..,en of port 

facilities and activity or union personalities, but also some which 

were quite irrelevant to union issues, such as scenic spots. The 

general style of presentation of the paper changed 9 too. There were 

now large banner headl i nes across the front page, where previously 

these had beer. single column only. This more sensational 

presentation matched the economic and social crisis which the paper 

reported and commented on. Christmas issue s fr equently had a 

coloured cover and a photograph. In December 1932, the cover was a 

glossy full page ad vert isement for Ovaltine. This was s c arcel y 

designed to wake up readers and alert them to the inner d yn amics of 

the capitalist system! While the content was generally similar to 

the previous period, the shift in the style of presentation indicated 

a relative depoliticisation of the impact of its contents; the total 

impact of the paper is now less bluntly critical the sensational 

grap~ics of the headlines a re paradoxically soporific in the context 
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of the greatly increased space devoted to advertising. A subtle but 

significant shift has occurred from a paper which stimulated thinking 

and activity to one which now assumes and promotes passivity. This 

is the most important indication of a s hi ft in the consciousness in 

general expressed by the water siders . 

The consciousness of the Waters i de Workers Federation at this period 

1930-34 is a consolidation of the themes and tendencies we found in 

1921-29 - a shift away from objective anal ysis to more abs tract 

moralising. This parallels the increasing commitment to the concept 

of Capital and Labour as social partners with a consequent lack of 

class struggle . The push to achieve union goals through 

parliamentary as well as industrial methods is stepped up. The 

increasing collaborationism of the Federation is reflected mo st 

strongly in the change in presentation of the monthly newspaper, the 

TW. It begins to resemble more and more the bour geois press both in 

its dependence on ad vertisemen ts and the sensationalism and 

tri vialisation of its presentation - 1 The Medium is the Message'. 

While 9 as we have noted, some revolutionary features remain 9 the 

general trend is again toward a growing collaborationism which cannot 

be accounted for solely on the basis of the undoubted constraints 

faci ng the Waterside Workers' Federation. 
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LABOUR GOVERNMENT 1935-1937 

This period sees the lifting of the Depression and the coming to 

power of the Labour Governmentc The changed economic and political 

context confronting the watersiders exposes and emphasises tendencies 

which we have already noted a lack of class struggle at the 

economic level and a total commitment to political action by the 

Labour government to achieve union goals. In the sampled issues of 

the TW, there is now little trace of the classic Marxist analysis 

which was still to be discerned in the period 1930- 34 . 

WHAT IS 

Economic 

During this period , there remain some minor traces of a generally 

his torical materialist approach underlying economic analysis . Thus: 

'Mankind has struggled t hrough the ages and has harnessed 
the forces of nature,' (TW,Jan1935:1 ) . 

In an article on the general nature of capitalism, the TW says: 

'Machines have increased production but leave people 
hungry. Capitalism has created new sciences and techniques 
which will,in themselves, overthrow the present social 
order,' (TW,June1935:3). 
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This is the economist, technologically determinist analysis which we 

have already seen. It appears again in the analysis of Fascism. 

Fascism is analysed as the: 

'political gangsterism of the magnates of capital ••• But it 
cannot override economic laws and save capitalism,' 
(TW ,May1936 : 18) . 

Roosevelt's New Deal is seen as an interesting experiment in running 

capitalism in a planned way, a non-capitalist way. Roosevelt is 

identified as a bourgeois politician trying to save capitalism in the 

face of bourgeois opposition, (TWMar1936:2i). The TW is implicitly 

asking whether capitalism can be saved from its own nature which is 

eventual self-destruction. This is an assertion again of the 

historically contingent and specific nature of capitalism at the same 

time as it is asserting teleological laws of capitalist development. 

However, the identification of state intervention of the New Deal 

type as 'non-capitalist' implies an analysis of the state which we 

have already seen , the state as an i nstrument above and apart from 

class antagonism and exploitation. 

In terms of class analysis, bankers are again identified as the chief 

exploiters. 'The Thralldom of the People to Money Power ' is the 

title of one article on bankers and banking (TW,Mar1937 :10)o An 

article in May 1936 demands State control of currency and credit as a 

solution: 



'Private ownership has abused the monopoly it obtained of 
currency and credit. It has failed to supply enough 
currency to distribute and utilise the expanded supply of 
goods. This intensified the Depression ••• Currency and 
credit must be placed on a new scientific basis - that is, 
the ability of the people to produce goods and render 
services to the nation,' (TW,May1936:5). 
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Idealism and state instrumentalism are again seen in the theme of 

moral irresponsibility of the owners of capital , and a view of the 

state as capable of countering this. The appeal to actual labour and 

production, use values, as the basis for the issue of currency as a 

measure of exchange value, hints at non-capitalist relationst but 

these are unattainable by the means of the proposed social issue of 

credito This is the confused non-revolutionary kind of analysis we 

have already seen. The t heme of rational production for human needs 

agains t the ultimate irrationality of the pursuit of exchange value 

as t be motivation fo r the production of use values is again evident 

in the analysis of the world-wide nature of the Depression: 

' All countries are busy feeding all countries but their own 
and a t cheaper prices to f oreigners than to their own. 
Such is capitalism and the gospel of production for profit 
instead of fo r use 1 ' ( ibid ). 

Ano ther theme which is reiterated is that of economi c independence 

from Britain: 

1 Let us cut this clap-trap about the Mother Country and 
patriotism and preference,' (TW,June1935:1). 
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The T1'I says Britain is protecting its own interests; it won't take 

New Zealand 's surplus goods anymore. Thus New Zealand's domestic 

market becomes 

(TW,June1935:1-2). 

more important. This requires adequate wages 

This is the argument repeated so regularly in the 

TW - the need to maintain purchasing power and increase wages. As we 

have noted, while it is a necessary union demand, since it assumes 

harmc~y between wage demands and the pursuit of profit, it is a 

collaborationist feature. 

There are regular references to the threat of Fascism as an 

anti-working class force (eog.Jan1936:9; May1936 : 19 ; May 1935:6; 

Febi936:22,23; Mar1936:8) as well as many minor news items on 

political and economic developments around the world. Trade union 

interests are thus seen to be linked with international events. The 

watersiders donated £300 to the Spanish Distress Relief Fund 

(RP,543/16:13). However, this is a small sum when compared with the 

large amounts which we have noted, given in the depths of the 

Depression,to overseas industrial struggles. This suggests that 

among rank-and-file watersiders, political consciousness was not 

near:y as developed as industrial consciousness. Thus while the 

offi~ial organ seeks to expand the horizons of members and establish 

links between various historical phenomena in a materialist manner, 

this was considerably ahead of the consciousness of the membership. 

However, this leading role is a progressive one 

revolutionary pole of the typology. 

towards the 
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The analysis of economic relations in this period combines the 

paradox we have seen of explanation in terms of the moral 

irresponsibility of individuals with explanation in terms of the 

inevi table laws of historical development . Both these features, 

economism and moralism, are relatively collaborationist features. 

Political 

With the corning to power of a Labour Government, not unexpectedly, a 

further shift takes place in the analysis of the nature of the state . 

The concept which was seen emerging in the period 1930-34 of the 

state , not merely as a potential working class instrument, but as a 

classless representative of the ' community', now becomes a dominant 

therr:e. 

An art icle in March 19 37 looks at the duty of workers to the State. 

Serv.:.ce to the State is identified as service to the common good -
' the grandest concept of human life , 1 (TW,Mar1937:3 ). The artic le 

says that t he State has difficulty in reciprocating the duty owed by 

workers because of the 'Tory legacy'. Shortcomings in the State's 

functioning as a representative of the 'community' are thus tacitly 

ack~ Jwledged but explained away as the fault of the Tories. This 

view of the State as classless, above and independent of class 

antagonisms, is purely collaborationist; in fact, it is a nascent 

Fascist concept. 

The response to the 1936 Amendment to the IC&A Act makes explicit in 

analysi s the tacit acceptance of arbitration which we have noted in 
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previous chapters. The reintroduction of compulsory arbitration is 

accepted because: 

'the larger unions would be selfish indeed to oppose the 
reintroduction of this measure to protect weaker unions ,' 
(TW,May1936:15). 

Compulsory unioni sm is accepted because : 

'It will compel all workers to 
longer be able to recei ve 
contributing' (ibid). 

join. so they will no 
the benefits without 

This intervention by the state in industrial matters is now fully 

endorsed and state support is preferred to industrial action to 

maintain union organisation. The Labour Party ' s occupation of 

parliament is implicitly deemed to have changed the nature of these 

institutions. This is dependence on the bourgeois state , not 

independent working class action and is therefore a collaborationist 

feature. 

The concept of efficiency is analysed in class terms. 

distinction between its meaning for workers and 

Making the 

employers 

respectively, the TW accuses the Arbitration Court of operating under 

the definition of efficiency which supports capital interests. The 

Labour government is absolved from responsibility in the functioning 

of t he legislation in the hands of the Arbitration Court. Commenting 

on the reluctance of the Court of Arbitration to award a 40 hour week 

as provided in the IC&A Act amendment on the grounds of the need for 
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efficiency in industry, the TW says that 'efficient running of 

industry' as a condition for the introduction of the 40 hour week 

must be interpreted as the Legislature intended, to absorb unemp loyed 

labour, not as the employers interpret it , the ability to make a 

profit (TW,Jul1936:13). The TW is leaning over backwards not to 

blame the Labour Government for essentially making the introduction 

of tbe 40 hour week subject to capitalist criteria and interes t s . 

The Labour Government can do no wrong. In response to press attacks 

on S2 vage ' s overseas trip to the Imperial Conference, the TW says: 

t if they knew anything about Imperial politics , they would 
rea lise very soon that human relations between people of 
the Commonwealth of Nations are the greatest factor in 
world politics today,' (TW,Mar1937:1). 

This is devoid of analy ·sand is simply a knee-jerk r eaction in 

fuls ome defence of Savage . 

So, in general in th i s period, loyalty to the Labour Government 

clouded political analysis and the view of the State as a class state 

is now completely absent. These are outright collaborationist 

feat ures . 

Ideological 

As in previous periods, the promoters of bourgeois economic measures 

are exposed as speaking for class interests rather than as the 

objective academic advisers they claim to be. Thus an article in 

July i935 is headed vApologies of Paid Prophets' and goes on: 



isubsidised economists are responsible for policies which 
have not produced the goods,' (TW,Jul1935:1). 

And in May 1936: 

'Some Quack Economists - Do so-called economists know their 
business or, like lawyers, do they plead as paid?' 
(TW,May1936:1). 
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Thus the integrity and expertise of bourgeois ideologues is attacked . 

Women are seen as having a special ideological role related to their 

role as homemakers and child-rearers : 

'Women are concerned with 
plight of wasted youth. 
lessons to be learned and 
texts,' (TW,Jan1935:15). 

the everyday struggle and the 
Let them remind the young of the 

oppose the propaganda in school 

So at this period of the first Labour Government, while Marxist 

analyses of the economy and the State have entirely disappeared, only 

in t h e ideological sphere, does a measure of class analysis remain. 

WHAT SHOULD BE 

As the economy was pulling out of the Depression, the watersiders 

concentrated on restoring the wage cuts of 1931 and on shortening the 

working week. They did this with considerable success, greatly 

improving their conditions and wages. 
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Wages were restored to their 1931 levels in 1936 (RP,B39:25Nov1936) 

and a guaranteed wage was established with the bureau system for the 

enga~ement of labour in 1937. The bureau system was a joint union 

emp loyer venture which equalised work and provided economic security. 

It was a major advance in that it did away with most of the evils of 

casual employment and gave the watersiders much more control over 

thei~ employment conditions. This assisted the strength cf their 

orga:-.isation, in eliminating the possibility of victimisation, so 

rife under the previous system. The guaranteed wage which was part 

of t~e new system was a significant economic gain. 

However, the 40 hour week, won in 1936, brought higher wages rather 

thar, shorter working hours, due to expanding trade . While this might 

appear to be a preference for immdediate cash payment over the need 

to p~eserve the quality of their labour power , this was an effect of 

the jureau system. Employers were unwilling to pay a guaranteed wage 

to t ~e number of workers who were required at peak periods. Thus, 

with the limitation of membership under the bureau system, the 40 

hour week was in conflict in practice with preference to unionists. 

If t t ere was extra work, should union members work overtime or s hould 

non-~nion labour be employed? Thus a limit of 40 hours per week of 

actual work was rejected at the 1937 Conference (RP,B39:1Dec1937). 

This decision placed the need to maintain organisational control by 

the collective over the need to protect leisure time . The acceptance 

of t be necessity of overtime is not, then, to be interpreted as a 

collaborationist position. 
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Leisure time and labour power were still protected over the question 

of Saturday afternoon work. The 1935 Conference considered a remit 

to abolish Saturday afternoon work. Roberts opposed this, saying: 

'We are the only country in the world that does not work 
around the clock ••• A refusal to work Saturday afternoons 
would be a serious bar to a working agreement,' 
(RP,B26/1:16Dec1935). 

This is another example of the collaborationist tendencies of 

Roberts' leadership. The remit was amended to demand a 3 1/2 hour 

minimum payment for work started after 12.30 pm on Saturdays (ibid ) . 

As we saw earlier, a penalty payment for a poor working condition wa s 

a strategy towards its eventual abolition. Saturday afternoon work 

was finally abolished in 1937 (RP, B39: 1Dec1937). But casual work 

habits died hard, the 'freedom' offered by unstructured work being 

valued above the assurance of annual holidays. Thus, a remit for two 

weeks paid annual holiday, put forward at the 1937 Conference, wa~ 

amended to seek a monthly payment on a pro-rata basis. In th is 

respect, a measure of individualism remained and was a minor 

collaborationist feature. 

Cooperative stevedoring was still a demand. It was argued that it 

would give a guaranteed wage, sick benefits and superannuat ion 

(RP,B39:10Dec1937). While it was a demand within capitalist 

parameters, with prosperity returning, cooperative stevedoring under 

union control represented a significant encroachment on capital wh en 

there were profits to share rather than losses . It was therefore a 

progressive feature, nearer the revolutionary pole of the typology. 
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Discussions on the use of the Federation ' s Legal Aid Fund reveal 

contradictory tendencies, combining both pro-producer 

anti -producer attitudes . Demands on the Federation's Fund 

and 

for 

members on Workers Compensation were still heavy. On the one hand, 

concern was expressed that malingerers might be milking the fund, 

(RP,B26/1:1 2Dec1935 ). This is a typically boss-oriented view of 

workers. But the demand for compensation as a State service was 

again raised (ibid). This latter is a pro-producer position . 

The lift in t he economy thus enabled the watersiders to greatly 

improve their wages and conditions of work. They achieved 

decasualisation and a guaranteed wage much earlier than watersiders 

and dockers in other parts of the world. (In Britain the 'auction 

block' system of hiring lasted right into the 60's (Wilson,1972 : 13). 

Decasualisation was a major advance and provided the basis for the 

strong militancy of the forties. With their strong pro-producer 

push, the watersiders made considerable gains from capital. While 

not revolutioanry as such, it is closer to that pole of the typology 

than to collaborationism. 

Long Term 

In this period, the watersiders still retain long term perspectives. 

These remain the same as those we have already seen : to develop 

industrial unionism to prepare for cooperative management of industry 

by trade unions on the basis of cooperation. In January 1935 , the 

lead article says : 



'While we must fight the every day struggle for better 
wages and conditions, we must never forget that our real 
objective must be production of goods for use instead of 
profit •• • Service to the people will take the place of wage 
slavery when the people realise that factories are idle 
because they exist for profit, not use,' (TW,Jan1935:1). 

' The functions of trade unions must be widened beyond wages 
and conditions to become socially necessary agencies in 
production, distribution and the rendering of services to 
the nation,' (TW,May1936:3). 

' Many industries today could be operated by the union or 
unions if they were industrially organised. There is only 
one cure for mass irresponsibility and that is the 
collective responsibility of the workers to do the work,' 
(TW,Mar1937:2). 
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As we have repeatedly noted, this is a collaborationist analysis of 

the capitalist state . The key factor in change is still ideological e 

In tbe view of the TW, the new system will arrive 'when the people 

realise', as if it were simply a matter of voting for it at the 

ballo t box . The structural barriers to change and its nature , are 

ignored. 

But the distinction between workers' control of socialised industries 

and joint worker-employer management of privately owned enterprises 

is very hazy indeed. To become 'socially necessary agencies ' is not 

the same as taking over ownership. Thus the same article goes on: 

'Changing methods of industrial production are better 
managed through industrial organisation of workers. There 
is more harmony of production if it is industrially 
organised. It is preparation for cooperative production,' 
(TW,Mar1937:2). 
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But whether the cooperation is with the bosses or with fellow workers 

in social ownership is quite unclear. Another article in the same 

issue asserts the need for workers to have a 'voice' in business: 

'Workers are entitled to a collective voice in the business 
in which they are employed. They have a right to serve the 
community even if it does not suit the business concerned,' 
( ibid:4)o 

The 1 business concerned' is still on the scene so the question of the 

expropriation of capitalists and the struggle for power is thus 

consistently evaded. Thus even the long- term perspectives are now 

thoroughly collaborationist . 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

Economic 

Intra-class This period sees the final de jure formation 

national union in February 1937 (RP,B29 : 25Novi937). However , as 

Roberts reported to the 1935 Conference , all but three unions had 

agree d to pool their funds two years before and the Federation had 

been operating as a national union since 1933 (RP, B38:19Dec 1935). 

The Federation showed a strong degree of leader domination. Big Jim 

Roberts maintained a strong hold on the policies of the organisation 

throughout the period covered by this thesis. This was evident in 

the fact that remits rarely went against the position he supported. 

When he was called away to a dispute during the 1937 Conference, a 

motion to continue the Conference in his absence was lost 

(RP,B39:8Dec1937). This is a strong indication of his considerable 
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charisma and the dependence of the delegates on his leadership . 

Federation policy and the content of the TW carry the unmistakeable 

stamp of the ideas he expressed in his reports. 

Another sign of leader domination is the rejection of a remit at the 

1935 Conference to have the national Executive elected by a 

plebiscite of the rank and file. It was argued against the remit 

that big unions would outvote small ones (RP,B26/1:18Dec1935 ) . This 

represents both a clinging to union autonomy and the maintenance of 

control in the hands of the officials of member unions. These 

feat ures of leader domination are collaborationist. 

continued its policy of The Watersiders' Federation 

industrial organisation and cohesion outside its own body. 

building 

It took 

the initiative in organising other waterfront labour o In 1937, a 

nation-wide Harbour Board Employees Union for the permanent employees 

of t be Harbour Boards was set up through the efforts of Roberts 

(Townsend,1985:19). The use of these 'permanents' by the Harbour 

Boards if labour was short had been a longstanding threat to the 

watersiders 1 organisation. The development was thus a significant 

step forward in waterfront industrial organisation. This consistent 

push for widening union organisation is evident throughout the period 

covered by this thesis and is a relatively revolutionary featureo 

The ~atersiders' Federation was embroiled in the upheaval in the 

Alliance of Labour, over the question of reorganising the freezing 

workers' unions in the wake of the 1932 strike. The faction led by 
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Walsh and the seamen defeated that led by Roberts and the 

water-siders, and with the formation of the Federation of Labour in 

1937, Roberts, denied a role in the new organisation, devoted his 

energies to the Labour Party , of which he was President from 1937 to 

1950. Thus , at the end of our per i od, the watersiders were no longer 

the leading force in the trade union movement at large that it had 

been since 1916. 

While Roberts was defeated in the wider trade union movement, he 

remained firmly at the helm of the Waterside Workers Federationo The 

split in the Alliance had repercussions in the watersiders 1 

organisations where the President, Lew Glover , had taken Walsh's side 

against Roberts and was forced to resign in May 1936 

(TW,June1936 : 16)e 

The enmity between Roberts and Walsh emerged again in a bitter 

demarcat ion dispute with the Seamen's Union in 1937. The Seamen' s 

Union came to an agreement with their employers that they were to 

have coverage of work that watersiders already covered under their 

agreement. Roberts said to the 1937 Conference that it was 

acceptable for seamen to do the work, provided they did it under the 

Watersiders' agreement. This was not unreasonable since under the 

Watersiders' agreement this work was paid 2/8 per hour while under 

the Seamen ' s agreement it was 1/7 per hour (RP,B39:10Dec1937). This 

was a basic question of extracting the maximum price for labour-power 

rather than preserving sectional rights . 
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The Federation maintained its international perspective throughout 

this period. The major concern in connection with the international 

labour movement was the rise of fascism and its attacks on trade 

union rights (RP,B39:25Nov1937). It is this concern that underlies 

the regular articles on fascism in the TW. In calling for a broad 

trade union organisation in New Zealand on the model of the British 

TUC, the TW said: 

'We need an organisation to deal with fascism should it 
arise in New Zealand. Fascism has crushed the trade union 
movement in many countries, ' (TW, May1936:3). 

Thus, the struggle against fascism is seen to be very much a trade 

union issue. Again, the Federation was alive to the interconnections 

between trade union interests and other social forces and 

consistently pointed them out ot its readers. This continuing 

ability and willingness to make links between various phenomena in 

social formations is a revolut i onary feature. 

Inter-class With the lifting of the Depression, the watersiders had 

much more scope for struggle for gains from capital. However, the 

opportunities which this offered were not pushed as far as they might 

have been. 

Roberts said in his report to the 1937 Conference that the employers 

were refusing to negotiate in the National Disputes Committee and 

were breaking the current agreement (RP,B43/17:19). But he rejected 

job action as a solution because 'it would be against the best 
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interests of the Labour Government ' (ibid)o However 9 rank and file 

water siders thought otherwise . Roberts complained to the same 

Conference that watersiders supported press attacks on them by t aking 

action on the job 'when the trouble could be adjusted easily to the 

benefit of the men '. Roberts said that more industrial discipline 

was needed especially s ince the Labour Government was being at tacked 

through the actions of the watersiders (RP,B39:10Dec1937). 

The watersiders were able to resto r e their wage cuts and win the 40 

hour week without recourse to the Court of Arbitration. However, the 

above indicates that the Union did not push its advantage as far as 

it could for fear of the effects on the Labour government. Thus more 

weight was being placed on political action through a 'workers' party 

than on independent working class struggle which the improved 

economic circumstances made possible. This simply exposes more 

clearly the lack of class struggle we discerned 

Depression constraints. 

Political 

beneath the 

Political activity through the Labour Party and loyalty to it became 

a leading feature of watersiders' policies in this period, with 

industrial organisation and struggle subordinated to it. 

An article in July 1935 sees trade unions as having functions under 

capitalism beyond bread and butter issues but this extension of their 

role was to make their voice heard in the formation of state and 

local body politics. Thus an article in July 1935 said: 



'The socialist view of working class activity is that as a 
class, workers will either benefit or suffer from any 
social legislation enacted. The laws today favour class 
privilege. Trade unions must embrace all spheres - the 
election of Members of Parliament, the initiation of laws, 
local politics, education, health etc,' (TW 1 Ju1935:4). 
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These issues are very much concerns of the stateo The TW is saying 

that it is now the role of trade unions to transcend their bread and 

butter aims by being participants in capitalist state decisions, a 

very different approach indeed to the transcendence of immediate 

trade union aims to become 'levers for the emancipation of the 

working class' as asserted by the classical revolutionary theorists . 

For trade unions to take on a revolutionary role, they must use their 

leverage to overthrow the capitalist state, not collaborate with it. 

This support of the capitalist state is a distinctly collaborationist 

feature in terms of the typology. 

The task of the trade union movement was to assist the Labour 

Government to build socialism. After the election of the Labour 

Government, the TW said: 

'The return of a Labour Government demands a change in 
policy by the trade union movement and a new outlook from 
the working class point of view generally. We must abandon 
the policy of hostility to Government and cooperate with 
the Labour Government in its present difficult job ••• We 
need to cooperate to achieve Labour's grand objective 
socialism,' (TW,May1936:2). 
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The notion that the Labour Governments's objective is to build 

socialism and that it could do so by use of the capitalist state is 

quintessentially social democratic and non-revolutionary. The 

concept of socialism assumed here is the one we have previously 

noted, state activity. This completely ignores the class nature of 

the capitalist sta te. The purpose of i ndustrial organisation was not 

now industrial struggle with employers but now was to: 

'be a big influence in deciding who shall be elected to 
public bodies,' (TWJul36:19) 

and 

' to give practical cooperation to the Labour Government,' 
(TW,May1936:2)o 

Industrial struggle was to be limited to assist Labour politically 

but also to: 

' assist it in assuring higher efficiency in every 
productive agency and this in turn will assure economic 
security and a higher standard of life for New Zealanders,' 
(TW,Mar1937 :1) o 

This position is now a purely collaborationist one involving active 

assistance to capitalists to extract surplus value. The 'higher 

standard of living' which could follow from such collaboration could 

only occur through workers yielding a larger proportion of the 

expanded value they create to the capitalist class. Hence, they 

would increase their relative immiseration and increase the power and 

wealth of the class which ruled and exploited them. So now, not only 
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is there a totally neutral analysis of the capitalist state as an 

instrument to serve working class interests, but because the state is 

nominally under the control of a working class party, production 

itself is now seen to serve those interests. This is despite the 

fact that it is in private ownership by a property owning class and 

the new value socially created is siphoned off into private hands. 

Implicit here is the idea that the legal and political superstructure 

is more fundamental in the dynamics of the social formation than the 

economic infrastructure, the relations of production . This is 

diametrically opposed to the Marxist historical materialist concept 

that economic relations are fundamental and is thus a 

collaborationist position. 

Given this analysis, the constant sniping by the Communist Party was 

not surprising. The favour was returned from time to time in the TW 

(e.g.May1935:7; Apr1935:12i May1935:16; Nov1935:17; May1936:6). 

However, to put this in perspective , there were many more articles on 

the threat of fascism. 

At this period then , with in the context of the coming to power of a 

Labour Government , we see a further shift in political strategy. 

Now, not only is political action through the Labour Party favoured, 

but economic action is subordinated to this. In the previous period, 

political action was seen as a support and servant of the industrial 

struggle, not its director. 
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Ideological 

The TW was financially very successful in this periodo Roberts 

reported to the 1937 Conference that though the paper had expanded to 

32 pages, there was not enough space for all the advertising 

available . He reported that the TW account stood at £4530, an 

enor~ous sum at that time (RP,B39:62)o However, and no doubt , it was 

not a coincidence, this commercial success was matched by the 

blandness of the presentation and political line which we analysed in 

the previous periodo The hoarding of the £4530, which could well 

have been used for organising purposes, is a strong indicator of the 

degree to which struggle at the level of consciousness has displaced 

struggle at the material level. 

outright collaborationist position. 

This is further evidence of an 

This pe riod sees the culmination of a shift in consciousness, the 

roots of which we discerned as far back as the boom period 1916-21. 

It was less obvious at that time because of the accompanying Marxist 

economic analysis and the verbal adhere nce to socialist goals. This 

s hift involved an intensification of collaboration with capitalists 

as 'social partners'. This led to a complete turnaround in pol itical 

direction. The Watersider Workers Federation moved from a position 

which rejected the utility of all political action to one which 

entirely suppressed economic struggle in favour of complete reliance 

on political action. This position, together with the accompanying 

elevation of consciousness as a prime focus, indicate a thoroughgoing 

collaborationismo This is not contradicted by a remaining commitment 

to industrial unionism and a generally internationalist outlook. 
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Organisation was not a tool for action but remained largely a 

bureaucratic structure. Thus, the overall picture in this period, 

despite a number of progressive features, is definitely 

collaborationist. 
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CONCLUSION 

In our concluding chapter we will attempt to weave together the three 

strands of this thesis = the historical forces in operation in New 

Zealand 1915-1 937 , the level of struggle or lack of it with which the 

New Zealand Waterside Worker s Federation met those forces and the 

typology developed to assess the level of that struggle . 

In the earlier section of this thesis~ we developed a typlogy 9 a 

series of conceptual elements , to use as an analytical device to 

assess the consciousness of trade unions. The typology consists of a 

range of elements , e ach with a revolutionary and collaborationist 

pole. Any particular union can exhibit incoherent and cont radictory 

conceptualisations of these various elements . Thus , some of its 

concepts may be more revolutionary while others may be more 

collaborationist . Howevera the characterisation of tFiion 1s 

consciousness !nvolves a q~al itative balancing of these various 

elements; they cannot be consider ed in isolation from each other . 

Trade union consciousness was defined as the concepts embedded in the 

official words and actions of trade unions as or ganisations g that is 

to say g their practices . Since the purpose has been to guage the 

degree of revolutionary consciousness a we have been concerned to 

expose the degr ee of struggle against capitalist domination and 

exploitation which such practices might or might not embody . 

union is shown to struggle , if it: 

If a 



'makes all the indispensible moral and material 
preparations for the working class at a given moment to be 
able to launch a successful offensive against capital and 
subject it to its law 9 then the t r ade union is a 
revolutionary instrument 9 (Gramsci 9 1968~39 9 my emphasis) o 
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The emphasis is on how a union functions within the historical 

conjuncture in which it is situated and the degree of struggle 

exhibited against it o Thus a union could be described as 

revolutionary even though its situation might not be so . The nature 

of the historical situation is thus crucial to the assessment of the 

revolutionary nature or otherwise of a trade union as its own 

practices within that si tuation . 

The union selected as a case study 0 the New Zealand Waterside Workers 

Feder ation 0 occupied a strategic place i n the New Zealand economy, 

having the power to cut the flow of overseas trade on which the New 

Zealand economy was so heavily r eliant . However, thei r 

employment fluc t ua ted with the extreme variability of that flow and 

they prospered or suffered accordingly o As well as boom and bust 

economic conditions 1 the watersiders and the trade union movement as 

a whole faced acti ve polit ical intervention by the state to weaken 

worke r s ' organisation and an anti-worker climate of opinion . In 

these cond itions a t he trade union movement was divided and weak and 

unable to r esist government attacks during economic downturn s . 

The watersider s played the leading role in the Alliance of Labour ~ 

reputedly the more militant of the two umbrella organisations of 

trade unions o However, they were not the most militant within that 
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organisation. They were in regular conflict with the miners and in 

particular the seamen who supported a more militant approach to class 

struggle , 

Taking the period 1915- 1937 as a ~holeD the ~at ersid er s held a 

fundamentally reformist position to the point of collaborationism. 

But this was overlaid by some Marxist analysis and class struggle 

rhetoric. In the earlier boom years of our period of study~ the 

analysis of existing class relations at the economic level was 

uncompromisingly Marxist. Workers were seen to be exploit ed at the 

point of production and divisions within the ruling class were seen 

to be subordinate to that primary conflict of interest. The solution 

for workers was specifically socialist - to organise to ~ 

' socially own and democr atically control the industries and 
wealth they have produced ~1 (TWwAug1916 : 1) . 

However,even at this earlf stage D the political structures , while 

seen as instruments of class rule, ~ere analysed in quite 

non-revolutionary terms . Parliament ~as seen as a refuge for the 

corrupt and self-serving and, for thi5 re ason, ~as in no way to be 

r elied on to assist workers, Its class nature ~as seen to be in the 

moral faili~gs of individuals, not its structural position in 

capitalist society o Industrial organisation ' along lines of class 

and industry' was the key. I t was to be a preparation for governing 

the future socialist society - an 'industrial pa r liament 1
• 
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Social systems were seen to be in the process of historical 

development and were not eternal or given a They were governed by 

laws based on the development of productiona These could be 

discovered by the use of human reason through science. Thus craft 

unionism was said to have been made obsolete and industrial unionism 

was the scientific form of organisation to match the development of 

the technology. There was often an underlying evolutionary model of 

historyg a view of society analogous to an evolving natural organisma 

Capitalism was crumbling and socialism was seen as a natural and 

inevitable culmination to social development. 

The reliance on trade unions as a basis for socialist tr ansformation 

mistakes their role in capitalist societies. Trade union lack the 

independent position of t he revolu tionary party which allows the 

latter to negate capitalist relationsa The evolutionary model of 

history , together with this reliance on trade unions as agents of 

social revolution, therefore amounts to a thoroughgoing economist 

position . It ignores the role of the state in maintaining capitalist 

r elations and consequently lacks an 

overthrowing that state. 

appropriate strategy for 

Throughout our period 1 ideas promulgated by establishment media and 

authorities were exposed as serving capitalist interests o 

Considerable financial and organisational resouces were devoted in 

the TW and the Maoriland Worker to presenting a working class point 

of viewa Workers were alternately castigated for their foolishness 

as dupes of capitalist propaganda or flattered as far more 
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knowledgeable than bourgeois authorities . 

bourgeois ideology thus had a high priority. 

The struggle against 

The generally Marx ist position rapidly took a back seat as depression 

and stagnation hit . It disappeared entirely in the period ot the 

Labour Government. Economic analysis now concentrated more and nmore 

on immediate ills and their solution " This took the form of 

cas tigation of 'financiers and bondholders from overseas 9 and state 

issue of cred it was proposed along the lines of Douglas Social 

Credit~ which was a popular position within labour circles in the 

thirties. It is a totally reformist position " 

Similar ly , at the political level J the state was no long~r seen as 

inherently a class state ; gr adually t~e state came to be seen as 

having the potential of serving working class goals if it was in the 

1 right 1 hands . It thus came to be seen as a neutral instrument 0 

potentially able to be used in the interests of ~orkers . With the 

election of the Labour Government , the concept of the state showed a 

further shift " It was no~ seen as an embodiment of the 1 community 1
1 

a concept deioid of class content. 

Linkert to this development was a progressive vagueness about the 

nature of the future society under socialism , Instead of the 

specific goal of social ownership of industry 0 the formula came to be 

'production for use instead of pr ofit 9 • Under the Labour Government , 

workers were urged to increase production and build a higher standard 

of living to assist in the building nf ~socialism'. This ts a 
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totally collaborationist position 0 a corollary of the idea of the 

state r epresenting the 'community'. 

However 0 this was not an entirely new development. Elements of 

collaborationism are evident at the beginning of our period in the 

use and reliance on Disputes Committees as a means of achieving union 

objectives. The strike weapon was rejected as 1 unscientific 9 and 0 in 

unfavourable economic conditions 0 even the reviled Arbitration Court 

was preferred as a last resort 0 as opposed to striking 0 to defend 

union interests. This was so even in somewhat more favourable 

conditions as we saw in 1923 . The 0 social partners v approach was 

particularly evident in the transformation of the schemes for union 

contracting for stevedor ing work into joint control schemes with the 

employers . 

Organisation along ltnes of class and industry was a constant theme 

right through the period . Initially this was presented as the means 

of preparation for a transformation to socialism. However 0 since 0 as 

we have seen~ the means of achieving union goals were primarily by 

negotiation 0 this notion of organisation was actually a form of 

bureaucracy with the emphasis on organisational links and lines of 

authority . Despite the rhetoric 0 organisation was not an instrument 

of action . It was in fact regularly used to hold back the action of 

member and other unions . We saw this in the freezing workers 9 

strike ~ in the Lyttl eton union 9 s fight to abolish Saturday work and 

in the Napier union's efforts to win adequate accomodation on the 

wharf . 
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Organisationally, the Waterside Workers 9 Federation presented a 

paradoxical combination of domination by the leadership and a lack of 

discipline among the somewhat individualistic r ank=and=file, 

Throughout the ~eriod of study, the figure of Big Jim Roberts towers 

over the Federation figurativel y as well as physically. It is c lea r 

that 0 in a large measure 0 he mapped out the direction and policies 0f 

the Feder ation . Our analysis has shown this to be an increasing 

collaborationism~ confirming the verdi ct of Johnny Mitchell, former 

executive member of the Federation 0 who said of Roberts that he was 

1 left in words, right in practice' (Mitchell , interview : 18May1984). 

While his ideas prevailed ~ they did not go unchallenged and , 3S we 

saw~ disagreement was r egu larly expressed. 

Despite his domination of Federation policies 9 it should not be 

concluded that these were simply the result of the charisma of this 

one power ful individual . That the watersiders allowed their 

organisation t o be dominated by 3 single leader in this way 1s a 

statement about that organisation . Shortly after the end of the 

period of study, in 1941, Roberts was ousted from the leadership. 

With changed historical conditions , his collaborationist approach was 

rendered obsolete, and more militant tendencies in the union won the 

support of the membership. Thus the largely collaborationist 

policies g while formulated by Roberts 0 were in fact the , . . 
po~1c1es of 

an organised collective g the New Zealand Waterside Worker s 1 

federation . 
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In our period 9 the overall strategy of the watersiders saw a shift 

from exclusive dependence on negotiation at the economic level to the 

exclusion of political action 1 to the use of political action as a 

support to industrial activity 9 till finally , under the Labour 

Government 9 industrial activity was enti r ely subordinated to 

political methods ~ This latter involved a fully collaborationist 

policy at the economic level. 

The strong stress on the ideological struggle through the TW was a 

logical concomitant of the lack of struggle at the economic and 

political levels . Little r eal concrete action against capital was 

either proposed in the TW or carried out in practice . The delus ions 

of workers were seen as key obstacles to socialism. As the strategy 

to overthrow capi ta lism v the emphasis was on exposing it with vigour 

and sarcasm . But this was increasingly based on moral outrage and 

indignation in contrast to the more objective analysis of the earlier 

period. 

Despite the fact that the ideas conveyed were often Marxist i the 

Waters ider Workers Federation showed an over=reliance on the 

communication of ideas as a form of struggle . Since this was a 

substitute for class struggle in practice ins tead of its informant , 

t hi s once again reveals the essentially passive~ reformist posi tion 

of the union. It is also idealist in that it relies on a change of 

consciousness to change the world rather than material 

transformation. 
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The historicist economism of anal ysis at the economic level was thus 

combined with a voluntarist~ moralistic analysis at the political and 

ideological levels o In this contradictory fashion , the question of 

conscious action to achieve socialism was consistently avoided . 

But if the watersiders did not engage in sharp struggles with 

employers, as did the miners , seamen , freezing workers and 

rai lwaymen, they did not i ncur the damage to their organisation 

suffered by these unionso Hence , in terms of its role as a trade 

union ~ it was most effective o It made considerable gains for its 

members and maintained its level of membership and organisation a 

good deal better than most during the depression holocausto 

The New Zealand \,-Jat e r side Worl<ers Feder at:i.on 1915=1937 

constrained by economic depression , political r epression , employer 

attacks ~n cl. ~ fr,r o:.:.i!t' 
- • • ..,.. - ~ - V divided ~rade ~nion -~ ... ...... ... -- -~-, - "' 

!IJVV t: .!.!Jt:::lll, o The watersiders 

confined themse lves in practice to bread and butter aims and did no t 

function as a ' lever the .,.. . , 
11na.J. emancipation of the working 

class•. ~e thus have picture of a union which used a fair degree of 

revolutionary rhetoric but whi ch was in practice reformist and 

finally collaborationist . 

Nonetheless 1 the revolutionary rhetoric and vision of an alternative 

society did exist within this fundamental reformism, The watersider s 

considered a range of social issues and analys is as relevant to their 

objectives. In their awarenessg if not in material practice 1 they 

transcended purely bread and butt er goals. Thei r s ~as no business 
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unionism and they thus present a paradox. 

The typology has enabled us to expose this paradox. Because it 

consists of a range of elements 0 it has highlighted the varying 

combinations of revolutionary and collaborationist positions adopted 

by the watersiders in regard to those elements . Because the typology 

constitutes a continuum rather than a number of discrete categories, 

it has made it possible to delineate the shifts, sometimes subtle, 

sometimes dramatic~ which occurred in the consciousness of the 

watersiders in the period under study. The typology also provides a 

consistent framework wh ich g if applied to different unions at 

different historical periods, would permit usefu l compariaons to be 

drawn. 

The approach in this thesis has been to study the official policies 

of the New Zealand Waterside Workers Federation as both a product and 

a significant force in shaping the consciousness of its memebers. We 

have not been concerned to demonstrate that these policies expressed 

the opinions of the members as individuals. Even if it had been 

possible to conduct a survey of individual attitudes 0 this would not 

have been re levant to this project . 

This focus on or ganisationally expressed consciousness has not, 

howeverg been a process of reification 9 a view of the union as 

something separate from its members. A trade union organises its 

members in a collective whi ch supercedes their atomised 

individuality. As we saw with the leading role of Roberts ~ while 
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trade unions may appear to be shaped and dominated by ind ividuals, 

they are i n fact collective , historical products . To have attempted 

to consider individual members or leaders separately from thier 

organisational expression would have been idealist and historically 

meaningless . 

This study of the watersiders~ a reputedly militant union, has 

revealed it to be t he opposi te . I t therefore , like previous studies 

mentioned (Mills , 1977 ; Porzsolt , 1983) 1 brings i nto question the 

craft/industrial union , militant/moder ate distinction so wel l 

established in New Zea land historiography , 

Thi s thesis has only been in the nature of a preliminary sinking of a 

drill in the search for the oil on trade union consciousness in Ne~ 

Zealand . Future research could usefully compare the position of the 

wat~rsider·~ wi~h LhaL of the miners or the seamen, with whom they 

were in regular political conf lict . Such a comparison could expose 

more clearly the extent to which the wa ters ider s failed or succeeded 

in challenging capital as much as permitted by the constraints we 

have outlined in the period 1975- 1937 . Alt e rnatively~ the position 

of the watersiders 1915-1937 could be comparea with their subsequent 

more militant period of the forties cu lmi nating in the 1951 lockout 

under the leader ship of Barnes and Hill. Further explor ation of 

other craft unions would also be useful. Thus a historical map of 

the consciousness of the New Zealand trade union movement could be 

gradually drafted . 
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Howeverp the real theoretical and historical challenge is to 

establish the material basis of the consciousness displayed" What 

were the forces which made the trade union movement what it was and 

is? Much current research and theoretical work is directed at the 

forces tending to the incorporation of trade unions within capitalist 

structures and many would deny any revolutionary potential to trade 

unions. However 0 those who do so need to explain why all unions are 

not business unions 0 seeking purely instrumental ends and how it is 

that trade unions regularly transcend simple bread and butter aims, 

in verbal practicep at least. It is necessary to explain the paradox 

presented by a union like the watersiders, why they had more than a 

nodding acquaintance with Karl Marx ' s ideas and why these seemed at 

all relevant to their trade union activities . If the watersiders 

exhibited rhetorical smoke wi t hout revolutionary fire , then the fire 

which did produce that smoke must be searched out . 
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APPENDIX A 

Data Base and Sampling Methods 

The task in this thesis has been to use the typology de veloped to 

analyse the degree of revolutionary consciousness of the New Zealand 

Waterside Workers Federation 1915- 1937 P that i s the degree of class 

struggle it presented to capital . The definition of consciousness 

used in this thesis is the concepts embedded in the practices of the 

trade union under studyp these practices to be analysed i n relation 

to the historical context. Since the focus of this thesis has been 

sociolog ical p not historicalu the full range of data appropriate to a 

full his torica l study has not been used . The data base was the re f ore 

limited to the TW, the monthly newspaper published by the New Zealand 

Waterside Workers Federation from May 1916-1951 0 together ~ith the 

minu~es of ~he Annual Conferences of the Federation , (these were 

biennial after 1931) . While t he period of study is 1915- 1937 , che 

uinutes of the 1st Annual Conference of the Federation in December 

1915 were not available 9 and with the first issue of the TW in May 

1916 9 the study has effectively covered the period 19 16-1937 . 

Initially , a total r ecord ~as made of the articles in the TW 

1916-1937 ~ noting the ti tl e or key topic together with the column 

space taken up by each article, This provided a summary and 

checklist of the total contents of the paper. 
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There are three approaches which could be taken in selecting material 

for more detailed study from this data baseo 

A. The Typology 

Historical 0 tactical and organisational issues could be selected 

which exemplify dimensions of the typology 0 eogo articles on 

parliament and arbitration to exemplify analysis of state 

institutions; the position of the union in regard to selected 

struggles of other unions as a test of solidarity ; minutes of 

conferences to assess the comparative use of strike action~ 

arbitration p deputations or disputes committees as modes of obtaining 

union objectives . These would entail study of both the TW and union 

decisions recorded in the minutes. To make the data more manageable 0 

as r egards the TW 0 study could be limited to front page articles 

only 0 articles of a certain length~ certain years, certain months. 

This approach has the fallowing drawbacks: 

(a) Articles ar e not confined to single ideological elements. A 

whole range of theoretical elements can be displayed in an article 

broadly on a single empirical T' _ne ·1 • ~ • ~1s~1ng of the total 

contents does not provide enough information to select accurately . 

(b) It is arbitrary to pre- select articles on the basis of 

ideological elements since these can only be determined after more 

detailed study. 
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{c) Different methods would need to be used to deal with different 

typological elements - it lacks simplicity and coherence . 

Bo Historical 

Years could be selected on historical criteria external to the 

union 1 s existence which would demonstrate its responses to various 

conditions. Thus , two years split over ~. .,1.me where economic 

conditions were favourable could be selected to compare the union 9 s 

responses to conditions which offered relatively more room for 

freedom of action . Thus 1919 could be compared with 1937 . 

Similarly~ two years involving unfavourable ,'.!ondi tions ~ 

1922 0 1932) could be compared to show the change in the unions 0 s 

responsesp if an y 0 to conditions whi ch were ver1 constraining . Tl1is 

could involve a full historical study of those yearsu or could be 

confined to the TW . Confinement of study to the TW over four years 

would b~ L~u s can~y a basis for study . It 1s questionabla 0 too~ 

whether selecting isolated years is a valid historical procedure . 

This method ~oul~ not give a picture of development over the whol e 

period and might well ~ot expose all the elements of the typology . 

c. Systematic Sampling 

The study could be confined to the TW. The TW consists of 8 tabloid 

pages in its earlier years, but expands to 12 9 16 9 24 pages and more 

in the 1930 1 s ~ though this expansion is more than compensated by the 

increased space devoted to advertising. 
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A single article is open to considerable analysis and the option is 

between more articles studied at less depth and fewer articles at 

more depth. The former option would give gr eater depth of coverage 

and sense of development~ while the latter would probe more 

thoroughly . Thus 9 studying the total content ~ a systematic sample 

taking three issues at random out of the twelve published every year 

would produce one kind of resultg while taking ever y other yea r or a 

random sample of one out of every five year s another. The strength 

of systematic sampling is that it is :-

(a) flexible as to depth and breadth 

(b) gives a true pattern of development 

(c) gives a valid picture of the content of the paper 

(d) gives full opportunity for all the elements of the typology to be 

used. 

The weakness of this approach is that it would not allow the 

follow-up of responses to a particular i ssue which could take up 

several consecutive issues of the paper. It might miss out quite 

significant events in t he life of the union or responses to 

significant events external to it. In other words it is somewhat 

arbitrary. 
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In the event, a combination of these approaches was adopted. A 

random sample was taken of three issues out of the twelve published 

each year 1916-37 . (There were only ten issues unotainable in that 

period~ these were in 1916 0 1917; 1922 and 1923 0 In these years 9 

only two issues were selected) . A number of categories of ~aterial 

were omitted to make the quantity of material more manageable . This 

included all articles of less than one column length, all fictional 1 

verse and satirical material 0 together with all material of purely 

local importance restricting study to material of national 

re levance only) . As well ~ in the early years 0 the pages and columns 

contributed y the other transport unions were also omitted . The 

omission of satire and verse for practical reaso ns means that a r ich 

source of mate r ial expressing consciousness has had ~o be igno~ed . 

In par t icular 1 the verse contributions of ' The Mi xer' would rna ke a 

study in itself 8f the social histor y o f water side life and t he 

consciousness of ~aterside r s . 

These articles sampled fr om t he TW pro if ided the basis for us i ng t he 

9What is 1 and ' Wha t should be - long term 9 sections of the typlogy . 

For actual decisions on concrete goals and strategies the 9What 

should be - short term' and ' What is to be Done 9 sections of t he 

typology the discussion and remits in the minutes were usedg 

together with backup where appropriate from articles in the TWo 

This sampling method was not rigidly adhered tog however . Where 

reactions to significant historical events were not thrown up in the 

sample~ the total listing of the TW was used to select articles which 
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discussed that particular issue . An example was the Federation 

response to the 1932 IC&A Amendment Act. Similarly, wher e some of 

the elements of the typology were not illustrated in the sample~ 

other articles which did so were used. Examples were the articles 

evidencing racism in December 1926 and March 1927. 

Even this sample provided an excess of riches for the detailed 

analysis adopted . It is often only with detailed discussion of 

specific words and phrases that consciousness can be exposed . Thus , 

for r easons of space , further selection was still requi r ed . Those 

articles or remits which were finally used ~ere chosen for their 

vivid embod iment of elements of the typology . 

As noted in the i ntroduction 0 this thesis makes no pretence to be a 

full historical study, However 1 from the material chosen ~ it 1s 

hoped that an accurate profile of the consciousness of the New 

Zealand Waterside Workers Feder ation has been outlined . 
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TABLE 1 Membership of N.Z. Waterside Workers' Unions 1915-1935 

Union 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 

Auckland 967 1460 1154 978 1380 1342 1494 

Bay of Islands 11 27 

Bluff 264 294 201 173 230 222 267 

Dunedin 645 442 370 287 355 391 383 

Gisborne 197 162 149 165 188 208 298 

Greyrrouth 54 208 214 188 195 230 215 

Hokitika 

Kaipara 39 65 69 92 21 83 79 

Kawhia 

Lyttleton 441 390 309 431 535 418 808 

Mapua 

Napier 206 126 134 102 114 116 292 

Nelson 63 74 68 69 74 93 94 

New Plyrrouth 73 56 68 93 88 136 167 

Oamaru 60 47 59 63 84 102 91 

Onehunga 52 66 84 66 72 68 85 

Opotiki 

Patea 

Picton 66 55 68 51 65 69 93 

Port Chalmers 398 787 616 433 482 505 409 

Takaka 

Tauranga 

Timaru 165 80 96 198 204 153 

Tokomaru Bay 

Waikokopu 

Wanganui 124 87 126 101 187 173 165 

Wellington 1735 1901 1787 2213 2270 3080 2460 

Westport 71 77 80 84 84 100 100 

Whakatane 82 

Whangarei 15 16 

Total Membership of 5620 6297 5636 5685 6622 7566 7778 
NZM-J Federation 
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TABLE 1 Membership of N.Z. Waterside Workers' Unions 1915-1935 

Union 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 

Auckland 1352 1289 1412 1370 1378 1313 1310 

Bay of Islands 79 95 20 61 57 

Bluff 251 221 263 274 262 274 258 

Dunedin 283 419 281 302 345 302 282 

Gisborne 244 204 193 200 170 171 170 

Greyrrouth 208 182 190 180 170 170 173 

Hokitika 

Kaipara so 40 40 42 49 30 28 

I<awhia 

Lyttleton 788 706 652 653 672 706 710 

Mapua 

Napier 313 358 305 267 294 287 266 

Nelson 88 81 88 97 89 87 88 

New Plyrrouth 165 165 195 224 200 200 200 

Oarraru 103 95 88 77 77 80 77 

Onehunga 78 57 65 68 60 50 59 

Cpotiki 

Patea 

Picton 75 73 56 60 60 52 55 

Port Chal.Irers 264 241 290 279 229 248 208 

Takaka 

Tauranga 32 28 

Timaru 163 142 177 157 130 130 130 

Tokorraru Bay 41 25 42 34 

Waikokopu 

Wanganui 134 203 184 182 174 163 158 

Wellington 1778 1247 1721 1450 1870 1710 1660 

Westpcrt 105 99 100 98 102 101 100 

Whakatane 17 57 60 57 16 16 12 

Whangarei 38 11 15 20 15 20 17 

Total Membership of 6576 5985 6416 6102 6362 6245 6080 
NZWW Federation 
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TABLE 1 Merroership of N.Z. Waterside Workers' Unions 1915-1935 

Union 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 

Auckland 1310 1353 . 1269 1150 1145 1120 1200 

Bayof Islands 32 38 39 38 48 49 53 

Bluff 247 252 248 250 250 248 248 

9unedin 280 294 280 263 260 260 260 

Gisborne 158 157 157 151 160 160 165 

Greyrrouth 185 184 173 170 155 140 150 

Hokitika 14 17 14 

I<aipara 28 20 20 20 28 28 28 

I<awhia 6 6 6 6 

Lyttleton 711 715 707 620 625 636 628 

Mapua 36 32 12 45 18 

Napier 254 245 226 250 250 250 249 

Nelson 86 82 70 69 62 67 69 '° M 

°' New Plyrrouth ..... 
225 210 200 217 217 217 210 I 

'° ..... 
Oamaru °' 77 77 77 65 65 57 55 ..... 

... : Onehunga 55 55 44 41 42 35 40 ..-, 

:r: 
Opotiki 15 15 15 

~ Patea 15 31 30 20 19 4! 

Picton 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 ~ 

Port Chalrrers 212 221 221 230 232 228 232 ~ .... 
..... 

Takaka 30 25 15 10 16 22 0 
...., 
C 

Tauranga 5 13 14 18 14 18 17 ! Tinaru 130 146 130 130 130 130 130 0. 

~ 
Tokooaru Bay 34 34 29 29 29 28 28 -tll 

Waikokopu 60 65 53 27 27 30 30 i 
Wanganui 150 163 144 151 143 145 137 

& ..., 
1715 1686 1523 1595 1420 1397 1385 

~ Wellington 
~ 

Westport 113 114 108 105 105 104 95 

Whakatane 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 ii Whangarei 15 15 15 15 22 20 22 

Total Membership of 6143 6238 5874 5796 5597 5552 5624 
NZWW Federation 
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TABLE 2 M:mbership of Wellington Waterside Workers' Union as a% of the 

Total Merrbership of the N.Z. Waterside Workers Federation . 

Year Wellington Federation % 

M:>.mbership Membership 

1915 1735 5620 30 .9 

1916 1901 6279 30 . 2 

1917 1787 5636 31. 7 

1918 2213 5685 38 . 9 

1919 2270 6622 34 . 3 

1920 3080 7566 40 . 7 

1921 2460 7778 31.6 

1922 1778 6576 27 . 0 

1923 1247 5985 20.8 

1924 1721 6416 26.8 

1925 1450 6102 23.8 

1926 1870 6362 29.4 

1927 1710 6245 27.4 

1928 1660 6080 27 . 3 

1929 1715 6143 27.9 

1930 1686 6238 27.0 

1931 1523 5874 25.9 

1932 1595 5796 27.5 

1933 1420 5597 25.4 

1934 1397 5552 25.1 

1935 1385 5624 25.0 

Source: Annual Reports, Departlrent of Labour, AJHR, H.11, 1916-1936. 
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TABLE 3 I of Wage Earners in Trade Unions 

Year 1916 1921 1926 1936 

Total Wage F.arners 295,085 357,477 401 , 545 431 , 230 

Total Union Members 71,587 97 , 719 99 , 667 185,527 

% Unionised 24 . 3% 27 . 3% 24 . 8% 43% 

Sources : Union membership: Roth, 1973:169 

Total Wage earners: New Zealand Department of Statistics: 1916: 
Pt: . IX, p . 35; 1921 : Sect. ">N, p. 144; 1926: VoL IX, p. ~; 1936 : 
Vol. X, p. iv. . 
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